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\
~me

sense that a trian is a carpenter.
Dead, h(~'becomes a Writer. Which is
EDITO'R'S CORl'\ ER to say a name auadled to hooks.
Maybe history will provide him the
tI~!!l
hlurb of legend. If he is lucky it
won't, and if he is luckier still not
too much assorted fact will be left ,to
~ l' 0 T BOO K S but Death (including the escape from it) furnished go with the name. Death ought to
the big literary new~ recently. The earn the man freedom from bei ng
one who escaped lived to face the in- used as a looking-glass through which
escapable situation, and anned all to view his work; just as it ought to
too symbolically with bananas and earn the work h:eedom from his
gin had to makF his ~pologies for not possession.
.."..
dying. 'Others did not deny a publi~
So there is a special excitement
its feast, and (rom the Tabloids to and hullabaloo when a good writer
"
the White Horse Tavern a great Om· dies. There is a sweet shiver of public
nysiac dlewing goes on.
domain. The satisfying dick of; it
At the tables the guests, mostly Works. fasteping into place. It is
(rashers, busy themselves, in killing more than the sense of a paid debt.
what is still alive~the personality of Rather a symbol of the truth that for
the dead writer. Death ~ssiR a "Titer, his death is a major premise
are cousins. Perhaps, like the falle", oC his art.
.... I
Bodenheim, the man is stigmatized'
and the acquaintances who "tried to fMc 0 N T RIB U TOR S
help" are praised; or like th~ risen DOROTHY BROWN AsPINWALL, who
Thomas, the man is angelicized and translated Astorg's chapter on Gide,
the friends and acquaint~nces who .is Canadia n by birth, b,y profession
"betrayed" him blamedi:iEither way Associate ProCessor of European
itis the same process at ~ork: the de': Languages at the University ~C
stmction:of
fact and
the beginning Hawaii.
:
0\
of legend_ Like mqst of the workings
MALCOLM BROWN, Albuquerque art~C dea~. ,.it is n~t atretty process but ist, did the cover symbol
It has Its necessitY..
The facts whie· the droners are IRVING FELDMAN lives in New York
carrying off are ei er extraneous or City. has published poems 'in Poetry
else have a significance almost im- and Western Review.
possible 'to verify; But the legend MARY FREEMAN'S "D. H. Lawrence:
they begin oan be .verified, andI will Preview of a Basic ,Stud)"" appeared
be. In its essentials it must square in Spring 1950 NMQ. She lives in
with the dead writer's books. These Florida.
.Ire now the major fact of his .liCe. In EDWIN HONIG, author of Garcia Lorca, has published poetry, prose. and
his death begins their Authority.
Alive, a man is a writer in the criticis~ in a good number of maga-

THE

.
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Giibert Neiman
.

DEATH IN THE SOUTH·
, I: MORNING

summer heat kept you wrapped
up in a sticky bla.nket. It gave a continuity to life which
life did not usually have. Though you were always on the
lookout for any distraction that came along, the heat constantly
enabled you to concentrate. Not only enabled you to, it tied and '"
bound you, harnessed you to whatever it was that you were ob-'
sessed with. Surrounded by artists in the French Quarter here,
though he had spent only a few months in this strange, easy land
among these strange, easy Southe"ners, his main obsession had at
last consolidated itself. The limjp, root-like thoughts that had
been sprouting through pis cra~ium for the past several years,
which he had grappled ~e more fiercely the faster they
slipped away from him, without his ever coming to the point of
being able to name them, were painfully mentionable now.
They were: 'Vas he a genius? Had he. ever been, could he ever
be, a genius? \Vas life worth living, if one were a genius? But most
of all, after all, to be precise about the whole ticklish mess-"-what,
exactly, was a genius, anyhow?
So as the summer had approached, as the heat had desce..n ded,.
or ascended, Of grabbed him by the throat and tried to throttle
him, this il1,lperious question. had become quite firmly established in his head and, try as he would, he could not shake it off.
The heat had actually forced him to concentrate, upon it. The
heat had a humming sound, he fancied; th~ idea hLid a humming
sound to it, too; the two sounds had grown inseparably linked.'
They seemed to drone on all the time, whether he ~as asleep or

I

HiS r-.; F. W 0 R LEA N S'

,

I

" • This is Lhe opening section of Mr. Neiman"s new. and at lhe lime of lhis printing
unpublished, no"el·Art's th,. Thing!-Ed.

9
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awake. He wished he could say to himself, ",A genius is a dTone,"
and have done with the' matter there. But he felt hi~ life was insepa~bly linked up with this momentous question, and that was
too clever a way ~f solving yout life. He said to himself: "I am
still too young to take life lightly."
As he stepped off the curb at the end of the block, to reach the
saloon with swinging doors, -bn the opposite corner, a negro
whipped out of the entrance-way to a patio a few doors up the
next block, 00 the other side of the street, and made a beeline for
the saloon. He kept on walking acro5$' the street but, as he was
about to step up on the other curb, the negro swerved around the
comer of the saloon and streaked by in front of him, causing him
to stop. Then the negro stopped, too. He gave three crazy lurches,
and fell into the side of a shiny red Packard, parked at the curb.
. He ricocheted face-down on the sidewalk. his lanky arms flung
out ahead of him, his fingers clutching at the air as if in search of
a rope with which to tug.,himself forward. The fingers made five
or six clutching motions, and were still. Stanley gaped down at
the limp body, breathing in through his mouth and feeling his
lower jaw sagging foolishly open. His eyes, more adept at reflexes
than his body, shot back to where a shadow appeared at the edge
of them. The shadow was another plunging figure which had also
dashed out of me entrance-way and was now nearly across the
street. This shadow did not move with the lithe grace which the
negro had displayed on rounding the comer, but lunged and
,lumbered across the street like an epileptic in a hurdle-race. It
was clothed in blue. It wore shiny'buttons and a shiny medal. It
was a cop.
In an outstretched hand, this lumbering bddy carried a shiny
piece of metal which
gave
off blue glints and thin streamers of
I
t
smoke. The face was florid and beefy, with blond hair which, as
the bulges of fat on the nap'e of the neck passed before his eyes,
reminded the young 'man standing in theigutter of a pig's sharp'
bristles. A heavy black shoe with a thick leather sole kicked twice

Published by UNM Digital Repository, 1954
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very hard at the rump of the negro sprawled out on the sidewalk.
The flesh,' through. worn patches of the much-mended pants,
coulp be seen to shake like two cups of jelly. The bulky blue
shadow, whose arms and l~s resembled dangling hams, stooped
over and snatched up one of the lanky arms which were flung forward betond the head. The policeman felt the negro's pulse. A
smile of Satisfaction, serisually triumphant and mingled with a
flush of pride, washed over the beet-red face. The officer let the
arm flop back on the concrete.
, "Shoot 'em like quail!" the policeman puffed, for the benefit of
his audience, which had sprung up out of the pavement, out of
.....t he windows, out of the. doorways, all around him.
Stanley, standing stock-still in the gt.rtter, leaned his empty
glass pitcher against a fender of the bright red Packard, and
gasped suddenly, seeing a bullet had perforated the metal top, .
leaving a neat round hole in it, which could just as easily have
been left in his head. Sure enough, his own skull, had he arrived
two steps sooner, could
e been punctured by this round,
black period. The big bla k period, which punctuated all of his
arched down, the street any faster that
poems at the end, had.
morning, could jus now have put an end to all the poems. In awe
of his own demise, ke John Donne stroking his death-mask, he
touched a tentative finger to the tiny hole, and felt death draw
near-a palpable reality. Compounded of two things, metal and
space.
With almost equal awe, as if he were looking upon a monster
escaped from a circus, he gazed 'at the blue-coatedagent of Death,
who was starting to wa~ up to the admiring audience that had L
.gathered around him.
Back in Stanley's apartment-or rather, in the apartment which
they had subleased for the summer-his wife, Babette, was puttering about, somewhat pretentiou~ly tidying up things for the benefit of Venard, who had generously leased the place to them. Ven:
ard taught painting in a local college, and was guest instructor for

https://digitalrepository.unm.edu/nmq/vol24/iss1/1
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the summer term at a junior college some two hundred miles
inland.
. He was back for the week-end. a month had elapsed~ and had
dropped in to see how things were going. He had also asked. po~
litely. to see what Babette had been painting since he had been
gone. Babette was a painter too. at least a Woman's Art League ..
had .considered her one in Iowa. and she was an effusive conversationalist on the subject. She had done only one water-eolor
since Venard had been gone. however. and wished to conceal this
fact. as it had been her ecstatic ravings about what a "divine Ceianne light" his apartment had and how it would plunge her into
work every day. that had made him decide to sublet his place to
her and her husband, instead of to closer friends.
Venard slyly liked her looks. She had been born in the South
which. beyond the fact that both of them painted. was a bond between them. She had high. stubborn cheekbones which reminded
him of his favorite aunt. the childish one. who still looked pretty
at fifty. though grown distinctiy dowdy. as he imagined Babette
would too. He had instantly recognized that this couple. Babette
and Stanley. ":ere far too juvenile for their years (they were close
to thirty) and utterly na'ive politically. which made them ripe for
the Party. if they were handled not too dogmatically. but with
intellectual kid gloves.
"It's been jus~ wonderful. knowing Sidney'" Babette exclaimed, ignoring Venard's question about her painting. "But
what a curious girl is that one he lives withl" She picked up a rectangular copper-glazed bowl from the shelf above- the fireplace
and dusted it off meticulously with the clean white dish-towel
which she had chosen expressly for that purpose. She'd learned
that Venard had been painting less ~nd less the last year and had
b~en going in more for pottery. ~hich he wanted to give classes
in. This was the piece that hap won him second prize in an exhibition in the East last year. She held it up like a sacred object.
"She's rather attractive in her way, but-oh. so preposterously

Published by UNM Digital Repository, 1954
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skinny! You'd think she never got enough to eat. Of course, it's
not nice to say that, I know, but I just couldn't help wondering-"
There goes my Aunt Flora, thought Venard; now her only way
of getting compliments is by being catty. "'She eats enough for
three horses," he said dryly. "Thr~e horses feeding three times a
day." Like Aunt Flora, too, she called everybody familiarly by
their first name, even when she scarcely knew them, Back in the
patio was an upstairs and down~tairsapartment in which his most
respected friend, Sidney
Goldtr.ee, lived. ,Though Stanley and
Babette had not learned it yet, Sid was the Secretary of the Party
for the city, having earned his stripes for this important post by
weathering some of the toughest of the garment-workers' strikes
in New York. Which was another reason why he had chosen this
couple to sublet his apartment to, Most of his friends, if not over
the edge, were near the brink and ready to push. But these two, if
once converted, might be invaluable when they went back North.
Babette, for her looks and her flair for giving parties; Stanley, for
his name in the little magazines-with a political backbone, he
might turn into a literary force of significan.ce.
Babette was wearing bright yell<;>w shorts with green suspend.
ers over a dazzling red and blue plaid rayon shirt. The second (
button of her shirt was undone; one could see she was going
around with no brassiere on. Her skin was creamy, quite flawless;
she looked much younger than herO!"years. She was vain. about her
fresh, youthful appearance, and never lost an opportunity of rerrlinding the onlooker of it by exhibiting her figure. This attempt
to hang onto youth might become pitiful in another ten years, if
she continued the act, Venard thought to himself, but it had a
fetching charm to it now,
. "Curly's a remarkable girl, a very good sport," Venard went on,
with an edge of per.sonal appreciation in his voice to see if he
could stir ulLIDore feminine antagonism in Babette. "You could
learn a lot if you would talk to her alone sometimes, She's had
thirty-three years of hard knocks. Some people learn from hard
\

\

"
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knocks, some don't; she's on~ of the~ew who did. She started out
li~e as an orphan, you know.'~
"So she told me," Babette tossed over her shoulder, now standing on tiptoe and arching out her bright yellow behind. She had
dismissed pottery as a subject, Curly was more interesting, and
had chosen this moment for dusting off a row of books on the top
shelf of the built-in bookcases, a pose that displayed her more ad·
I
vantageously. "I well understand just what you mean. An orphan
is bound to learn more than a child born with parents. For the
most of us, growing l;lP is a process of disentangling ourselves
from our parents." She let out a giggle of emphasis, which she
could not help doing when she was pleased with her prowess at
language. She still retained so~e of the linguistic powe~ of her
old colored" mammy, who had watched over her till the age of
seven. She frequently committed astonishing blunders in Eng- .
lish, especially with long words, usually making up non-existent
one\, so she was always delighted when she could think up a sentence in which she could fit a multisyllabic word correctly.
"It was that way with me, anyhow," she stuck to the subject
vaguely. "I just had to outgrow my mother. Grow beyond her,
that is. She was always a child. I was lucky; I outgrew mine at ~
very early age:Like Aunt Flora, she thought she created brains by talking
about them; by assuring all and sundry that she, herself, had more
'than a sufficient supply. But secretly, thought'Venard, they must
know the insides of their heads would fit in a thimble. They have"
other insides more interesting, was his observation.
"But I'liflultivate Curly more from now on, since you say so.
Since you think it wise. Because-" and here Babette stopped
. dusting, swung around, and leaned solemnly back against the
bookcase. With a pensive finger, wrapped in the dish-towel, she
touched her chin and arched her eyebrows seductively. "-because you've recommended her. Because I think you're,so wi~el"
Venard sucked Ihis breath in through his teeth at this warm,
I
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sudden shower of coquetry. He dropped his' eyes from her eyes
modestly, dazzled by their sPIflY of intimate sparks, but he found
that his eyes were following the lines of her firm bare legsr
immodestly.
Back in the patio, in his room upstairs, Sidney Goldtree was
rummaging through the turmoil of papers on his dusty roll-top
desk, frantically searching for a piece of paper which he had
tossed there a week ago. He had just received some fresh instructions from New York, signalling this piece of paper as one that
would have to be destroyed. He could expecta raid any day now:
the tip-off had come. In a way, he was rather looking forward to
it. He always felt much more heroic when he went to jail than he
cared to admit. He had been through plenty of jails, and had
watched enough other people going through the same ropes, to
know what saps the martyr types made of themselves; but the
adolescent romance of the thing J1ad not burned itSelf entirely
out of his blood yet. Then too, there were the flashbulbs, the re- .
porters, the interviews, the exaggerated distortions in the newspapers, and always around them was the waving fringe of wideeyed girls, of devoted feminine flesh of all shapes and sizes, willing
to give its all for him. Their enthusiasms, their convictions, got
under his skin, into his bloodstream, and renewed his purpose.
The fine part was this: the more he was moved by their demon" '
strations, the more solid and austere his mask became: the more
purely ideological his thoughts became: At these crucial mo~
ments,"his mind turned into a perfectly functioning machine,
., grinding out bullets for som¢, ploughshares and hacksaws (or
others. and distributing to each according to his need.
He rubbed his fingers through black, snarled hair. They came
off greasy. He looked at the tip~ of his fingers with pleasure. He
liked to go for w.eeks without a bath. He felt, somehow, closer to
the masses when h,e was dirty-closer to the black' heart of human/'- kind. Only with grimy hands could he ever hope to clutch it.
Only with greasy. smudged fingers could hCf pick the white lice.
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the virulent white corpuscles off the chugging, tortured black
heart of humankind. It was right aft~ taking a bath that he felt
the most unclean. Early in life, as a kid in the ghetto, he had
"learned this scorn for the aristoa:acy of cleanliness. The poorest
fighters, the intellectual cowards, the tattletales, the we1chers, had
all been the boys• who washed. He had grown out of the ghetto
1
with precocious alacrity, but the memory of it stayed with hi~
like a big-black rose, a protective amulet almost, though he hated
the thought.. of mysticism. There had betln something secretly
beautiful about his childhood there, though the Word. beautiful
was anathe~a to him. Much as he detested poets, tfiere was a
"
streak of poetry in him that he would eventually have to purge
away. A flaw in his thin'king appeared whenever he let his mind
drift over the early enthusiasms of his street fights in the ghetto.
The same flaw appeared when he was locked safe inside the jails,
a hint oJ heroism he couldn't suppress. Ideologically, it didn't fit
into his character anywhere. His br~in had no cubby holes for
it; there were no drawers in his desk to file it away in. With an
angry swirl of his hand, h~ punched at. the sea of papers before)
him, at th~ whole clutter on the dusty desk. Such debris represented the actor-poet part of him, an exhibit reserved fOT only his
closest friends. Actually, every important piece of paper, except ,
the one he was looking for now, was safely tucked away in the
safety-depositvault of a bank. Secure and immune were the secret
papers. right under the watchdog eyes of the gUardian of the holy
of holies. A qlue-coated man with a medal pinned on ~im
marched to and ITO in front of the vaults, ogling each teller and
each bank executive who trespassed into the cellar. As for himself, his own name there was an alias, the name of another man
who happened to be de~d. And he rarely dared show his own
face in that ba~k himself. But he had to chuckle to himself, for
perhaps the fortieth time, as he visualized the scene of all of those
papers, folded and filed, safely locked up in a steel box in the
midst of the stocks and bonds and jewels, the amulets and heir-
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looms of those wealthy bastar.ds he ~as out to destroy-who were
always protecting themselves,. but now had this bomb in .the
midst of their boxes.
Right under Sidney's heavy-soled ~hoes, in a large ,room giving
onto the patio, in the party-making room, full of divans, hassocks,
antimacassars, objets d'art from China, India, and Palestine,'
with a few cheap tapestries froni Syrian peddlers thrown itt, and
one burnished samovar reigning in a,comer like an incense, Buddha, Curly was panting like a cat exhausted' from the hear,.. She
was attempting to squeeze out of one of her long lank legs the pus
that had gathered from a mosquito bite the previous night. She
had grown rather fond of her serpentine .body, especially when it
had become so emaciated from her withering disease that at times'
she had to hate it. It was too dose to Her now, a constant object of
attraction and repulsion. At moments, she would watch it glide ""
like a snake through a marsh of lilies; at other times, it wound _
away from her like a delicate ribbon of highway vanishing over a \
hill in a fading sunSet.
She had once been a nurse, so she was trying t(J' be ~cientific
about her body now. One, two, three, she pressed her ,fingernails.
into the skin around the bite, as though blocking off venom from
a rattlesnake's fangs. She tried to feel the sympathy of a nurse
wwards a fairly good-natured person whose days, and even morn-/
ings, were distinctly numbered. Her body had been pinkish and
fined-out once, but now it was as white as the sh~et which it
would eventually be laid out ori'~\vhen the wind had died away
in the vaHey between her breasts.
.
She gazed at a bone, the end of her ril;r:box. It rose up, a thin
white bone in an Arizona desert, more bleached tharr the plains.
It was a landmark, the final milestone not tOQ far off down there,
beyond the hills of her breasts. Her breasts had lately become r;lessicated; that was the word for them. Just the sound of the word
seemed to suck her breasts down !a~d away, made them droop
upon the bones like melting piecesl~f~lay. Yet nipples still could
\

,

I
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,rise, at a moment's notice, ruby and roseate, like striated needles
of the Grand Canyon at twilight or dawn-with a few strokes
from a man's hand. Not any man's hand. Though she did once
have a capacity for lo~ing many men. That, she was pleased to admit. Still,~he was not ,a cheap whore, not a chippy in any sense of
the word: b1.;lt even if she knew that, she suffered just as much as
the lost ones who were.
Satisfied that she had blocked off the bite scientifically, she
walked across the room to the medicine-cabinet, which had the
only mirror in either the upstairs or downstairs room, and took
from a white metal shelf one of the bottles labelled with skull and
crossbones. Still playing the nurse, she read: "ANTIDOTE: Give
starch, egg-whites or flour mixed wi~h water. Give strong coffee,
tea, stimulants of diluted alcohol, whiskey or aromatic spirits of
ammonia, one teaspoonful in water. DIRECTIONS: Cleanse the
injured part thoroughly with soap-"
She left off reading, slammed the door of the cabinet shut, a~d
inspected her pale features in the mirror. What good would iodine do her, unless she drank the whole bottle down? And what
good would that do her, sinc~ all she had to do was wait and she
would get the same result anyhow? She was conscious of holding
t,he bottle of colorless iodine in her hand as if it were a prop' she
was posing with on a stage. All life is a stage, especially to' an orphan. She had' lived down the orphan part of it, qut the stage aspect still clung to her. That was why she so pitied the actors in the
left-wing little theaters she was always being dragged to, those
who acted in "plays with a purpose," not wanting money for their
talents, but glory. She had played a part in many a drama more
purposeful than any they aCfed out on the stage. She had played
for higher stakes off-stage. How many live~, how many minds, had
been saved or lost on atcount of her, she did not dare sunnise~
Staring into the mirror, she saw nothing. Flesh that looked like
powder, watery lips that drained alYay, flaxen wisps of a mummified towhead flying up like straws' in the wind from the bones of
./
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her face-a face that lopked like a modern drawing, too abstract:
Men staring into a mitior were hirsute beasts shaving themselves.
She, herself, was nothing there. She was already shaved, sl1aved
down to the bone. Why go on with the scientific pr<?Cess? Why
place the iodine, though stainless, on the bloody marks on her
leg? What was there to save? Just because she was born w'ith a
surgical and a mathematical mind, because at nursing and at taking dictatioql she was a whiz, did she have to carry out scientific
procedure forever to the last s of statistics? How she hated the
sound of those words: .statistics, dessication!
/
She carried her nude body across the roo~, though it seemed to
sag with the burden of her shame of it. Her anns and legs moved
like animated toothpicks. Opening wide the screen door, ~fte
flung the bottle high over the wall t,hat rimmed the patio, into a
neighbor's back yard. "May the planes have a fly at you too; neighbors'" she said to herself, then grew abashed at her words. She'
should actually love her neighbors, as Sid upstairs supposedly
loved his, abstractly and dispassionately"until their deeds proved
them enemies. That was 'not so easy to do all the time, if you did
not have Sid's animal health.
It was strange, her never having been ~bie to have children in
all of these thirty-three years, and her body fading away at last,
forever into thin air. The b~dy that had delighted so many men.
though some it had offended: Some of them had become disgusted
with the way her body kept on disappearing into the ai~. Especially after sex. Sometimes she was just not there when the male had
consummated his feast. Even in her own mind she could not quite
equate the way she would vanish afterwards into a magician's
hood of she didn't know where, with her definite enjoyment, dur- ,
ing the act, of men in the bed. Enjeyment of men of many kinds
-stumbling ones, mu~bling and bungling ones, 'silent ones, invincibly stupid ones, but few who. had been completely bums!
Even the effete ones, emancipate~:r as they thought they were.
Take Venard, for example. Only'good for one-night stands. It )

.
l
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was part of his considered policy never to fall even slightly in .
love. Not only had this been her own experience, but it had been
the fate of other girls too, several of whom had told her. To fall
in love, he had explained, would have seriously interfered with
his politics, which were those of an outsider striving desperately
to become an, insider. Among artists, it was rarely that way. Few
artists had the stamina to do more than to start to think. Not just
think for themselves-no, they were all adept enough at that-but
to think in terms of the mother colossus that was strangling them.
In terms of Society, the octopus that had them all by the throat,
each one laying claim to a different tentacle. The poor, sad artistsl Afil., hopeless lot. She couldn't feel too well-disposed towards
them. Though she did summon up more sympathy for them than' ;
Sid upstairs could manage. To him, they were ornaments for
the mantlepiece, decorations to give tone to the atmosphere. Of
course, Sid had seen them mainly at parties. He hadn.'t had to
live and sleep with them, which she had not been able to avoid.
As for their brains, he suggested they were all descendents of a
tribe of pygmies bred by prehistoric head-hunters who specialized in shIjveling skulls on living bodies. He made an elaborate'
joke of this' at parties, and most artists inwar~lly shivered when
they caught the point. Venard had been the artist who registered
a hun look the most perceptibly. How nice)his head would look
on the shelf by the samovar, thought Curly, primly shriveled to ..
its rightful size!
"I'm not really sa wise," said Venard to the legs before him, not
lifting up his eyes. "It's just my academic air that impresses you.
If one teaches very long that air settles over you like crepe de
Chine and, try as you will, you will find that you can't crawl out
from under. I'm really a man of action, but none of my students
would ever suspect it."
"Oh, you're much too modest," Babette said pertly. She let her
dish.tow~1 fall to the floor ql,lite brazenly, as though she were ~
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shedding her domestic chores and wailted no obstacle t<? come
between them.
Curly strolled back to her divan and flung her body down on it
just as defiantly as she had hurled the iodine bottle over the wall.
Venard was a constant attempt to be a washout. The m31n upstairs
could never be anything resembling. that. Sid had a constant purpose; Venard was constantly forgetting his. Among artists, Venard wished to appear a Goliath of consistency, but his thoughts,
when you came down to them, were nothing but sentimen~.
\Vhen the slightest deviation of propaganda came out of New
York, he adjU.'ited to it laboriously.-Nor did he ever seem to suspect when a new deviation was on its way. He seehIed devoid of .
predictive ability. Of course, one had to admit, he did not proclaim aloud his doubts, but he let them sprout in hisAace like
weeds in a garden. Not that he did not sometimes attract capable'l
people to the Party: he had a flair for proselytizing, but he never
seemed able to do as thorough a job on himself as he could on l~is
converts. H is consistency was emotional, one of fervid faith with
no intellectual calm to back 'it up:: that type you could never rely
on.
Sid's heavy footsteps creaked overhead. He was pacing about
the room again. He did this only when he \vas upset. Usually he
made no unnecessary moves, above all when'making C\ speech. At
parties he used the minimum of gestures hecessary to show that
he was being convivial. In lovemaking, too. That was where he
made the fewest gestures of all. In bed, you became quickly convinced of-his purpose. There was no'doubt about it there.
Asleep or awake, he exuded purpose. Em9tiorially in a s,weat
or ideologically chill, his mind and his body were: as securely
steady as a trapeze acrobat's. He never let you down. He kept you
steadily conscious of .the fact that only he could swing you safely
through space. She giggled, and dug her fingernails into her
thigh. It was true, in the ?ark at'times she would have this vision
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of him: above a circus of performing animals, he was safer and
more immune, more serene and solid than the leopards and lions
and panthers and trainers below, all of whom had their feet on
the ground. Venard was more like one of the barkers down there.
One of the better barken, perhaps; at leas't, one of the more ele:
gantly costumed. She saw him in striped silk trousers, a coat with
t~ils, a fedora, and a gold-handled cane. But no matter how dandified his dress, he was only good for getting the crowd inside the
tent. When the crowd was gone, he would be ~t a loss among the
other performers of the ring. The wild beasts would tear him to
shreds, if their keepers 'were not about. While Sid soared safely
through the air, Venard was in peril down below. He was like a
dandy among the hurly-burly men, a defrocked missioniry among
blood-thirsty natives and animals. His kisses tasted like bites of a
stale lemon meringue pie.
Stanley was carried along by the surge of the crowd to the bar
inside the saloon. The crow<t rolled through the swinging doors
like waves to hear the policeman get on the telephone.· A fragment of the waves remained outside and sloshed around the
negro's dead body on the sidewalk. ____
"Shoot 'em like quaill" little rivulets""echoed behind Stanley's
back, their approBation swelling the tide.
The policeman, puffing and panting his own approval of himself, had delivered a few more heroic pronouncements to his audience, emphasizing the danger which he had just come through.
Stanley could not recall them. One thought absorbed his mind so
completely that his ears had been stuffed up since the first exclamation. The thought spread' through his mind like a seeping
stain: 'he almost got me, the copper just missed. I could have been
shot as easily as the top of the car, or the negro, for that matter.
He wasn't aiming; he was just shooting for the hell of it, unloading his pistol i.n tht' general direction of the negro. That was all
there was to it. Had anyb~y else been hit, the papers wQuld have
said: "In th~ line of duty Officer So-and-so unintentionally killed
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a pedestrian while a colored thief took off down the street." Then
they would have added details about who he, Stanley, was, and
have said that his nearest kin had been promptly informed, and
were rushing down from the North for the burial rites, which
were to be held on, such-and-such a day next week in the following cemetery. The officer would then be quoted, and would have
shed "manly tears over the accidental shooting. He \vould have
vowed to track down the culprit whom he had intended the bullet for; though temporarily rel~eved of his badge, as a private citizen he would "make amends" to the' bereaved- wife and th~ deceased's relatives by "pursuing the dirty snake who committed
this dastard~y deed" ~ntil he was "put 'in his place."
The policemall had gone to the open booth of the telephone
set on a shelf at ~e frpnt end of the bar, and Stanley had some·
how been pushed to the edge of the bar beside him. The blueshirt was rattling the hook for headquarters.
"Send an ambulance over," it roared. "I got myself a goon. A
colored one, with feathers. It's curtains for him. On second
thought, skip the ambulance, we need a hearse." .
Stanley heard another roar at the other end of the line, mirthful aRd hilarious; it made him sick. The voice fr~m headquarters
was booming out laughs of appreciation and congratulaticm. It
cracked a joke that brought a vainglorious smile to the"'POlice..man's face, something about "this ought to break up the heatwave." After the approbation of the audience around him, this official approval was too much. Stanley's s~omach began to revolve.
Bracing himself with an elbow on the bar~ he squinted down
the row of faces. They all· shone with self-satisfaction, beamed
with joy, sweated with a glow of triumph, as if a white man had
won back the heavyweight championship, or the home-town football team had captured the cup. The bartender passed out mug
after mug of beer on the house, bestowing genial smiles on the
outstretched paws. Ten m.inutes ago the heat had been ~mother. .
ing, and there had been not more than a handful of men in the
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place. The heat was a prison of boredom-the same daily drink·
ing bouts had been recommencing, the usual stale jokes and rem~rks on yesterday's scand~ls and last night's brawls were the
rosary chains each person was starting to tell.)Then came the explosion, the liberation, the cutting-off of the shackles. The release
from the prison's tedium ,~nto the bright air of bonhomie. The
dazzling radiance ofDeath had appeared.' They were united in a
celebration of theit brotherhood. A negro had been shot down;
their manhood had been reaffirmed. The guilt of their lifelong
sloth, which weigqed on their shoulders as heavy as the heat, had
been momentarily;lifted. They clapped one another upon the
back, as if they had all participated in the miraculous deed.
The hubbub died down when the Captain of the Team, the
Heavyweight Champ, clamped back the receiver on the telephone and turned to the bar. He shoved his cap back on his forehead and mopped his brow. He had finished a hard day's work. A
!huge mug of beer, an old-fashioned stein, appeared instantly before him. He drained half of it, ~aking his time, as if in response
to a victory toast. The crowd became hushed, as the bartender
drew no more beers. He stood in an attitude of respectful homage
before the officer, looking very much like a toastmaster who had
just delivered a toast_ Stanley noted the raised little finger of the
.
hand that held the stein. ThjPOliCeman could have been drinking tea.. This showed him to e a man of delicate se~sibility, not
unacquainted with the Fine Things of Life. \\;'hen he placed
his mug back on the counter and ran his calculating eyes over the
thro,ng of hushed, happy faces, as if in acco,rdance with longestablished ritual, the bartender asked, "Tell us, what was he up
to, Maloney?"
With a princely gesture, the policeman horizontally held out
two fingers. Quick as a flash, the bartender swept both hands under his apron, and they came out with a pack of cigarettes in one
and a lighter in the other. In a second a cigarett~ was in the policeman's fingers; in another second, it was lit. This formed part
,

)
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?\the ritual too. With a s~~enuous sigh and a thiJ] w~ve ?f smo~e
blown up towards the cel1mg, the officer smacked his hps whlle
his forehead grew clouded with a frown.
"He was jazzin away like a rattler, that's what the snake was up' '.
to."
,
The shock of these words settled over the crowd like a spray of '
sand sifting down from the ceiling. Again'Stanley peered at their
faces.' Smiles had withered, the eyes were squinted, breath was"
suspended, and their lips were prudishly pursed together. This .
was more than their hopes had bargained for. To the trumpet
blare of death was added the tom-tom of sex. What kin.d of crime
could t~at lie? their hearts asked lasciviously, while they hesitated
to bre~the. They thought of the blood rirying out on the sidewalk'
which had been a purple swirling cloud a few minutes back,
pumping away inside a chest for dear life with a frenzied rhythm
in the shade of some cool, dark room across the street. Their eyes
swung back and forth, like marbles of the pinball ~achine, between the policeman, who had assumed the towering proportions
of a Judge enthroned, and the bartender, who had dwindled to ,
the anonymous size of a Public Defender. Collaborati6n between
the two was taken for granted, but the bartender made a dramatic
pause before popping his next query.
..And he was wanted for something in particuBT?"
"Sure.to Gawd, he was, the lint-head! He was wanted for disturbing the peace."
The policeman's eyes drew a bead on the heads of the crowd
craned over the bar. He saw he had them eating out of his hand.
'Another pause, and the bartender asked, "And how was he disturbing the peace?" r
"Why, he'd come itt rip-roaring drunk at three in the morning
and start beating his bid woman up. Got a call down at headquarters about it. They said it'd been going on for over a month, his
coming in blind and beating her up." .
"Did
wife complain too?"
,

I

I
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"No, she never complaint none. But it woke the neighbors up
something awful. A working man's got to be getting his sleep.
Things couldn't be going on like that forever. Time som body
put a stop to it."
The crowd was not even interested in the right or the ong
of it, Stanley could see. but they were determined' to devoU/r each
gory crumb of detail they could get. And the policeman was doling it, out the way they liked it. He was the guardian of the law,
their guardian, and they wanted a 4ero strutting about on.a'stage.
He reenacted his role like a veteran thespian. That was what the
crowd begged for: to get a glimpse of the inside show of just how
they were being protected. The bartender was the interlocutor of
the minstrels. He kept his ha~ds underneath his apron obsequiously. popped each question lvith proper timing. Cross-questioning for the sake df justice was the ostensible pUrPOse, but the real
object was to build up the maximum dramatic effect.
"If you was called at three in the. morning, how did you happen
to show up so late?"
'.
"Wasn't enough guys on dooty. bon't you ever read your papers? We're' understaffed, we are. Your own police force is understaffed. This fine, magnificent city, not supporting enough officers
of the law to keep it going. A disgrace to the ~tate, it isl I don't
come on dooty till eight.,"
"Well. when you got there, how...i..I mean-did ypu hav.e trouble
finding them?"
The crowd swallowed. took a communal gulp. This was the
climax they had paid for. Their hearts pounded in unison. From
the sig.i1arity of the expressions on their faces, you would have
thought each one held a pistol.
..A neighbor pointed the room out to me. It was clear way back,
way deep in the patio. I wasn't taking no chances. Lint-heads carry long knives. I give the door a kick hard enough to bust the
·lock. if there had been one on it. And there they was, the shameless critters, him a-loving her up like mad. Never seen'how they
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done it before. She was nekkid all over. But him-he had his
shirt and pants half onl So that is the way they do it, now all of
you know. The male, so durn lazy he just unbuttons his pantsl A
naushati~~ sight, if I ever seen one. They was squiggling about
like two snakes, one with his skin half shed."
I
.
The crowdI was harvested now. He had bundled
them up to.
gether in a compact sheaf, and tied them with a wire that carried the volt~ge of an electric shock. Disgust was Stamped on
every counteqance present. A communism of revulsion, Stanley
thought. Their souls ascended on a level, like a congregation
reaching Heaven. Far below them two tadpoles wriggled in a
puddle ofslime. Two primeval vermin" which their august dignity glared down upon. It was not a question of justice. or of
taking a life, but a mechanical matter for a flit-gun. This guardian of the law had certainly ~ielded his weap~>D well. He had
vindicated his office and proved his right to a badge. He had
saved them from contagion; the consequences were a mere repon
for the record.
!
"So I raps him on the bean with the butt of m~ gun, and tells
him to pull his pants on. And so he does. Then h~ takes off acrost
the patio, not choosing to come along in peace, like I give him a
chance to. That's all there was to it. Nothing else to do, but let
him have it. And so .. did."
When the policeman said, "And so I did," Stanley winced
sharply, as though from somewher«: above him a judge had
whacked his gavel down on a desk. But, unaccountably, the mallet descended on the liard wo~ of the bar by Stanley. Then there
came a rapid third blow. It was as{if the gavel had been whacked
down three times from the judge's bench: on~e on his'desk, once
on the bar, and the third time on Stanley's head. The three
sounds smacked out rapidly, rat·a·tat·tat. On the last tat, it was as
. if someone had filled Stanley's empty pitcher lVith beer and
dumped it over his head. The liquid spilled down from the crown
of his skull, smoothing out in all djrectioll$. It cooled his hair,
I
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drenched his ears, and trickled down the sides of h~s neck, becoming particularly cold at the nape. Before the liquid could blot
out his vision, Stanley rolled a baleful eye up at the authoritative
cap perched on top of a bl{>ated forehead. The cap seemed to
float like a kite up into the ceiling of the courtroom, while the
forehead beneath it bulged towards him like a swiftly expanding
balloon. A balloon inflating so fast that he expected it to go poP!
And let out such a gust of hot air that the explosion would instantly dry his drenched ,hair.
Curly was staring dreamily at her long, lank legs again. Shanks
and a hank of hair, that was truly her body-what she was reduced
to. The way tJlat she stared at her body had become a kind of perversion, she felt; a case of the snake hypnotizing the fakir. Her
skin might seem sall~w to others, but to her it had the lovery
gleam of much-handled ivory. Once an evanescent garment of
beauty, now turning dully into the opacity of oblivion. If this
was a perversion, her gazing upon it)ls she did-it felt strangely
more proper and fitting than looking at Sid's brawny body, which
seemed to her a thing that butchers should keep behind closed
doors, or averting her eyes from Venard's pasty nakedness, which
was that of a nubile boy evading a dowager's clutch~s. She heard
Sid's rumbling steps above, and Venard's flute-like diction from
the kitchen across the patio. She could not make out his mincing
words, nor did she care to. .
This body had been quite an instrument for the Party. When
it became of use to no one l1ut her, they would toss it aside. But
it had been, they had to admit, pretty damned useful in its time.
All sizes and shapes of bodies, all sizes and shapes of brains, had
it sucked along with it into the swim. What a shoal of fish she had
spawned in the Party's seal And this floating island, this body,
was slipping away from und~r her now. And from unde·r them,
too! Her last laugh would take on the sinister to~e of. a deathrattle. Not that they would mind at all. They would still have
their Thing to hold onto. \Vhat a cynic she had become I But
(
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since she had served their purpose, they shouldn't begrudge her
a lingering look at what they had used. What had once been the
iQstrument of the life of the Cause, was now becqming the instrument of the death of her. She was falling in love with her body
right behind their backs, for the very first time. \Vhere had she
heard it-you only love a thing when it's gone?
Well, they all had their Thing: they could hold that without
her assistance. And they would. Had her body not been around,
there would have been somebody else's. And even if nobody's
body had been around, they would still have had the Thing to
clasp in their sleep.
How she wished she could keep her mind from whirling sol
She was tired, so tired, of her thoughts. The faster her mind spun
around, the fas-ter it seemed to unwind the flesh from her bones.
Thoughts came so fast they faded like, snowflakes. They
were all
.
of a whiteness, her thoughts, her bones, and the sheet. The others
had the Thing; she had her bones and her sheet. Such an idea
might ·be perverse while you lived, while you had a c-hance to
h~IR others to live, but when the time came to die, they at least
ought to let you think about it. \Vell, whether they. let you or,
not, she was thinking the idea right now.
NO\VI Incredibly large, the word loomed in her mind. She
supposed fhat that was another kind of betrayal. To think in the
terms of NOW. With them, it had always to be in the terms of
THEN that one had to think. Then one would wave the banner,
then sing the songs, then drink the drinks, then love the loves.
Until THEN, everything became premature~abortive, a gap,
a lull. And, of course, to die-one never, ~ever died NOW.
That was a dialectical slip, a material impossibility, an error of
thought, a crime' against faith, to imagine that you. could die
nowl Your death was only a step towards the THEN, a moment's
illusion of sacrifice. Actually, it was' an inevitable movement
ahead. The THEN swallowed alii
As if her thoughts had aroused an angry ghost, she heard
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boards creaking at the side of the room. Ponderous steps came
down the stairs from the balcony'overhead. Sid had not slept with
her for over a week UOW. Only when he had some big scheme on
his mind did he sleep in his office' or away like this. After her
merry-go-round ride of rebellious thoughts, she felt gayly reo
lieved. She was pruning out some of the hYPOCrisies in her think·
ing:And she had to admit it right now, she didn't care a tinker's
damn what crisis of the moment was bothering'Sid. What Big
Project he was pregnant with. Any more tha"n he seemed curious
about the cause of her staying in bed. He took
her illness as a mat·
.
ter of course. She had made a pact with herself, as a parting gift
to the Cause, not to tell a soul what the doctor yesterday had em·
phatically stated: that she had less than four months to live.
. With snarled hair, cheeks aflame, and sweating like a bull, big
Sid kicked open the screen door from the patio.
"God, what a heat'" he exclaimed inside, pausing to accustom
his eyes to the shade of the room. "You've got it cool down here.
Up under that roof, the heat curls up your hair and fries off your
eyeballs."
We had on some faded denim pants and an old red-striped
rayon T-shirt, which he always knocked about the house in when
he had to put in a public appearance later. This outfit r~minded
her of the wayan actor might dress while rehearsing his lines. He
looked like an American's idea of a roustabout from one of the
wharves of Marseille. She gazed at the bulge of his biceps, at the
ropes of muscle on his forearms. Once, she had admired them
rather. lavishly; now they inspired only disgust. Was it that when
you had hope of life you worshipped health, blooming bushelsful of it? But when you were sick, sick, sick. with only death as
your next adventure, something within you drew back from the
vitality of health, as if it were more cruel than disease itself-?
"And me with a speech to make this afternoon, and our party
it?"
coming up tonight. I suppose you've forgotten
,
"You haven't been around to remind me."

.
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"So you did?"
"Easy now. I'm not in the proper mood to be barked at. We're
almost strangers, anyhow. A week is long enough for an ocean
voyage:'
"That week-it was for you to recuperate in."
"You wanted to be sure I would be in shape for the party, you
mean?"
"Stop getting so sensitive I You know the party's the most important one we've thrown for months. These N, M, U. boys are
sailing for San Pedro tomorrow; they're going to have trouble
there. Also, their pals from Australia and New Zealand, yes even
a couple from France, will be coming here-and you pull a Camille on mel"
"There, there. Don't tell me th!lt things are starting to get too
much for you. Don't tell me that you have blood pressure, tool
\Vhere's-myold Iron Man?"
She spoke in the wheedling voice one uses when teasing a child.
It was the kind of baby talk she often put on when she was pretending to buck him up. It was a game both of them played at, the
closest they ever came to love talk. But if she had ever met anyone
who never needed any bucking up, he was the one.
"A piece of paper," he said, smacking his fist in a palm, as if he
were going into action, "a little tiny piece of paper, not much bigger than a bill."
"What kind of paper? Fly-paper? They have that at the corner
grocery," she said moc1singly, not caring what he was ~lking
about, She had prepared for the party metholiically, pU,nctiliously, as she always did. When had she ev.er let him down on the
slightest detail? It was part of the pomposity of the brute in him
to assume tlhe h a d . '
t.)
,
"Fly-paper, sure, fresh from New York, with the stickiest glue
you ever saw. A glue that would catch even rats; especially the
rats they grow in this Quarter."
"Dear me, could it be that serious?"
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She suddenly tired of the old pretense. It had been funny, once
upon a time, but now it was just another hypocrisy. She searched
for a quick way out, but the familiar pattern had become too in- .
grained. She would give thought to the matter
later. She had to
,
be rid of the last hypocrisy before she died. He was in a state of
crisis now. After this one was over, and before the next one appeared, she would have it out with him somehow. She could not
seem awkward around him now. She would have to think it out
alone, by herself, at first.
)
"Uff, womanl" he growled, continuing the show. "What could
be serious in this Quarter? Packed with bohemians the size of
rats, and rats the size of bohemians. Everything you look at long
enough in this lousy Quarter turns to grey! Take our Ochoa now.
remember? He had skin the color of an alligator's belly, and we
thought it was just as tough. And what did it turn into, here in
the Quarter, in less than a month?- A soft, rubbery rat-greyl It
must be the weather that does it. These bohemians haven't the
guts to change under their own steam, like that. So{lletimes I
think New York sends us a bunch of pansies down here, the whole
rotten lot of theml Ochoa, the rat, remember?"
"Your elocution is showing," she. warned him, still using the
cheerful tone she despised. "You'd better get in better form than
that this afternoon."
Sidney walked to the sink and spat in it. Then he turned both
faucets on, holding a hand under each. He could never remem·
ber which one was hot, and.which one cold; neither faucet was
marked, and the cold always came out ~epid.
Curly remembered only too well: Ochoa had been touted as
something of a windfall, a boy wonder in New Mexico. There he
tiad served the P~rty most brilliantly for five or six years. He
could not onJy compose inflammatory pamphlets in lyrical Spanish, he could print and distrib~te them as well:! As a propagandist
among the Spani~h-Americans, he was rumored as having no
equal. Well-he might have been all he was cracked up to be,
'

.'
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back in New Mexico, but he had certainly run hog-wild here. The
girls had gone to his head. Drinks had been cheaper, to start with;
the whores younger, more beautiful. In three weeks, he was shooting his mouth off in every brothel. Every brothe~ he, could get up
the steam to cross the threshold of,4hat was. And he could get up
plenty of steam. You would think that he had never seen so much
fresh white skin in all of his life. What he had saved up that cash
from, nobody knew. The payoff came when he started writing
odes to some of the belles whom he had slept with. A few of the
more pornographic paeons he set up in type, and ran them off.
These he distributed, instead of pamphlets, to some of the more
reputable fancy houses. The trouble had been-not all of the
poems were ,-"ritten in Spanish.
"Skip Ochoa," Curly ,advised, "he's well tucked away now."
Sidney thought up a whole string of language about the fellow,
in good, solid, chunky Bronx patois, and spat once again in the
sink, before starting to lather his hands.
"Can'tbe so sure," he replied. "Manny checked at the jailla~t
night. They're not sending him up, l~ke we thought. I'm telling
you, he'd be safer on the inside. If they'd only give hi,m a twoyear jolt, just (or being a Mex, like they do in most towns, he'd be
a lot better off. I'm telling you."
Half dosing her eyes, Curly. squinted at Ochoa on the ceiling.
She saw a lithe, spindlY,fellow with hflir dripping over his collar
in back, and the lbng, sad face of a starving horse. She felt an observer's twinge of pity. His 19nely stare could remind her only of
herself. He had the lost, furtive air of an underfed orphan. She
had studied some of the po~ms he had distributed. She had found
nothing disgusting about them.
The pornography had always
';l
been witty, and rather Byronic. As pornography went, they had.
been in good taste. But the madams had not found them so. And
some of the girls, allegedly, had not found ther in good taste,
either. Perhaps their southern sensibilities had been injured by
the fact that pornography could be both humorous and intellec..'
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tua!. The police had not found them in good taste. either. after a
few madams had called them up. Ochoa had been ,clapped instantly into· jail for "purveying ~mutty, lewd, and lascivious
writing."
"You mean you would do something to him if he got out?"
Sidney was holding a washcloth to his face, softening his beard.
The sounds he made came out mumed. All she could catch was:
..Auf gump it matter to you? I've had flugerbs in my hands before. All I need dupped up is a chance at a thumb-hold on him'"
Whatever a "thumb-hold" might be, Curly could not imagine.
She knew Sidney was a past-master at jiujitsu and judo, thQpgh,
and had laid many a strike-breaker low at his own muscle-g\ime.
Sidney was lathering his face now, slapping the whipped cream
on it with the vengeance of a pastry-cook. He orated through the
foam. f
"That's why I say we should all steer clear of poets. Preached it
from Maine to Minnesota. Plato was a smart old geezer, banning
the poets from his Republic. They've got a fire burning in their·
guts that we could use, but you never can tell when they'll go
limp on you. They're doing it all the time. Can't trust 'em even
for propaganda. They knock out reams of the right stuff, then all
of a sudden one night th~y're burning the midnight oil, stiff .
or hopped up or getting a vision-probably from the D. T,'s,
but they're too sold on their genius to admit it-and blooeyl off
they go on a rhyme that cl;tey never heard before. That does it!
It tears their past meanings up in ribbons. So they sell out for a
failcy word. Christ, what excuses for m~n they arel They sell
society down the-river and float away on their fancy word. The
first real purge we have,in this country, the poets will have to gal"
Curly started singing in a little girl's voice, "Row, row, row
your boat. gently down the stream," With a carmine fingernail
she sketched a canoe
the starched white sheet.
"lkno~ what you're thinking," Sid interrupted her. He knew
she wanted to break up his line of thought. He couldn't stand the

on
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plaintive lilt in her voice when she sang. There was something so
individual and lonesome about it, it made him feel fuzzy inside.
"What am I thinking?" asked Curly, still humming. "Come to
me, Chandu, my Lord. Wave your wand thrice over my sconce,
and pronounce the magic word."
"Your ~once?" asked Sidney, leaving the mirror and walking
over in back of her head. "What part of your anatomy is that?"
She turned her blue eyes up at him. A sickly sheen tinged them
of late. Upside down, her eyes made"him think that he was'gazing
at a fish. She tapped her forehead with a bony finger.
"All my anatomy's' up here today."
"Well, this is the only wand I have this morning," Sidney said,'
tapping the spot she had touched on her forehead with his shaving-brush, leaving a minaret of white icing on it. He could not
bear the sight of her thinning body. After all, he re~ured himself, you have to distrust even a well-proven brain once the body
begins to give way. He'd tried his damnedest to fatten her up, the
first few months they had been together. Insisted on her eating
an eight-course French meal every night. It had been no use. She
kept on getting skinnier and skinnier. He had even given up sex
with her for a month, taking on a few girls after some of the ~eet
ings she had not attended-the fresh, enthusiastic ones, consolidating their recent allegiance-but that had been of no avail,
either. Her body went dn wasting away. He did~'t talk. abput it
any more; he knew she saw a doctor once a month. She was next
to the oldest active female member of the Party down,here. C(rtainly she had the record of having been the most effective. He
~ould not yet bring himself to the point of dropping a hint that
sHe was being put to pasture, at last.
, "I didn't know you had an all-seein{eye. Coulc! you really tell
w~at I was thinking?"
"You were remembering the poetry you wrote.".
How had he guess~d? She had scarcely mentioned it, not spoken
more than a dozen words, and this during their hectic first night
/
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together. more than a year ago. Despite the blanket of heat that
lay upon her. goose-pimples sprang up on her skin. Much as he
scowled on the mystical subject of clairvoyance. he at least possessed the memory of an elephant.
"So I'm one of, the first you would purge. then?"
He had gone back to the sink. and slashed his razor about louelIy in the water. but used it cautiously when he scraped his chin.
"No. Sappho. you're absolved. From all the reports I had on
you when I got down here. you'd purged enough poets of their
poetry to make up for your own original sin. That is. of course,
unless you still write verses on'the sly."
This banter came up in her stomach like a wave of bile. She
saw a co~ting of greenish pond-scum creep over 'her skin. ~he
wondered if a dead body. for a time. turned green. What was it
she expected of him. now she knew that her days were numbered?
\Vhat was it she wanted now, which she had never wanted before?
It was there, somewhere in her intestines, an indefinable something. swirling about. an amorphous desire,that had never been
there before. It was this new element. an unknown quantity. that
made their banter. which had previously pleased her. seem now
sour and picayunish.
"It's been ten years since I've written a line." she stated soberly.
She did not dare attempt a light-hearted riposte. or she was convinced she would choke. Such a tone ought to bring him down a
few pegs, but in his present state of crisis-and he had at least one.
a month-she doubted if he would notice it.
1'0. K'1Sappho. you've got a clean slate. then. Ten years back.
The treaetheries of a virgin the Party ignores."
Oh, the absurdity of it. The ignominous abomination of her
pitiless lifel Her skin was peeled off !>y an iron-mailed fist, and
the fibers and tendons, the joinings and unjoinings of her quivering muscles and nerves were laid bare. They quaked like a catch
of fluttering fish, flopping themselves to death 'in a tightening net.
The Party. the Party. the Cat ever calling, while the fish floun-
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der in a hopeless trance. The Cat waits smiling, squatting on
haunches, ruddy hams grimly flexed, biding her time till the moment to pounce, when the fish are deadl
Venard shoved his hands in his pockets. He had just kissed Babette, and was wondering why. Did he have her, or did she have
him? The kiss had been a bit bungled. He had managed it clumsily. Or had he managed it, at all? Hadn't she been the one who
had brought it about, and hadn't she wanted it to turn out a
botched-up job? Dishes were being rattled furiously in t~e kitchen sink. He was cooling his heels in the parlor. He strode across
his chartreuse linoleum, of which he was so fond, and gazed sightlessly across the street at the negroes' balcony .of wrought-iron
scrollwork.
They had been reaching for the dish-towel she had dropped to
the floor. They had both taken hold of it together. As they came
up from their stooping position, he had attempted to kiss her
upon the brow. But she had tilted her chin up so abruptly that it
connected with his nose, sending a sheet of light across his eyes,
after which his mouth had made a dive for hers. But he had
missed; or, rather, barely made it. He had caught a comer of her
mouth, just an edge, and you can't kiss very effectively when you
have onl'y a fragment of a mouth to work on. She had pushed him
away, as though he.had been embracing her forcibly.
"Oh, Venard, you mustn't!" she exclaimed in a voice of schoolgirlish indignation.
It had aU been so cO,my, he shuddered. He had never acted like
this, even when he had been in his teens. "But, dear, I want ,You
so badly," he said, with an exaggerated impetuosity~ The words
were a perfect echo for her schoolgirlish make-believe. "Well, I
don't think it's nice. Stanley might come back now any minute:"
had been her rejoinder. Then she had snapped her head around,
and flounced off into the kitchen. He· th,ought he caught the
flick€r of a smile as her head spun away. A few minutes later,
above the clatter of dishes and silver in the sink, h.er voice rang
)

...
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out in a lullaby. Then the lullaby faded into a torch song, reminiscent of Helen Morgan. The giddy creature was madl A dog
chased a cat down the gutter outside. A little colored boy ran
after them, laughing
and throwing a handful of pebbles, one
\
stone at a time.
.Well, she had certainly given him enough of a come-on. Yet,
when Stanley was around, it was her husband she seemed to
adore. She wa~ mother, sister, wife, and mistress to Stanley as soon
as he stepped into the room. She became such sheer adoration it
embarrassed whatever company hapJ;lened to bJ present, and it
was distinctly embarrassing to the husband. So much so, in fact,
that if a female were present, he would immediately start mak~ng
advances to her, as if out of self-protection. Then Babette's jeal·
ousy <::ame to the fore. She would heap attention upon the girl,
perhaps offer her a present, if something of little value were at
hand, and go out of her way to become close friends with her. She
would swamp her with all kinds of needless advjce, take down
her telephone number, her address, and invite her to a meal, or
make a date to go shopping with her. She would do anything to
'\
win over her confidence, to make her into one of her friends,
\. which implied no longer being one of Stanley's: He wondered
. \ . hpw much of this silly game, apparent to an outside observer,
I
Stanley caught onto.
\
As for his own chance of having ~er, that was a private doubt.
What would an outside observer have said of their kiss? Although
it was the dead of summer, the sunlight on the pavement outside
had the autumn glo~ of spoiling oranges. Did he really want her?
He had only'to formulate thatquestio~, to hear the echo:, Could
he? Her Helen Morganish coloratura sobbing over the pangs of
lost }pve, even above the clatter of the pots and pans in the kitch·
en sink, throbbed out an unequivocal Yea!
But, how to carry it off without offending her husband? Stanley, a{ter all, was the writer-a writer of die future, to be sure, but
with a drive that promised well. He was the important one to seduce into the fold, and not Babette. Of course, there was always
~
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Sid's axiom to fall back. on: "Get the woman, she'll get the man."
If only he were not accursed with a puritanical conscience, a
blighted heritage he had not outgrown! Could he have Babette
and still convert Stanley? Or could he synthesize the whQle works,
have Babette and convert them both?
.. I say-" the voice suddenly called out to him from the kitchen.
It paused with a confident kind of doubt, and sent out a suspended ray of hope.
"What ~ it?" he called back, in a voice that sounded to him like
that of the master of the house. Even with an interrogative What,
he could not sound impersonal enough. He must think of Sidif he could only be Sid!-whoalways took--thiLwoman stuff in his
stride. For Sid a female was relaxation, so he always had -the right
touch. But he, Venard,.had art's scars stamped on his.nerves like
a seaman's tattoo. He might as well symbolize his case of jitters
nobly. Bees were buzzing oJ.ltside the window at the side of the
room under the vine's o~ tlte trellis that covered the pathway back
to the patio. Their busy wings poured a deadening honey' into
his ears. Or was it beeswax?
"Would you come here a second, please, and try to be useful?
I've got only two bands, you know."
There was the go-sign. And Stanley was coming back, but even
that she didn't mind now. That southern belle babe with the
bouncing black eyes-she was beckoning him on. His ears started
humming a tune. An odor of jasmine drifted into the room, a
level of air that had sneaked in between the layers of heat. That
scent did it. Thank God, Stanley did not know that he, Venard,
had pseud:onymously published poetry himself! Out, damned
spot! High-sounding syllables started bJlzzing behind his tongue.
Yes, little did Stanley susp~ct ~hat even' ere female beclouded his
sight, Venard's first devotion had been to the awe-inspiring catafalque of poesy. He had iDot revealed this to Babette, either, nor
did he propose to. If Sidney ever learned 'this nasty item about h~s
past, he might find himself out of the Party.
.
Stanley thesis, Babette antithesis, and Venard the s.ynthesis:
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With this young couple of innocents, he would have to take the
Hegelian way out. Only his problem was not his own w~y out
but how to get both of them in!
It was not a matter of strategy, to be mapped from the, outside, but one of tactics to be intuited from the inside. Yet no
matter how well he weighed the pros and cons now, and evaluated each with due precision, he knew that only one thing would
inevitably take place: Stanley would be backl Then there would
be no more time for hemming and hawing. The brunette belle
in the kitchen would have decided he had let her down. The moment for synthesis was nowl He quit comparing the orange heat
of the street with the cool chartreuse of the linoleum, and made
a beeline for the kitchen.
Babette gave him a welcoming smile, and thrust a large greenglazed Mexican salad bowl into his hands. It was dripping suds.
She said, ~it.h the air of an Aztec empress, "See that you don't let
that slip out of your hands, tool"
It was cozYcand cool down there on the floor. Hornets buzzing
above made a smothering blanket out of the sky, but they would
not swoop down upon you if you lay there quietly, and did not
disturb anyone. That was what Stanley was intent on doing. Not
to disturb a single soul. Then they would all go away and be
quiet, and he could sop up this shade on the floor. He deserved a
rest like this, they ought to realize that. He who had slaved his
life away hammering out poems. Such labor, they ought to know,
was more grueling than any day-labor. Even if the day-laborer
used a machine. Of course, he, Sta'n.ley the writer, used a typing
machine; he had worn out several of them. But those machines
weren't steam-hoists or bull-dozers, not a way of circumventing
labor, but a way of expanding energy faster. The typing machine
helped you think faster on paper. But perhaps he could have done
the poems better, if he had not thought quite so fast. At any rate,
it was time for the hornets buzzing abqve him, his readers, to
think it over. They had him stretched out on the floor, they ought
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to lay olP him for a while now. He had given up his responsibilities. It was pleasant being under their feet, inhaling a cool
draught of relaxation. Sandalwood and rosewood, ineffable incense of a forest cave, ~ere blended with a sq.lphuric aroma of
urine and beer. He was in a state of indetenninate ecstasy. He
felt he was finally the niaster of appearance and reality, of being
and becoming. When he inhaled through hi!; left nostril, he appeared real; when he inhaled through his right nostril he was
becoming.
"I guess he couldn't stand the sight of blood," one of the hornets above him buzzed.
"Must
be one of .those artists around here," another hornet
,
droned. "I seen 'em throw plenty of fits, but 1 never seen one of
,em faint before:~
Stanley struggled to raise himself on an elbow, but soon gave
up. He would either spring up like a lion and pounce upOn them
all, or simplytirthere. After a moment, he chose to simply lie
there.
At least his wife was not around. There was a negative bliss in
that. Ide could feel thin~ more completely when she wasn't
around. Blab, blab,· Babette babbled on like a shallow brook.
. Most of the time, he couldn't even get his feet wet in it. If he
wanted a swim, he had to look elsewhere. But when he was looking elsewhere, he had to make sure that the brook wasn't chasing
•
him around, like the devil with a pitchfork had done in his childhood dreams. Babette's pitchfork was her red tongue. He had, at
one time or another, been stabbed all over with .it. His body had
felt like a pincushion, a spongy re~ipient for her barbs. Anyhow,
pincushion or tadpole, whatever he had turned into now, he had
found his sha<!.y bed at;ld he was determined to lie in it. Away
from the -~utheTn summer, away from devils with prickly
tongues-if only those confounded hornets would quit buzzing
about his ears! Oblivion was his destination, and' they kept on
pulling him off the track. Oblivion, whether, of childhood, of
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dream, or of a deep-flowing stream-this shade on the floor was
what he had thirsted forI
He.was suddenly elevated. Not by gossamer wings or a magic
carpet, but by Gargantuan paws, heavy hands that hoisted him
high u,p into the air. And his thirst was being quenched, not by
crystalline draughts of a mountain stream, but by some fiery fluid
that those monstrous hornets were shooting down him. He
choked on the" scalding acid, and opened his eyes. He could' not
see clearly through the veils his choking had draped across his
eyeballs, but a remembered taste caused him to smack his lips.
The poison, though it seared his throat, was not entirely unpal'atable. There w~s a name for it. Brandy. And who was pouring it
down his throat? Of all people, the cop was the hornetl
This is a bit embarrassing, he thought, blinking his eyes several times. How bothersome to have to come back to life again.
And so soon I How calm had been those briefly glimpsed shores of
oblivion. To wake up and find this detested person, his own potential assassin, nursing him back to recovery. But what was he
recovering from? Had something struck him? No. not a thing but
a swoon. "The sight of blood," as someone had put it. Then the
scornfUl remark about artists. And they had been tight. He who
waxed so heroic~ especially when ensconced behind his typewriter
-he who struck terror into the hearts of men with a pen-he, that
noble oblivion-seeker, had been so scared by the sight of a bullethole that he had fainted dead away, like a blushing maiden in a
historkal novel I
If oblivion was what he wanted, he was staring into the face of
it now. He was staring smack into the very jowls of I)eath itself.
Death was a night-watchman late on duty. An Irishman who had
forgotten his accent. Dea;Jt was a blubbering beef of an orator,
piercing his audience with a levelling eye. A Court Jester Who,
when on the prowl, assumed the airs of a Chief Magistrate. The
friend of little children, a great dog-lover, a Good Samaritan to
the fainting boy on the barroom floor. Woodshaded languor of
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the barroom floor. That had been his own' face doWn there,
neither painted, nor Dan McGrew's.
"At's a bo,y, bubl Drink it'off neat, like a gentleman, and toddle on home. Were you passing out, or could it of been the sight
of blood that disturbed you?"
)
When the policeman asked this, Stanley observed closely the
ring of faces around him. They were all coming near, with their
snouts of animals nosing up for a nibble of ~eat on a prospective
carcass. They bared their teeth in what appeared to be friendly
smiles, but which were actually leers of fear, protective masks to
conceal their motives, in case the carcass should come to life and
strike out at its would-be devourers. Stanley snapped out of his
pleasant dream to find reality was the nightmare.
. "Thanks. Nobrealfast, I guess-" he stammered, searching for.
some bootstraps-to pull himself up with, "I didn't have any coffee,
I guess. It was the heat-" but it was hopeless. The words he found
only served to increase their masklike grins.
"I seen 'im turn pale out there on the sidewalk," remarked
one of the voices at the fringe of the circle of faces.
"Yep," another voice chipped in. "Must be one of them artist
boys. A real revulooshionary, no doubt. They keel over at-. the
sight of anything blood-red that isn't paint."
"We oughta run 'em all back. to Noo Yawk," came a third
anonymous squawk.
Stanley felt his own face turning blood-red. He picked up his
pitcher from the floor, tugged a quarter out of his pocket, and'
plunked both objects dbwn upon the counter. The barteJ:lder
gave him the same mousey smile the rest of them wore.
"Fill'er up," Stanley mumbled.
Why had he adopted their jargon? He did not dare take his
eyes off the pitcher. If he looked
around, he was sure he would
. ..,
blurt out a challenge to them all. Then he wouldn't be able to
wander around in this district with any sense of freedom again.
His senses were with him now. The only way out that he could see
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was to pocket his humiliation and slink right dn home with it. To
be classiqed as an artist was one count against him, and his Northern accent, on top of that, would be enough for nine counts more.
The policeman's hand on his shoulder Jay there with -the weight
of a rail-a rail he might soon be tarred and feathered and ridden
out of town upon.
"If it's a painter you are," the owner of the hand advised,
"you'd better stick to still-lifes. My wife cuts 'em out of magazines. Don't draw scenes like you seen this morning. They ain't
fit for hanging on a wall. Besides, we got a"law against it down
'
here."
Stanley reached for the filled pitcher. The rail lifted from his
shoulder and descended again.
"We treated you right, see? Brandy on the house. Brandy for
still-lifes. Follow me, fellow?"
Stanley nodded, and made for the door. When the flaps swung
to behina him, he heard the officer gurgle with laughter.
"Bet he paints posies the rest of the year now!"
His audience exploded with merriment.
On die other side of the street, Stanley fell his body swaying
sidewise, and decided to walk ahead in slow-motion. If he took
long, slow steps, perhaps no one would notice the way the aircurrents tugged him backwards. Those sub-human animals with
their piggish eyes and their lynching glares! What a fate to be a
negro amongst them-or a poet! That must be the next worst
thing.
If what he had been through was' a poem, .he. had better not
talk about it. If he sa~ it as a story, he would never turn it into
a poem. It would probably make a better story than a poem, but
he never wrote stories, he detested prose. So, how should the first
verse go? Plummetted out of the dungeoned patio-? No, there
was something wrong about that. He would have to see it typed
on a page first. Should he ask Venard if this was a daily occurrence
~own here? He had noticed the Hamletian struggle that often
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took place in a Southerner: between allegiance to Party principles and the inheritance of his forebears' prejudice$.The young
Southerner had a way of standil,lg up for the rights of the negro
that resembled too closely the patronizing praise of plantation ' - ~
owners.
Babette ... when they were alone, should he mention it to her :~
-what a close shave he had had with Death? How, would it affect~;,]fI
her? Would she adopt the 'experience as if it had .bee~l' her own?
That would be worth finding <!>ut about her, anyhow. She had.
changed so strangely since they had come to the South that he felt -,'
\
\
he hardly knew her any more.. \Vell, at least fie had a poem to
write now. He felt caught up in the consuming tide of youth
again; it bore him onward with a purpose. All would be right
with the world, as long as this familiar old, yet alway,s strangely
new, sensation of inspiration lasted. He stepped higher, lighter,
and more securely up the sun-bathed street.
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THE LOVE SONG
OF DYLAN THOMAS
.'

before Dylan Thomas' death, New
Directio~ gathered together in one beautifully printed
and definitive volume all the poems he wished to preserve.1
Included are nearly all of the poems from his six previously published books ofverse. Two dozen of the ninety PQems in thris book
make it sufficiently clear that Thomas is one of the greatest nature
poets in the language and, along with Yeats and Joyce, ~me of the
,
indubitably great poetic talents of mopem times.
The popular notion that he represents a romantic revolt
.
i
against the classicism of Eliot certainly needs qualification. He is
a Romantic who has absorbed into his swinging poetry all the
niceties and intricacies of the metaphysical poets. His poetry, like
theirs, abounds in conceits, allusions, and puns-qualities we seldom associate with the Romantics. Like Eliot he sees the world as
plagued by a pr~vailing spiritual sterility; Eliot's "hollow men"
are matched by liis "cadavers," his "summer boys in their ruin."
But whereas Eliot, in his dry, intense, pontifical tone, chose to
whiplash our civilization with his sermon on spiritual dryness,
Thomas, not like a pontiff but like some ancient bard of beginnings, can usually be found by the sea's side, alone, chanting a
druidic prayer of rebirth. 2

S

EVE R A L

M 0 NTH S

, The Collected Poems of Dylan ThomtlS (19J4-19JJ). New York: New Directions,
1955· 199 pp. $5·75·
• Remembering Gerontion, Thomas says of h~ monument to Ann Jones:
Her Oesh was mc:c:k as mUk, butth~ skyward statue
With the wild br(:ast and blesSed and giant skull
Is carved from her in a room with a wet window
In a fiercely mourning house in a crooked year. ,
The spiritual "house" in which he places modem man is not a dry, decayed one
but rather a wet, fiercely mourning one.
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Poets no longer regard the image as some type of desirable oro.
nament, some glittering stone which, when judiciously set, lends
sparkle to an otherwise dull and prosy line; the image, it is r~cog
nized, must be used as a fundamental element in a poem's structure. But with Thomas we can go so' far as to say that in his early
poems the interrelationship of the images is the poem. "It .consciously is not my method to move concentrically round a central
image," Thomas wrote. "I cannot either ... make a poem out of
a single motivating experience" : '
A poem by myself needS a host o~mages, because its centre is a host

of images. I make one image-th~gh 'make' is not the word; I let,
perhaps, an image be 'made' emotionally in me and then apply to it
what intellectual and critical forces I possess-let it breed another, let
that image contradict' the first, make, of the third image bred out of
the other two together, a fourth contradictory image, and let them all.
within my imposed formal limits, conflict. Each image holds within
it the seed of its own destruction, and my dialectical method, as I understand it, is a constant building up and breaking down of the images that come out of the central seed, which is itself destructive and
constructive at the same time.8
If this statement is checked against the early poetry, it will be.

. seen, I think, that analysis was seldom more tightly saddled to',,fact. The first stanza in Collected Poems can serve as example. It
-. '!>.
can also serve to point toward some of Thomas' most significant
_' ~
themes and poetical devices.
~

I see the boys of summer in their ruin
Lay the gold tithings barren,
Setting no store by harvest, freeze the soils;
There in their heat the winter 800ds .
Of frozen loves they felm their girls,
And drown the cargoed apples in their tides.

Here we certainly do not
, have any "single motivating experience" upon which a poem may be built. Rather we do h~ve "a
host of images," conflicting, contradicting each other, one instiThe full statement can be found in Dylan Thomas, by Henry Treece. London:
Lindsay Drummond Ltd., 1949. pp. 47-48.

I
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gating and being affected by the next, a dialectical
struggle for
.
survival'.
The boys of summer (the children, fresh, alive, joyous, carefree on a burgeoning green and sunny countryside) are in their
ruin (shock I they are not summer children at all; they are grown
up, and something terrible has happened; the images conflict temporally; they also contradict violently as statement of condition) ,
They lay the gold tithings (the golden promise, the golden seed:
either seed for planting in the earth or sperm for the womb) barren (shockl there is no planting; the seed goes to waste; there will
be no fruit) . Setting no store by harvest (they do not prepare for
a harvest now; they do not ,"store-up" so that they can have a harvest in the future; they do not "set store," i.e., believe, in a possible harvest) they freeze the soils (onanism; the seed falls cold on
the ground) .
There in their heat (the movement begins again; heat recalls
summer; heat, too~ like animals in heat) the winte-r floods of
frozen loves they letch thei-r girls (hot and cold; not floods of love
but winter floods of frozen love is what they bring to their girls;
fetch rings foul and ugly) and drown the cargoed apples in their
tides (the cargoed apples, the gold tithings, the seeds of promise,
are drowned in meaningless lust; the image of shipwreck, total
loss, the ship's now-ruined cargo, the apples, bobbing on the seathis image arises to lend significant ambiguity to the Ii,ne) .
The succeeding stanzas of the poem, in fresh and novel imagery, spring from the same motivating center, the same "central
seed." In rough paraphrase, the poem states through the interrelationship of its images that tile world is topsy-turvy; that men
are perverting the natural processes of birth, growth, life; that
these men pervert nature itself in their perversion. Significantly
the poem ends on a note of exhortation.
The perversion is often specifically sexual in its expression; the
imagery is startling; but this should not blind us (as it has, evidently, already blinded some of Thomas' critics) from seeing the
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sexual symbol~sm in its broader context. Sexuality, after all~ symbolizes life, not vice versa. Thomas is certainly aware of this. For
example. in a later stanza of I see the boys of summer,
In spring we cross our foreheads with the holly,
Heigh ho the blood and berry.
And nail the merry sq,..ires to the trees;
Here love's damp muscle dries and dies,
Here break a kiss in no love's quarry.
o see the poles of promise in the~ boys

...

when he writes Here loye's damp muscle dries and dies, he intends much more tfan a mere shrivelling-penis image. He means,
by legitimate extension, that the dampness (rain, river, sea-any
water) of life, which is regenerative, is love's muscle, love's regenerative power, and that that power, that muscle, dries and dies
when men wantonly crucify the living love (nail the merry
squires to the trees-note the orgiastic, homosexual undertones of
this stanza) . ,Poles of pro!";se reinforces this image, but, again,
they represent also antithetic poles of promise and u,nfulfillment,
of fruition and sterility, of life and death. In the first stanza the
men who cast their seed upon the ground are mpch more than
symbols of perverse s~xuaJity: their act symboliCally represents
an outrage against the natural forces of life, against the perpetua·
tion of the living race of men. It was, of course, because of the
latter til,an Onan was punished.
One grows tired of hearing about Thomas' "sexual obsessions,"
or about his early sexual obsessions. What we get in the early
poems, where the sexual concern is strongest, is an abundance of
striking sexual image artfully employed to lend force and significant ambiguity to certain lines. It is probably true that no1other
poet has so consciously, so extensively, and, in most instances, so
successfully put Freudian symbology to work in the creation of
his images. ~ut it is certainly true, one hastens to add, that one
will not find a single sexual image in all of Thomas: poetry which
functions sol~ly as sexual image. Both sex 'and de~th, his two al.'
6
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leged obsessions, are important elements in Thomas' poetry-but,
for the main part, only il\sofar as they relate to life, or more specifically, to a possibility of life. I would say spiritual life, but I
fear misunderstanding. Thomas at no time has been near conversion. He believes in churches as he believes in witchcraft, as he
believes in the sea or in the loud hill of Wales.
Perhaps I should cling to the simplest and truest word expressing Thomas' quest, namely, love-though the word is alien to
most conteJIlporary vocabularies. In an age when our intellectualsand our poets have busied themselves with depicting the impossibility of contemporary life, Thomas, starting from the bottom of the pit, was des.perately clawing his way upwards toward
"some measure of light," toward a life in which love can exist.
This search for love is the dominant and binding theme of all his
poetry. It is, in fact, the underlying theme of all the great Romantics, a theme which will always be necessary in a materialistic cuI·
ture such as our own.
In many of the early poems, however, the images are not adequately contained within tqeir "imposed formal limits." The
images ~ell up until they create a swollen stream, which surges
along with scarcely a glance at the changing fonnal barriers. The
stream runs over these barriers, knocks them down, and carries
them along like broken branches on a flood-tide. This form-destraying flood often runs on from one poem into the next-a fact
which Thomas himself recognized and soon brought under
control.
In the later poetry not a small part of that control has been secured by a subtle, though significant change in his method of
composition. Thomas tells us that the poems have at thei~ center
a host of images. But if they are not motivated by a single experience, they do have a central, motivating idea. The shift in
method, as I see it, has been to concentrate more on the manifestaI

i.
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tion of this central idea, to yield less to the releasing of the host of
im~es. His thematic material is thereby restricted (not nar~d) and formal unity is achieved. Somethingof'a compromise
be~ween a "host of images," contradicting aijd breeding each
other, a~d a "concentric movement round a central image" can
be detected· in as early a poem as After the funeral (In memory of
Ann Jones). In this poem, one of Thomas' best, what is central is
the idea of the two AIms, the real Ann and the monumental Ann .
-and the attempt to make of Ann Jones a monumental-symbol of
love. Not a "host" but a selection of images is summoned by this
two-part idea. In the war and post-war poems this selective process is even more in evidence.
The movement from image to image, after all, must be meaningful (in great poems, we like to think, inevitable) both from a
temporal sense within the poem itself and froni what we might
call a cumulative sense; that is, as a sequence of evocative images
whic::h operate psychologically upon the reader. In the. early
poems we get much overlapping of images in both senses. What
Thomas calls "the simple thread of action" winds and twists upon
itself like a coiling serpent, and soon we can hardly tell the head
from the tail. Another way of stating this syntactical ptpblem
caused by the warring images is that the early poems (with a few
notable exceptions) have no precise beginnings, middles, and
ends. Like the! coiled serpent they are all middle, or, perhaps
more accurately, all beginning. The}\' fail to get by Aristotle's
r:
rock.
But not all of these early efforts are marred by equivocal syntax. One of these, The force that through the g.reen fuse drives the
flower, is a masterpiece of pure. ~aft. It is so intricately-perlect, so
delicately balanced, that one feels a discomforting sense, almost
of impropriety, When attempting to expose some of its inner
. workings. Here is the poem:
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The force that through the green fuse drives the flower
Drives my green age; that blasts the roots of trees
Is my destroyer.
And I am dumb to teU the crooked rose
My youth is bent by the same wintry fever.
The force that drives the water through the rocks
Drives my red blood; that dries the mouthing streams
Turns mine to wax.
And I am dumb to mouth unto my veins
Howat the mountain spring the same mouth sucks.
The hand that whirls the water in the pool
Stirs the quicksand; that ropes the blowing wind
Hauls my shroud sail.
And I am dumb to tell the hanging ":Ian
How of my day is made the hangman's lime.
The lips of tjme leech to the fountain head;
Love drips and gathers, but the fallen blood
Shall calm her sores.
And I am dumb to tell a weather's wind
How time hJs ticked a heaven round the stars.
And I am dumb to tell the lover's tomb
Howat my sheet goes the same crooked worm.

There is ~n exquisite blending of rhythinic movement, sound,
and sense in the first stanza. The force, like a charge of dynamite,
jerks its way underground through the harsh consonants of the
opening lines, exploding three times, on drives, Drives, and
blasts. There is a lingering fall.on is my destroyer, and then the
last two lines are a sad, slow, halting chant through the long.
drawn-out vQwels. The hard "d" sounds of the opening lines give
way to the soft "t" sounds of the closing line. This stanza I would
cite as a fine example of Thomas' "auditory imagination': at
work. It has "the feeling for syllabie and rhythm, penetrating far
below the conscious levels of thought and feeling, invigorating
every word," which Eliot indicated (in The Use of Poetry) to be
requisite for an auditory imagination. One thinks of EI.iot's own
•
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Then at dawn!! we came down!/ to a temperate valley';!
Wet,!! below the snowline';! smelling of vegetation;
(Journey of the Magi)

@..

(also ~ "d" to "t" transition) where the heavily acce'hted, halting
phrases (indicated by my divisions) enable us to hear. the halting
descent.
'
In Thomas' poem, note the beautiful cr~ft in which the surge
and recession of its lines manifests itself; how the charge of the
first pan of the line, in r,ising rhythm, is skillfully arrested and
then detonated on an eX~losive verb; how the ev.enly paced distich beginning A nd I am dumb . . " like a heavily weighted refrain, anchors. and hol~ fixed the driving force of the opening
lines.
A s~nse of stasis results which, perhaps even more th~n the denotative words themselves, establishes the tone quality of the
poem. It is an amazingly effortless balance that Thomas has'accomplished: on the one hand violently active, the drive of time,
creating and destroying; on the other profoundly passive, the
tragic figure of man gripped by titanic forces.
Thomas feels this driving force to be omnipresent in nature.
And since he himself is as much a part of this natural world as the
rocks, the grass, or the sea, he feels operant in his being the same
force that blights ,the rose, that blasts the TOots of trees. Unlike
Marvell, Thomas does not give us "a mind's relation to nature"
(Empson) . Nor is he, like Wordsworth, a poet who looks at nature, an obse·rver whose heart with pleasure fills when gazing at
the daffodils. Thomas' attachment to nature is primitive, elemental. His is an inside perspective. The sun shines and ~he
"'
moon
moves within his world. His poetry gives us (to use contemporary jargon) inside information.
In the later poems, "torn and alone," it is in nature that Thomas seeks a possibility of love. Nature' becomes the hallowed place
for almost mystical holy communion.
It has already been claimed that Thomas' poetry records the
\
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struggle toward a life in which love can exist. The essentially
tragic position in which .man finds himself (Donne's dialectical
truth-that in our birth begins our death) is for Thomas the un·
alterable context in which the struggle must take place. This dialectical tilt of mind, to borrow a Thomas phrase, informs all his
verse. In The force that through the green fuse, Thomas sees the
truth-that in our birth begins our death) is for Thomas the unversall churchyard, but one common grave." His diction liberally
partakes of Donne's "shrouds," "sheets," and "worms." But even
in this, one of the <larkest of his poems, Thomas insists on the
thin shaft of light that love casts in the general gloom.
The lips of time leech to the fountain head;
Love drips and gathers, but the fallen blood
Shall calm her sores.
Time the destroyer, Thomas' ubiquitous "gentleman" of
births and deaths, has here, like a blood-sucking leech, fastened
his lips to the fountain-head of life. The fountain head is also
Christ on the cross (Time's nerve in vinegQll', Sonnet #8) , the
spiritual fountain-head for Christianity, the blood-sacrifice which
shall bring fresh fountains of love and faith to mankind (but the
,fallen blood/ Shall calm her sores) . But in this poem {ave, laid
low by rapacious Time, lies prostrate, a gaping wound in her side.
The poem is pitched around the cry "I am dumb before the drive
of time,"
Most of us usually think of time as an exterior condition of
space,-tas a kind of passive cloud hanging over objects and space
in a different, strange ditpension. To Thomas, however, time is a
reality, sonietime~ an almost tan~ble personality. Of his varied ~
stock of symbols, time is one of those most frequently invoked.·
'In From lov~s first fever to her plague (to select but one example) time functions
as necesaary condition of birth. In When once the twilight loclc.( no longer time
functions both as necetlary condition and active agent of binh and death. Time
acts as agent 01 release from the womb in Before J Imocked. Time is the driving
force in nature in Hold hard, these ancient minutes in the cuckoo's month (a lovel)
-poem. with much tbe same tone quality as The force that throtJgh the green fwe).
Time as "destroyer,J can be found in When. Wee a running grave and Then was my
neophyte. The latter Is explicit: "Who kills my history?" "Time kills me terribly."
". saw time murder me,"
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Time.most often appears as the life-destroyer, and in varying
guises. We see time as "trief" in Grief thief of time and In country sleep; as th~ globe-trotting "gentleman" of Should lanterns
shine and the Ten Sonnets (who structurally binds together the
various'episodes of that "Christian voyage") ; as "devil" in It is
the sinners' dust-tongued bell; and, most frequently, as "tailor."11
In the later poems time is still the destroyer-but in a mellower
mood. The mellowness no doubt reflects Thomas' own sense of
accomplishment. One might instance fwo of the great nature
poems, A Winter's Tale (whose magical opening lines, incidentally, recall The Eve of St. Agnes and rival Keats at his best) and
Fern Hill, where time is thelattendant father of the poet's childhood.
Two events occurred in 1939 which were to greatly influence
Thomas' poetry during the forties. One was the outbreak of the
war. The other, no less important to Thomas I suspect, was the
birth of his first son, Llewelyn.
This last motif probably needs ~lucidation. In When, like a running grave, tim~
"Comes, like a sci$Sors stalking, tailor age." The tailor has snapping scisson to cutrate th~ unwary (not just s~x: more important, to destroy on~'a inner life-and
on~'s chance to achiev~ great poetry): the tailor can also strait-jacket one into an
unfulfilled. empty life and death:
I, that time's jack~t or th~ coat of ice
May fail to fasten with a virgin 0
In the straight grav~.
In How Jhall m)' animal we see and hear:
... sly scissors ground in frost
Clack through th~ thick~t of strength, love hewn in pillars drops.
In Twenty-four yearJ the poem's hero, "crouched like a tailor," is "sewing a
shroud," his own shroud, "for a journey by th~ light of the meat-eating aun:' Th~
fullest treatment of this motif ia found in Once below a time, on~ of the most df
lightfully fanciful poems Thomas has writt~n. If there can he such a thing as a
po~tic equival~nt of a Paul Klee painting, this is it. Und~rneath all the fanciful
imagery, however,lies the aam~sad theme. Tailors cut you to measur~, fit you into'
rigid. lifeless patterns of existence. In this poem, the hero, when his "pinned·
around-the-spirit/ Cl1t-to.measure flesh bit," rock~ts forth to astound and "set
back the clock faced tailors." But h~ is "pi~rced by th~ idol tailor's ~yeti": and,
mournfully, the poem ends
Now shown and mostly bare I would li~ down.
Li~ down,li~ down and liv~
As quiet as a bone.
Thes~ leads give som~ notion of th~ ~rsistency and varied nature of tim~ as 3'
Thomas iytnbol. The s~nse of many of his poem cannot he gras~d without a sharp
awareness of the manner in which time is functioning within them.

i
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Coincident with the birth and growth of his son, Thomas'
poetry becomes much less introspective. The highly personal, almost private note of the early poems of self-discovery, of imaginative exploration of pre-natal experience, gives way to a more
generalized treatment of the interrelationship of the ages of man.
The focus is upon childhood. Probably Thomas re-experienced
much of the wonders of childhood through his son's eyes.
The loss of his childhood spontaneity can be lamented by the
poet in either of two ways: he can philosophize on the matter, or
he can attempt to recreate the lost sense itself. Wordsworth chose
the first way:
There was a time when meadow, grove, and stream,
The earth, and every common sight,
To me did seem
Apparelled in celestial light,
The glory and the freshness of a dream.
It is not now as it hath been of yore;Turn wheresoe'er I may,
~
By night or day,
.
The things which I have seen I now can see no mor .
Thomas, however, is ~ot a philosophical poet, and it is the second
way which suits his natural bent. In Fern Hill (and in Poem in
October) he magically recreates what Wordsworth called "that
dream-like vividness and splendour" of the child's vision.
Now as I was young and easy under the apple boughs
About the lilting barn and happy 'as the grass was green,
The night above the dingle starry,
Time let me hail and climb
Golden in the heydays of his eyes,
And honoured among wagons I was prince of the apple towns
And once below a time I lordly had the trees and leaves
Trail with daisies and barley
Down the rivers of the windfaJI light.
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And as I was green and carefree, famous among the barns
About the happy yard and singing as the fann was home,
In the sun that is young once only,
Time let me play and be
Golden in the mercy of his means,
And green and golden I was huntsman and herdsmap, the calves
Sang to my horn, the foxes on the hills barked dear and cold,
And the sabbath rang slowly
In the pebbles of the holy streams.
I

All the sun long it was running, it was lovely, the hay
Fields high as the house, the tunes from the chimneys, it was air
And playing, lovely and ~atery
And fire green as grass.
And nightly under the simple stars
As I rode to sleep the owls were bearing the farm away,
All the moon long I heard, blessed among stables, tbe night jars
Flying with the ricks, and the horses
Flashing into the dark.
And then to awake, and the farm, like a wanderer white
With the dew, come back, the cock on his shoulder: it was all
Shining, it was Adam and maiden,
The sky gathered again
And the sun grew round that very day.
So it must have been after the birth of the simple light
In the first, spinning place, the spellbound horses walking warm
Out of the whinnying green stable
On to the fields of praise.
And honoured among foxes and pheasants by the gay house
Under the new made clouds and happy as the heart was long,
In the sun born over and over,
I ran my heedless ways,
My wishes raced through the house high hay
And nothing I cared, at my sky blue trades, that time (',Hows
In all his tuneful turning so few and such morning songs
Before the children green and golden
Follow him out of grace,
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Nothing I cared, in the lamb white days, that time would take me
Up to the swallow thronged loft by the shadow of my hand,
In the moon that is always rising,
Nor that riding to sleep
I should hear him fly with the high fields
And wake to the farm forever fled from the childless land.
Oh as I was young and easy in the mercy of his means,
Time hel~ me green and dying
Though I saJ1g in my chains like the ~a.

One of the marked characteristics of Thomas' verse is a heavy
use of pathetic fallacy. In this poem its use makes for half the
magic. The child takes on attributes of nature; nature takes on
attributes of the child. Like the grass the child is green; like the
sun the child is golden. Conversely, like the child the yard is happy; like the child the sun is young once only. This overlapping of
attributes produces not a confused but a unified vision. The intense heat of the child-nature relationship melts and solders together the two separate elements of the relationship and makes
them one.
All nature, both animate and inanimate, comes alive. The
grandiose and the familiar are intimately blended. The line The
night above the dingle starry brings in a sense of the imm'ensity
of nature, but the homey word dingle links this immensity with
the familiar world of the child. The child is prince of the apple
towns, honoured among wagons, famous among the barns, and
blessed among stables. He lordly has the trees a"d leaves/ Trail
with daisies and barley/ Down the rivers of the windfall light.
The familiar objects-the wagons, apple towns, daisies, barley,
barns, and stables-give the grandiose expression a solid, earthy
body. Conversely, the high-flung expression invests the homey
objects with fresh, unaccustomed grandeur;,
The easy, flowing rhythm of the first two lines suggests the
gentle swaying of the apple boughs and helps establish the child's
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carefree condition. The new morning for the child is all shining,
it is Ada~ and maiden. Maiden has in it both Eve and Eden. The
poet's interpolated comment upon the child's experience,
So it must have been after the birth of the simple light

In the first spinning place. the spellbound horses walking warm
Out of the whinnying green stable
On to the fields of praise
are four of the great lines of English poetry. They allude to the
first chapter of Genesis. where God. after creating light. brings
forth the firmament, the earth, and all the earth's creatures. The
expression "and God saw that it was good" is repeated after each
of His acts of crea~ion. Hence, as the new creatures appear they
walk on to the fields of praise.
But we are also made aware of a sinister presence in the poem.
Now as I was young and easy, the very opening words. tell us that
the poet no longer is young and easy. The fourth line, Time le't
me hail and climb, identifies the evildoer. In the seventh line
once below a time not only produces a fairytale effect. with a fresh
twist; it also indicates that the child is below time. i.e., subject to
time's inexorable exactions.
The third and fourth stanzas give the child full rein. But the
ending of the fifth stanza clearly foreshadows the impending tragedy. Like a high priest bringing a sacrificial lamb to the allerr.
time takes him up to the swallow thronged loft. The lamb white
days, in the preceding line. has already announced the imminent
sacrifice. Time is here represented, as an all-powerful yet intangible force. Not by the hand but by the shadow of the hand it leads
the child out of the momentary grace it had allowed. The third
line of the s~nza, In the moon that is always rising, tragically
parallels the. third line of the preceding stanza. In the sun born
over and over. The child~s sunny day is at an end; the long night
of adulthood is beginning. While he sleeps time carri~ off the
farm and fields of childhood.
.
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But the closing image,
Time held me green and dying
Though I sang in my chains like the sea
is not an image of despair. For all its surging life and motion the
sea is chained forever to its seabed. But neither the sea nor the
child weeps in bondage: Implicit is the fact that the life-force in
the child, and by extension in mankind, is as powerful as the lifeforce in the sea. Though time holds the child green and dying,
childhood itself (and all the· life it symbolizes) can never be
destroyed.
Almost gratuitously, as it were, the war provided Thomas with
a tremendous backdrop for his rebirth theme. D~ring the first
years of the war Thomas was in London writing scripts for British documentary films and serving as a member of an anti-aircraft
battery. Rebirth for the Londoners of the early forties was no abstract literary term. Each morning the rubble to which part of
their lives had been reduced had tb be pushed aside so that life
could begin afresh.
)
Though deeply moved by the inhumanity of the destruction
(see the beaptiful Holy Spring, where the very arrangement of
the lines indicates his antiwar feelings), he takes as his basic
theme the indestructibility of the human spirit. And death shall
have no dominion, the opening line of one of the war poems, epitomizes much of their content. The best of these, A Refusal" to
Mourn and Ceremony After a Fire Raid, appeared shortly after
the wal\ when he was able to see the war in perspective. A Refusal
to Mourn is much anthologized and deservedly famous, but little
attention is given to its equally remarkable companion-piece.
Both poems deal with the death, by fire, of a child -in London,
a subject which only a poet of Thomas' immense rhetorical gifts
could hope to control. The pitch of~hetoric in Ceremony After
mFire Raid is almost unbearably high and intense. Much that was
\
merely implied in A Refusal to Mourn is given full expression in
this poem.
\
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Myselves
The grievers
Grieve
Among the street burned to tireless death
A child of a few hours
With its kneading mouth
Charred on the black breast of the grave
The mother dug, and its arms full of fires.
Begin
With singing
Sing
Darkness kindled back into beginning
When the caught tongue nodded blind,
A star was broken
Into the centuries of. the child
Myself grieve now,and miracles cannot atone.
Forgive
Us forgive
Us your· death that myselves the believers
May hold it in a great flood
Till the blood shall spurt,
And the dust shall sing like a bird
As the grains blow, as your death grows, through our heart.
Crying
Your dying
Cry,
Child beyond cockcrow, by the fire-dwarfed
Street we chant the flying sea
In the body bereft.
Love is 'the last light spoken. oh
Seed of sons the loin of the black husk left.

in

II

I know not whether
Adam or Ev~, the adorned holy bullock
Or the white ewe lamb
Or the chosen virgin
Laid in her snow
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On the altar of London,
Was the first to die
In the cinder of the little skull,
o bride and bride groom
o Adam and Eve together
Lying in the lull
Under the sad breast of the head stone
White as the skeleton
Of the garden of Eden.
I know the legend
Of Adam an,d Eve is never for a second
Silent in my service
Over the dead infants
Over the one
Child who was priest and servants,
Word, singers, and tongue
In the cinder of the little skull,
Who was the serpent's
Night fall and the fruit like a sun,
Man and woman undone,
Beginning crumbled back to darkness
Bare as the nurseries
Of the garden of wilderness.
III
Into the organpipes and steeples
Of the luminous cathedrals.
Into the weathercocks' m~lten mouths
Rippling in twelve-winded circles,
Into the dead clock burning the hour
Over the urn of sabbaths .
Over the whir~ing ditch of daybreak
Over the sun's hovel and the slum of fire
And the golden pavements laid in requiems.
Into the bread in a wheatfield of flames,
Into the wint: burning like brandy,
The masses of ·the sea
The masses of the ,sea under
The masses of the infant-bearing sea.
Erupt, fountain, and enter ~o utter for ever
Glory glory glory
The sundering ultimate kingdom of genesis' thunder.

) I
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The first stanza provides a terrible background for the ceremony. A new-born infant has been burned to death.
A child of a few hours

With its kneading mouth
Charred on the black breast of the grave
The mother dug, and its arms full of fires..
)

The child's mouth no longer kneads (or needs). the mother's
,dug; the grave which the mpther dug is now the.,child's black
breast. The word,:play here helps suggest the indescribable hor\ ror of the infant's burning. But the immediate, literal horror' is
merely suggested, not described and dwelt upon. The phrase its
arms full of fires raises the event on to a symbolical plane, where
it is kept throughout the remajnd;er of the poem/The literal level
is never abandoned, however. By suggestion it is always present to'
underscore the symbolic statement of the poem.
Myselves indicates the communality of the grief. By singing, as
by a~agical incantation, an ~ttempt is made to kindle life out of
the darkness of the infant's death. But even the ,miracle of rebirth,
of darkness kindled back into beginning, can not atone for the
death of the child, whose now-broken seed had been waiting for
centuries to be born.
Speaking for himself and for all those who believe with him in
the possibility of a good life, the_poet,begs the child's forgiveness
for the sin committed against it. This fo~giveness, plus the full
realization of what the death of the child means (as your death.:
gtrowS through our heart) , will enable the believers to keep alive
their hopes until the day when man's spirit, like the mythi9~ "
phoenix, will rise' from the ashes of the chil4's death and sing
R
again like a bird.
The last stanza of the dirge bemoans the irretrievable lo~s
which the believers have suffered. We chant the flying seal In the
body bereft carries a double significance. On
the on~ hand the be,
lievers chant that the sea of life has flown out of the child's body;
on the other, the sea of life is chanted to, i.e., called to service to
put out the fires of grief, sin, and guilt.

.
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Section II makes apparent the sacrificial aspect of the death. In
all its snow-white innocence
the child has been burned on the sin,
ful altar of London. The present sacrifice recalls, and is linked
with. all the deaths and sacrificial ceremonies since Adam and
Eve. The fat~er and mother of the race, present to grieve at the
grave of the ichild, bring to the M:/ene not the hope of another
idyllic garde~ of Eden (that dream is dead. white as a skeleton)
but the fact of a garden of wilderness, a sinful world which they
have created and passed down to all later getfrations.
The final section of the poem is perh~s the most highly
charged stanza in modern English poetry. It is also one of the
most carefully controlled. It presents an a~ocalyptic vision of
puri~cation and rebirth. The two great warring elements in the
stanza are .fire and water, destruction and ~reation. All London,
all the world by extension, is lit up by the flames which have
burned the child to death. This is fire-timJ. No clocks tell the
hour; no weathercocks tell the weather; the~weeks are measured
not by sabbaths but by funeral urns. Now that the child is, like
Jesus. beyond cockcq-ow (see Mark. 14), daybreak comes up wildly like the whirling ditch of the child's grave. Man's cathedrals,
slums, and hovels are burning with guilt and grief. Midway in the
stanza Thomas skillfully works in the idea of redemption for all
through the child's sacrifice: the bread and wine in lines, 10 and
II ,suggest the bread and wine of Holy Communion; further, his
Glory glory glory parallels the "Holy, Holy, Holy" of that service.
Into this nightmare '.Vorld, answering the believers, comes the
great, redeeming sea of life, extinguishing the fires and creating
a second genesis. Like A Refusal to Mourn, the poem is an affirmation of deep faith in mankind's ability to survive any caiamity
it inflicts upon itself. It sweeps into the imagination with all the
salty rush and power of the sea. It is the high-water mark in his
full tide career. From this point on, the ebb sets in.
)

In his last seven years Thomas published but seven poems. 1I
'Six of these poems, printed in huge black type. make up the volume In Country
Sleep. New York: New Directions, 1952. M pp. $2.00.
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Good as some of these are, none of them belong with his best.
Somehow they lack the conviction of the earlier great poems. Perhaps it is simply that he had already had his say. In these poems
echoes of earlier images begin to appear, the shadows in his natural settings become darker, the gloom ~lowly thickens. In Poem
on His Birthday, for example, we get this gloom-ridden stanza:
In a cavernous, swung
Wave's silence, wept white angelus knells.
Thirty-five bells sing struck
On skull and scar where his loves lie wrecked,
Steered by the falling stars.
And to-morrow weeps in a blind cage
Terror will rage apart
Before chains break to a hammer flame
And love unbolts the dark.

I

Yet, in the same poem, as he "sails out to die," he finds
y

That the closer I move
To death, one man throtlgh his sundered hulks,
The louder the sun blooms
And the tusked, ramshackling sea exults;
And every wave of the way
And gale I tackle, the whole world then,
With more triumphant faith
Than ever was since the world was said,
Spins its morning of praise.

Why the triumphant faith? Why the insistence on the affirmative
note? His preface, written in the year of his death, gives us his
answer.
I read somewhere of a shepherd who, when asked why he made,
from within fairy rings, ritual observantes to the moon to protect his
flods, replied: 'I'd be a damn' fool if I didn'd' These poems;with all
their crudities, doubts, and confusions, are written for the love of
Man and in prais~ of God, and I'd be a dalt'm' fool if the'yweren't.
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THE WATER SKIN
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the water skin, to see whether he mighthave been mistaken the first time. One lonely drop trickled
down his beard. He pointed a finger at the hillside opposite
the wall, where gay crowds were shouting in the heat. "There
must be lots of water sellers there," he said. "They get rich at a
crucifixion." There were three crosses now, and dark birds were
gathering in the trees.
"It isn't worth watching, not in all this heat," said Eleazar
irritably.
"It would be almost worth it to get a drink of water." JQhab
lifted his robe and fanned his body with it. He shaded his eyes
and looked across at the hill. "There are three of them this time.
Wonder what they did?"
Eleazar shrugged. "It never matters," he said. -"If they had a
good arena they wouldn't have to stand around in this sun watch·
ing crucifixions. It's a stl.~pid town."
There was a ring of soldiers on the other hill. Eleazar could see
the sun flashing off their spears and shields. Their horses pawed
at the earth, obscuring the crowd with puffs of dust. It .was too
far to see anything clearly. Eleazar turned at a sound nearby.
In the shadow of the wall a skinny hen pecked at the dirt. Behind her a rooster made a dash, and she squatted expectantly in
the dust. A bug dropped from the wall, and the rooster changed
his course. With one accurate peck he snatched the bug, then
looked hopefully at the wall. The hen stood up and continued to
peck at the dry earth. Johab Watched, grinning.
"Even the damned roosters are stupid here," said Eleazar., ''I'll
be glad to get home."
A gate creaked in the wall, and the two men turned. In ~. mo0 H A. B
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ment a wothan came out. She wore a black robe. Her feet were
bare, flat, and dirty. She carried a jug balanced on her head.
"Woman," said johab, rising. The woman stopped, and turned
slowly towards the men. "Woman, we are thirsty. Is there w~lter
in the jug?" She regarded him for a moment, then set the jug
down. Sweat, or tears, had ridged the dust in her face. She had a
small mouth, and her smile showed full rows of teeth. She was
still young.
She handed the jug to johab. "Don't drink it all," she said. "I
have to take it over there." She gestured towards the hill where
the soldiers were gathered in a ring around one of the crosses.
"They say he stole something," she s~id. "Maybe he did,"
J ohab lifted the jug. Eleazar watched his throat pulsate as he
drank.
"Leave me some," he grumbled. johab kept the jug high until
he was breathless, then handed it to Eleazar.
"That was good," johab addressed the woman, smiling. "Our
skin is empty and we are strangers here," He stared at her frankly.
The woman observed him without comment for a moment.
"You should have asked me to fill it," she said then. "The well is
not yet dry." She did not lower her eyes.
Eleazar sighed as he handed the jug to the woman. ''I'm afraid
I emptied it," he said, "but so long as your well is not dry, it
doesn't matter, does it?" He saw johab looking at her, and felt
strangely annoyed.
.
She looked into the empty jug, then turned to peer toward
the other hill, shading her eyes against the light. "He must be
thirsty," she said. "It's so hot. I'll get more," She walked back
!
through the gate.
The hen pecked industriously. .
"'Here," laughed Johab, scratching at his armpit. He brought
, out an insect and threw it toward the h~n. Her head jerked ~she
sought it in the dust.
",",
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"Make friends with the hen," suggested Eleazar. ". am
hungry."
"Then we should make friends with the woman," said johab.
". don't want the woman," answered Eleazar. johab stared at
him, but said nothing.
johab turned to watch the gate. There were shouts from across
the valley. ~leazar gazed a~ the other hill, but could see nothing
of interest. The people w~re all standing back, behind the ring
of soldiers.
"Stupid business:' said Eleazar, plucking at his robe. "Why
did we pick a festival day to buy camels?" He thought of the
empty water skin, then stretched his hand toward it.
johab grabbed the skin and scrambled to his feet.
"I'll go in and fill it," he said, grinning.
Eleazar scowled and flung himself back against the wall. "Don't
dry up the well," he said, his voice as irritable a~ ,he could make it.
The afternoon grew hotter as the shadows lengthened. Eleazar
rubbed back and forth against the wall, angry now at everything
he could see. He leaned back after a moment and closed his eyes.
There was a shout from the people on the other hill. He
looked, and saw a man walking up the trail toward the high road.
The man was tall, with long dark,hair that framed his bearded
face. Eleazar watched him approach, and soon the man was close
enough so that he could see his features clearly. His eyes were
s~alI. with a clever, quick look to them, and his mouth was wide
and humorous. His body was lean, but not thin. He wore nothing
whatever, and altho~gh he had been walkin~ in the dust, his bare
feet were clean.
Eleazar forced his voice to be pleasant. "Hello," he said. "It's
a hot afternoon."
The man tipped back his he.d and laughed, showing rows of
teeth almost complete. Eleazar smiled back at him. There was
something infectious about the man's good will. Eleazar wondered why the stranger, who was not skinny as a poor man should
be, could not afford to cover his nakedness.
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The man ~at down effortlessly and leaned back' against the
stones. "I feel good," he said. "I don't mind the heat now."
"My friend will bring some water soon," said Eleazar.
The man shook his head. "I wanted some, bdore. God, how I
needed a drink!" He nodded towards the house behind the wall.
"She was going to bring me water, but she didn't."
"I drank it," said Eleazar. ''I'm sorry."
The man shook his head, his eyes twinkling. "It doesn't mat·
ter," he said, rising. "I will go in now."
"No," said Eleazar quickly, raising a hand to stay pim. "Don't
go in yet. Wait a few minutes. You should rest."
1"All right," said the man, sitting down, "although 1 am· not
tired. 1 feel wonderful." He flexed his muscles. What a beautiful
body it is, Eleazar thought.
"What's it like, over there?" asked Eleazar, to delay the man
further.
"Hot," said the man. "God, but it's hot! And the people I You'd
think they never saw a crucifixion before. They loved it." He
chuckled. "I was worried for a while, but it doesn't last long, and
now I feel good." He pointed proudly to the other hill. "You
can't really see from here. I'm on the far side, next to a sad man
.-with nails. He talked a lot, and the other one yelled, but 1 spit in
a soldier's face.and kicked him in the groin."
.Eleazar nodded. "I understand," he said, wondering whether
he really did. "That's why you're here so soon, 1 guess?"
The man laughed again. "I hadn't thought of it, but that kic~
saved me ~ lot of unpleasan.tness.',
.~
'Two crows· cawed in a tree, then dropped down and flew
toward the other hill. The naked man shuddered. "That's the
worst, those birds," he -said. He stood again. "I have to go now."
"Where are you going?"
"I don't know. But 1 feel good. First I'll say goodbye to het,
though."
"No," said Eleazar quickly, not looking at the man's eyes. "Just
go. You can't really say goodbye again, anyway. You know that."
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The man looked at him searchingly for a minute, as the sun
coming over the wall shone on his long hair and beard. He nod·
ded, slowly. "I guess you're right," he said. "And I'm not thirsty
anymore."
Eleazar watched the firm muscles of the man's buttocks disappear along the dusty road, then turned to look at the crowd
again. I t was thinning out, now, as the sun sent longer shadows
across the hillside. The gate creaked, and Johab came out, whistling, with the water skin tight and fat under his arm.
,t
Eleazar stood up qui~kly, his irritation at Johab gone.
"Let's go," he said. "1ve have camels to buy."
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MY WORK IN MY MEDIUM
\

reason unknown to me I have an urge to make a cer·
tain kind of picture, and the medium of composite photography
which grew with me seems the most pleasant way of achieving it.
When I paint I attempt to attain more or less the same kind of
imagery as in my photography, but the brush is such a clumsy tool
for what I want to accomplish that I'find myself altering my style
in order to simplify, and eventually my picture becomes a shorthand symbol of the Jitle of a song heard &om so far away that its
force is lost. But I want force, and some detail, and some evidence
that parts of my pictures are literal mirrors of tangible reality.
The fact that my fragments of mirrors are true is testified to by
the camera, a selective but otherwise impartial cataloguer. Cam,era is my proof and my intimate connection with realitr.
Once I have this link with reality, once I have this stabilising
elemelilt (this much of my feet on the ground) , then l can venture ont and create fantasy, super-reality or non-reality, with the
impunity of a sane man. Then my fantasy gives me perspectiv~ on
what is not fantasy-the daily life, the lemming world, and the
people, wherever I went, who had an inbuilt hurt. These elements of physical reality are my negatives laid out on a ground
glass panel and lit &om underneath. These elements I can now
maneuver by sandwiching negatives between two glass slides in
the enlarger, and each combination becomes a dream which I
hav~ never dreamt and never shall, but which'I want to crystal·
lize for my self of long ago, for my self of the far future, and for
FOR SO M E

.
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those people who may recognize in my pictures an echo of their
own experience. This is the extent of my communication.
For instance I have on my glass table a negative of two large
figures and in the middle distance smaller figures of nuns and a
I small girl. It is a good pictu!e. I took it impulsively and I look at
it with pleasure now. But the mind gallops and the stream of con·
sciousness demands constant change. and so to keep up with this
demand I elaborate my stage set and super-impose two children
t
50 that they co-exist in the same space as the parental figures but
look, as children do, toward an opposite horizon. Then I make a
print, and in another three minutes I add water texture so it
looks like a never-seen kind of sky; and in another few minutes I
add two heads. one live of myself and the other a Hollywood
mask; and the print from this set is what you see here ("Journey") . But the kaleidoscopic process continues. and I keep changing and speculating with one concept and composition after another. Like stills of a movie film, prints emerge from the developer with bricks instead of water, Mexican masks instead of bricks,
Boston cobblestones instead of masks; the cirrus sky of Paris, a
checker board, a drape ~lowing toward horizon. The part below
chaJ1ges too: children playing, a nude. my own face again•. a shot
of a man killed on 34th Street in New York, a Spanish bull fight,
'a group picture I took at Yaddo. . .
g;
This is the absolute uniqueness of the medium. Once the negatives are made the process of creation is ready for a complete, detailed and documented elaboration. Every negative represents a
cut in time, a frC;lgment of life, some more impressive than others.
and the whole visual experience of living becomes material for
artistic comment now or later. It comes very close to being stream
of consciousness in visual form. The medium has the excitement
of a movie for the maker. if not for the onlooker. It also has its
frustrations, ,for the changes are so inviting that there is never an
end-every print is work in progress and nothing is ever completed with finality. because not to end is so easy.
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THE LONG PAR TV
Identification had to be by mask.
The party went on so long. So long.
Nobody bared a face. All those lanterns.
It was maggot-time in the blood trees. Even
Above the sludge of the sea the sound of it
Ate among us in crepita~lt whispers.
A few desperate errors aside. there were
No real connections; woman with woman.
Man with man; relief was agitating.
'I am too old to dance,' said ali old man:
'Will you dance for me?' To somebody young.
I'd have sworn nobody was there. Dark.
Hopefully: 'Old people for contrast at a party.
But there's no such thing.' he said, 'as a hundred years.'
In the dusk the children sat discussing dealh.
Later they were gone-too late-to bed.
A wilder surf of music. That-I thoughtFirst sounded in a skull two-hands-sized,
. Now it roves the sky. But these were maskers
Knew how to dance without hearing th~--....music.
Where the children had hidden I stumbled
Scattering a patt.ern of lette~blQ(:ks
Though in that light I ddbbtl could have read.
The lawn sloped down to the blue hydrangeas,
The blue hydrangeas held the sea. Apart.
I found a clump of laurel I remembered;
But shriveled.. I had dreamed that laurel tall.
.

i

.
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SHE MOOS, WE PLAY
The gamboling calves of Paul Klee,
Regarding their moody mother, say
'She moos, we play:
Calf one is tall and fierce tee hee
And two is upside down and three
Is Greek to me,
And what is the meaning of all this?
Is mother sick, or neurotic? Is
It their green bliss
Failing, for it must fail, that she
Laments in advance? The fooling three·
Are wise, but we?
Or what? My words are smudges, you
Must live his fingers. When they knew,
They smiled, and drew.
/

)

THE HUNT
(After Wang Wei)
The huntsmen clatter forth from the village of Wei-ch'eng.
The plain is frozen but empty of snow. The hawk above us
Coldly hovers and.screams. Our hom-bows twang in a cold
Flaw from the North. We gallop together to Hsin-lin,
Then back to Hsi-lrao, with and against the wind.
Beholdl a cloudy sunset now, where we killed the eagle.
\LYSANDER
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BY DAY OR WEEK

The street empties cold ash on phantom sky.
Turns itself dustily to morning bars.
Rakes a'child's gilt slipper on the cinder heap.
Composing blues. grays. brickyard reds.
I

The iris of day spreads. the sheets come down.
Miranda boxes out a purple dream of boys
Staring with giass slippers starting in their eyes;
In a green gown begins tomorrow's days.
The red rush of buses eats a look.
A drummer from a suitcase tries to see
Green water drowning Sunday afternoon;
The pavement breaks. and miracles a tree.
•

To the travelling eye Miranda's blouse disposes
A downward thinking thought. divide and conquer.
A hope of hothouse roses. Pig~ons open evening out
Like brothel doors. the clock grows longer.
J<?HN

DILLON, HUSBAND

FLOOD

To Lionel Trilling
The first day it rained we were glad.
How could we know? The heavy air
Had la,in about us like a scarf. though work
Got done. ~verything seen:ed easier.
In the streets a little mud.
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With the first faint drops, a tiny breeze
Trembled the cornsilk, and the frailest leaves
Turned on their stems this way and that.
Coming from the fields f,?r lunch
I thought it my sweat.
On the s~cond day streamlets ran
In the furrows: the plow stuck,
The oxen balked. On the third day
The rain ran from the roof like a sea..
I thought I would visit town.
Farmers from their farms, merchants from stores,
Laborers, we filled the town. I
,
stayed with a cousin. We were told
The granary was full, we could live
A thousand days should the river rise impetuously.
The fifth day the clouds seemed hung
From the tops of the tallest trees. ,The sun
We did not see at all. And the rain
Beat down as if to crush the roof.
I did not shave or write my wife.
On the sixth day, we moved the women
And children to the town church, built
On the highest ground hard by the granary.
We fiqished work on the levee.
The river wa~ thick. with silt.
A dark drizzle started in my head.
Next day it trickled on the walls of my skull
Like black earth dtiftingdown a grave.<
We resolved to stay in the church come what will.
That day I did not leave my· bed.
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From where the rain? and why on us?
Nat even the wisest knows or dares guess.
Did we not plan. care, save. toil,
Did we lay idle or lust. did we waste or spoil?
Therefore. why on us?
The husbandman from his flock.
Husband from wife. the miser from his heap.
The wise man from his wit, from her urn
The widow-are tumbled all. as a man might knock
The ashes from his pipe.
And the days descended in a stream,
So fast they could not be told apart.
In the church all went black.
Once I lay with Lenah as in a dream.
Another time I found myself at Adah's back.
If no one gets up at dawn to wind

The clock. shall not the state rundown?
If no one gets up to go to the fields
To feed the cows. to sow the wheat,
To reap. how shall the state grow fat?
One comes telling us Noah has built a boat
That through the flood he may ride about.
And filled it all with animals.
Just like the drunken fool, that slutChaser, to think of no one else.
I feed my friends and kin; twenty-nine thrived
In my home. But mad Noah harangues the air
Or goes muueripg in his cuff
As though a god were up his sleeve.
Who is Noah to get saved?

",,'
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I am a farmer. I-love my wife.
My sons are many and sqong. my land is green.
This is my cousin, he lives in ~own.
An honest man. he rises at dawn.
We were children together.
Shall not the world run down?
Why on us? Did we not plan?
Does not black blood flow before my eyes
And blackness brim inside my skull?
Did we lay idle? Did we spoil?
Out of its harness the mind wild as a horse
Roams the rooms and streets. There are some that say
Noah sits amid the rude beasts in his ark
And they feed one upon the other in the dark
And in the dark they mate. And some say worse:
That a griffin was born. and centa~r
And sphinx hammer at the door.
Gr.pans and moans are heard. by some the roar
Of giant Hippogriff. Still others cry
That all about the earth is dryl
)
Dry as if no rain had fallen.
As if we were not awaiting the swollen
River. as if the clouds did not sit
On our chimneys. or the waters
Tumble past our windows in spate. 1/
And some here say a dove has come,
Sure. they think. the sign of a god.
And others say that Noah walks the street
Puffed with news. But bid him waitl
We are busy with our flood.
IRVtING
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'
H

THE DEATH OF ANDRE GIDE·

everything on his side: the genie whose gift is
.
intelligence leaning over his cradle; a fortune which
freed him from financial worries; a st~ble constitution
whose delicacy sheltered him from certain events by giving him
an excuse for sudden retreats, such as long trips; marvelling
friends; so many honors that he could choose among them; and
finally that calm death which he had been playfully announcing
for thirty years and which arrived just at the right time, after a
slight impairment of his creative ability on which he commented
very accurately. but before dimness, stuttering. or painful silence.
These privileges are difficult to use to the best advantage; the way
in which he used them is so beautiful that today we admire this
life and this death: they seem so entirely successful that Mr. Massis must be doubting at present that there exists a divine judge
occupied entirely in making sure that the end of a scandalous sinner shall be inglorious.
Gide was a great man in the world of intelligence. He had a
great man's graciousness; his tireless efforts in the domain of literature; his conscientious ideal of diScharging as perfectly as possible the duties of his calling, which were to think and to write.
He was a pure intellectual who did not blush to be one, that is .
'to say, to believe that there exists a domain reserved for fine arts
and letters, an almost free life whose ways are reading, meditating, writing, lecturing. publishing a ma~zine, directing a play.
His only ambition, his declared ambition, was to produce a work
of art whose very existence would be its justification, and which
would be free from all restraints other~than tho~e imposed by
aesthetics and integrity. But by working thus, remote from the
temporal concerns of the world, his authority had become extra~
E HAD

e

J

• From "Mon d'Andr~ Gide," a chapter in Aspects de la Litterature Europeenne
Depuis 1945. P~m: £«litions du Seuil, 1952.
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ordinary: from a spell of jury duty he drew his Souvenirs De Lo.
COUT D'Assises which' foreshadowed the denunciation in our literature of the miscarriages of Justice. His Voyage Au Congo provoked a parliamentary inquest on the great companies that had
contracted for public works and for the development of French
. possessions in Africa. His sympathy for communism was a telling
factor in the conversion of intellectual youth to the ideology of
the Popular Front, and if the Humaniti now greets his death·
with an insult ,(forgetting that it published, about 1935. Les
Caves Du Vatican in serial fonn) •the fact is that the slim volume
of the Retour De L'U. R. S. S. has outweighed it in counterpropaganda.
He leaves a work minutely balanced. the very diverse parts of
which explain each other: tales of imagination that he did not
dare to call novels but called rather treatises. satirical farces. or
simply accounts; notes analysing the mechanics of the creation of
characters (Journal Des Faux MonnayeuTs); abundant notes on
the literary. social. and even geographical conditions in which
this work developed; all this resumed and reworked in the incomparable and irritating Journal, which is at once the story of a soul
and of a half century, one of the richest in French and even in
universal literature. He delighted. moreover. in imagining all
literature as universal: in combatting all false nationalism. in
opening the door to many influences. in recognizing them instead
of hiding them. in proclaiming archly that . of "all the great
authors (I cannot use this word without smiling) those who have
taught me least are French" (Feuillets, 1937) . His explanation is
very reason~ble. His work as a critic and as a translator is that of
I
a forerunner: Rilke. Dostoievski. Blake. Conrad. English metaphysical poetry-e-verywhere (and also in the present Shakespearean revival). we follow in his footsteps even if we have
overtaken and passed him. It is fortunate. in order that there
should be one or two'marks against him. that he should have so
completely by-passed Proust: "unre;ldable" (in his handwriting
on a margain) . and that (they say) he should have refused the
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manuscript of Le Grand Meaulnes. It is a good thing, moreover,
that people should not speak about his ~ntuition, about his incomparably sure taste, but only about his finesse. He was delighted to find the following thought expressed in identical terms
by Diderot and Wilde: "... the imagination is imitative. It is the
criti~I.mind which creates." Actually, it is through bis critical
faculties that he reached the greatest realities, while his imaginative work falls short of them. Thus through Dostoievski, and
though Blake (and to a lesser degree through Michanx), Gide,
the classicist, the ration~list, discovered the master keys which
have opened up the defences of traditional psychology, ethics and
poetry, and forced the long-Iorbi9den ramparts of the castle in
which our modern world is established, in order to explore the
mysterious rooms where creation is terror. He did not dare to
undertake this exploration directly since it was repulsive to his
talent; he ne,eded either the detours offered by translation or by
the adaptation of a play (the Proces of Kafka in collaboration
with Barrault) , or the detour provided by the decipherable secret
in some brief allusion in the Journal, but then it was always relieved by a note of hope: "Life can be more beautiful than men
admit," and much later, towards the end: "All my courage is no
more than adequate for life in this atrocious world. And I know,
I feel that it is atrocious; but I know also that it could be otherwise, and that it is what we make it." (Journal, Spring, 1948;)
He himself had built his world in his own image and he felt the
fragility of this construction. He belonged to a class of society that
was abolished by the first world war, before which he had written
the essential part of his work (he was nearing fifty in 1918) , and
it is only by reason of the normal lag between publication and influence that the .cult of Gide Wa!i the religion of a part of the
young people in 1920 (a similar lag is still more noticeable in
space, due to the slowness of translations and the slow rate at
\
which they become known, so that the most fervent admirers of
Gide today live in Melbourne or Tokio). Certainly, there is a
part of Gide·s messaje that is always ~imely and so imperishable
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that one wonders if it properly belongs to him alone otherwise
than by the perfect form which he gave to it: the search for happisaid
ness for a life exalted in all its temptations (he would have
j
"offerings"), for fervor, for a surrender to pleasure and beauty.
But if these correspond to his desire to be considered before all
as a moralist, it is to the negative side of his attitude that those
who have loved him will long remain faithful: the refusal of pret~nce, of easy pathos; refusal to give in to the "social truth" which
is dictated to us by our institutions, by custom, by the compromise of life, everything which tends to conformity of thought;
refusal also to search elsewhere than in oneself and in the mirror
of one's conscience for the purest possible image of truth. Negative side? Perhaps, if Gide had stopped there. Bu~, as a corollary,
he imposed upon himself as a working principle of his life and art
a duty which led him very far: that of sincerity. Nowhere that I
know of did he ever comment on the warning given by Chateaubriand, that he would say in his Memoires only "whatever is ap, propriate to my dignity as a man, and I dare add, to the nobility
of my heart"; such a restriction would have horrified Gide (but
he would have paid no attention to it) . After ~ll, sincerity has not
in similar limits been defined since the Journal or L'Immoraliste
or Si Le Grain . .. Tell all about oneself from the highest feelings
to the least noble? But by exposing them and by using each to explain the other, one destroys their true nature; the beautiful are
no longer beautiful as soon as they are put in print, and to confess
the ignoble feelings is an heroic ordeal that one undertakes as
voluntary mortification. From life they are changed into written
things with objective reality: a slight unavoidable shift between
human sincer,ity and literary sincerity. On certain days Gide
knew that every pen is a lying tongue; he returned then 'to his
piano.
His passion for personal truth was such that he long forbade
himself to become a master; he rejected (and it is one of the secrets of his style) not only whatever, by the very weight of the
written word, is evocative, challenging, but even whatever is per-

.!
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suasive. In our world where man is militant, what a far cryl "Nathanael, throwaway my book DOW"; or; "I claim to give to those
who read my work strength, joy, courage, defiance, and perspicacity-but I am very careful not to give them anV directions" (Journal, June 3, 1924) ; and this which is still mote definite: "... my
only desire having been, until very recently, to write works of art,
not exactly impersonal, but as it were freed of myself, books
which, if they had any inftuence on the reader, could only help
him to see clearly, to ask questions of himself, books which would
force him to think, even if it were in a manner directly opposed to
my thought" (Journal, january 30, 1931). But on one point, a
single but essential one, he forgets, he is mistaken, he deceives us.
On that point, he has tried to make converts, he has attempted to
convince, to seduce our imagination, to persuade us, and for once
projected outside himself by the most tenacious and the most
secret, to write a book which was neither a sincere confession· nor
a personal apology, but definitely a didactic book and one that is
pedagogical in
.. the strongest sense of the word. It was Co.rydon.
What price has he paid? Around his deathbed, before his empty
hands, did nobody care to calculate it? Certainly he had made
peace with himself a long time before on this subject; h~ had
squared his account with the idea of evil, with God in his hea'V~ ..
At most, he still displayed a certain 'willingness to publish his belated successes. His power of disassociating people from their·
ideas was probably sufficient to prevent him ftom ever having the
idea of calling to his side at the same time the spirits of all those
who had left him, perhaps for the same reason: Claudel, Charles
Du Bos, jammes, Gheon, almost all the companions of his youth..
What isolation I Was he right then to oppose all of them and even
j ef Last who was not after all a recent convert and who nevertheless asked him the same questions in a very natural voice? That
February evening when I went to bow before his corpse and to
scan his henceforth inscrutable face, an image came ceaselessly between us: that of a heavy old man somewhere in Paris, weighed
down by titles, decorations and honors, :whose thought I could
f
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feel wandering around this funeral chamber. I could not prevent
myself from seeing him at this instant kneeling in a church in the
dusk of seven o'clock praying like a child for others and for himself. Oh, certainly, before these empty hands one could always
wonder. what would have become of him without the will to
domiruite of Claudel, the inability of Charlie to imagine a dialogue without a body to incarnate it, without the insulting
. naivete qf Jammes, the childish naIvete of Gheon ... But are not
all these faults due to the condition of being incarnated, of being
part of that simple life in which we choose our friends who remain men? A fine pretext for escaping their scolding. Sensitive
souls are not lacking who, reading the dramatic correspondence
of Gide and Claudel, prefer the delicacy, the ftuidity, the charm
of the former to the insistence, the peremptory tone and the violence of the latter. But viewing it solely from the point of view of
the conquest of truth, at what moment does the delicacy become
quibbling, the ftuidity become escape and the charm become the
play of a mind that is enjoying the spectacle that he is staging
more than seeing the stake which the other is laying on this ter·
rible game?
In the eyes of the world it is Gide who won the battle with
Claudel. What an assurance in a godless century when a great
•
man could die so serene, and so clean of any smudge of the supernatural! This rebel died without grief, no longer knowing that
the true nonconformism can be to pray and to call a priest to
one's bedside; that the detachment and the dearth of which he
had so long cultivated the spirit, can be to beg in the end for something, to have recourse to a sign, to need someone other than oneself. There was no more question of anxiety: the dialectician had
exhausted every form of contradiction; the lover of dialogue had
definitely reduced God to silence. But who would deny his formidable greatness in having allotted, with a clear conscience, to
man and to himself, only the two dimensions, hic and nunc,
which abandoQ him now in the instant of death and in the corner
where he will ~ot, his hands closed and empty?
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DROWNING
"Where's Lenny?"
"Aint he up ~is house?"
"No. I just came from there,"
"Well, I don't know where he is."
Harry sat down on the steps in front of Lenny's house between
the two placid stone lions which flanked the entrance to the
narrow garbage-strewn hallway. He looked out at the East Bronx
sidewalks littered with rubbish and people, at the gutters littered
with rubbish, people, and cars. It was summer and it was Saturday morning and the groups which now included men as well as
women were like human shrubs clustered around the entrances
to each of the five-story houses which lined the street.
Harry lighted a cigarette and eyed the street; there was no sign
of Lenny. He glanced at his watch; it was already ten-thirty.
When he finished his cigarette he got up and crossed the street
to where Sally was standing. Sally was seventeen and had shallow
blue eyes, full lips, and a nose which still showed the effects of a
fracture incurred when she was fifteen. Her hair lost its blond
color toward the roots and she was very careful to put on just a
little too much rouge and just a little too much mascara.
"Hello, Sally. Have you seen Lenny?"
"Gimme a cigarette,"
She took the cigarette but spurned the matches, lighting it
instead with a cheap cigarette lighter.
"No," she said. "I aint seen him, Harry.-You know, with aU
the years I know you, it still sounds funny'calling vot. Harry,"
"Why?"
,
"You're so young for a Harry,"
"People named Harry ,are born young too,"

1
! .
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"Yeah, I guess they are. What do you want him for?"
"Who?"
"Lenny."
"I'm taking him to the beach. Myoid man loaned me the car."
"You're not allowed to drive a car."
"Sure I am. I'm eighteen."
"Yeah, but you have to have a license too, stupid~ . . . Can
I go?"
Harry thought it over. He didn't like being called stupid, especially by a girl like Sally, but he had the car and he knew how
to humble her. His index finger wandered slowly across his lips.
"Sure," he said. "If you bring along lunch for us."
"Lunch fOT you?"
"Yeah. And see if you can get a girl for Lenny."
"My girlfriends don't like to go out with Lenny."
"You want to go to the beach?"
"All right, all right. Maybe Doris will go. When are you
going?"
"Meet me here in a half-hour."
Harry walked down to the corner and looked about; then he
returned to his seat in front of Lenny's house. He had to wait
another ten minutes before Lenny appeared with his gray eyes
staring out uncertainly over the two big broWn paper bags which
contained the morning's shopping. Harry saw him coming but
waited until Lenny was at the house. Lenny greeted him peremptorily and started into the dark hallway, but Harry stopped
him.
"Where ya been, Lenny? I b€en waiting almost an hour for
you.
Lenny carefully placed the ~wo bags down on the steps and
brushed his tired black hair away from his forehead. Lenny's
hair se.emed determined to hang almost straight down on all
sides, as if to further depress his already short stature.
I>

,.
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"I've been shopping," he said, indicating the shop~ing bags
as evidence.
Harry gazed up at the sky. "Good old Lenny. Works hard all
week and come Saturday he's up early in the morning to do his
mother's shopping. I gotta hand it to you, Kid. You're all right."
Lenny just shrugged his shoulders and said nothing. He wondered why Harry would wait so long to see him, but he didn't
ask. He didn't have to.
"I got myoid man's car," said Harry, lighting a cigarette.
"We're going to the beach."
Lenny loved the beach. He loved to lie on the warm sand and
know that the cool water was so near by; he loved to look up uninhibited at the sky until the sun hurt his eyes, and he hadn't
been to the beach all summer. He said he would go, though Harry had already taken this for granted. He said he would be right
down; he picked up his packages and started into the house, but
Harry stopped him again and told him not to forget to bring his
camera.
"Gee, Harry. I don't know about the camera.", He put the
packages down again. "It's a pretty good one."
Harry put out his cigarette. "Yeah," he said. "And it's a pretty
good car too, but I'm taking you to the beach in it. Anyway, I
want some pictures of myself in a bathing suit."
"All right," agreed Lenny, then added: "But I don't have any
film."
"Don't worry:' Harry assured him. ''I'll get film." And before
Lenny coul~ again pick up the packages he said, "You don't
have to worry about lunch either. Sally's coming and she'll bring
lunch for us. She may bring a girl for you too."
"I don't need a girl to go to the beach, Harry."
"She said she would try to get Doris."
"Aw no, Harry. Not Doris. You 'know I used, to go out with
her."
'
"So what? That was two years ago. She won't even remember.
~

I
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Besides, you're not going out on a date with her. She'll probably
get herself picked up as soon as she gets there."
There wasn't much Lenny could do about it now. By now she .
had probably already been asked, and Lenny wanted so much to
go to the beach. He picked up his packages and weilt into the
house. Harry called after him and told him to hurry. He said he
would be right down and Harry said he would wait for him in
front of the house.
Lenny kissed his motHer drily, automaticallY, put the packages down on the kitchen table and told his mother that he was
going to the beach. In five minutes he had his bathing suit on
under his jeans and was.JfUnning down the stairs, towel in hand.
He was so excited he didn't even think about Doris. But Doris
was the first one he saw when he came out into the street.
"Hello, Lenny," she said simply.
Lenny said hello to Doris and to Sally, Sally said nothing and
Harry was already in the car. They got in: Lenny and Doris in
the back seat and Sally alongside Harry in the front seat. Harry
stepped on the starter, put her in gear and released the clutch
while pressing on the gas. The car leaned forward but did not go.
Sally leaned over and released the hand brake.
"You sure you know how to drive this thing?"
"Sure I'm sure. I've done plenty of driving."
They stopped for a red light at the corner and Harry asked
Lenny if he had brought the camera. Lenny jumped out of the
car and ran back to his house. He returned quickly with the
camera and found everyone laughing as he climbed into the car.
He managed to smile foolishly, self-consciously, as he fell into
. the seat.
The car passed slowly through the dirty, overcrowded section.
stopping not only for traffic lights, but even more often for the
kids who re~uctant1y interrupted their games to let the car pass.
They had also to pause once or twice for old women who strolled
majestically across the street, oblivious of traffic lights and cars
j
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alike. Then, almost suddenly, they were between the clean new
white and red brick apartment houses which hid the slums from
the smooth, tree-shaded parkway which was the pride of the
Bronx. The car picked up speed on the black rdad and everyone
relaxed. In the back seat Doris dominated what little conversation there was; Lenny could think of little to say. In the front
seat, however, Harry and Sally each had plenty to say.
.o'••• and we should have brought a radio."
"What's the matter, Sally? Don't you like my company?"
"Sure, Harry. But I'd like to hear the ball game."
"Since when are you interested in baseball?"
"I always liked it. I used to play ball."
"I'll bet you did. Want to play with me?"
"Play what with you?"
"A ball game."
"You're pretty cute, Harry. I'd like .. ."
As they entered the parking lot they could see only the back of
the beach pavilion with its tall whit~-washed flagpole. The flag
hardly stirred and a gold-eolored bronze ball sat on top of the
pole and warmed itself in the sun. It was a good day for the beach.
It was not until they climbed to the top of the white stone steps
that they could see the long curved apron of sand. The beach was
dirty; Lenny had forgotten that. The debris was scattered all over
and much waste was clustered around the wire-baskets, thrown
there by people whose aim did not quite equal their intentions.
However, it was not too crowded and they soon selected a spot on,
which to lay their blanket.
'
They all wore their bathing suits under their outer clothes and
when they had all disrobed Harry, Sally, and Doris decided to go '
in for a swim. Lenny said he w~)Uld stay by the blanket and take
a sun bath. Doris piled her long red hair on top of her head and
after several attempts finally succeeded in snapping shut the strap
of her bathing cap. Sally, whose hair was short to conform with
the latest style. wore no cap. When they had gone Lenny stretched
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himself out on the blanket and tried to look at the sun. He soon
had to close his eyes and he lay still not wanting, not trying to
think, but thinking nevertheless. He thought of irrelevant and
unconnected things like the gray dirty house he lived in and the
clean white ones along the parkway, of how it would be in the
future when he would be honored and wealthy. He thought of
Doris and he wasn't quite sure what to think of her. He thought
of the camera and groped around until his hand embraced the
genuine leather case. the camera a present from his uncle. Then
he looked up at the gold-colored bronze ball high up on top of
the flagpole and thought how noble it looks, how, even when the
fl~g comes down and the sun declines, it stays there untouched,
indifferent. He pictured himself sitting on top of that gilded ball
and he saw himself falling off and that was a silly thing to think
about so he closed his eyes again and was devoid of thought.
After a while Lenny spread a towel over his face to protect his
eyes and the long nose that burned so easily. The sun was hot.
but Lenny sweated it out. He was several times pelted with, water
and sand by careless people running to or from the water. but
the water ,which dropped on him now was too deliberate to be
the result of though~lessness. Doris was playfully pouring water
on him from her bathing cap. Harry and Sally were drying each
other off and when all were dry they adopted Harry's suggestion
to play cards. They drew cards to determine partners for gin rummy and Lenny was paired with Sally 4nny proved to be a rather
ineffectual card player and Sally w¥ not much ~etter; they lost
almost every game. Sally continually blamed Lenny for their
losses (even though they were not playing for money) and she
soon refused to play with him. Doris offered to take him as a partner but the ~me was already broken up and everyone took to
sunbathing.
It wasn't long before Harry decided it was time to take pictures and he said he would go get film. Since Sally was already
rummaging through the lunch bags. they decided it was also time
r
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to eat and Harry said he would bring back some beer. Sally ac-

companied him as they ran quickly over theh~t sand.
Lenny was now exposing his back to the sun and Doris lay
next to him, face up. They were silent ,for some time and then
Doris spoke:
"I haven't seen you for some time now, Lenny."
"Yeah." He had to brush some sand from his mouth when he
spoke.
She was quite pretty and ,he was less than handsome and everyone had been surprised. not that they broke up. but that they had
ever gone together in the first place. But Doris asked: "Why did
we ever break up?" Her tone was soft and Lenny had to raise his
head to hear her. He wondered if she was teasing him; he couldn't
decide.
"I don't know," answered Lenny, and he really didn't know.
Although they had such different personalities. Lenny often serious and Doris seldom so, still she had always seemed to take some
sort of vicarious pride in his seriousness, without. however, ever
being serious when she was with him. He was still trying to figure
out exactly why they had stopped seeing each other when Doris
asked: "What do you think of me now?"
Again Lenny did not know and said so. She rolled over next to
him and Lenny said: "You know, you have a bad reputation."
"Don't believe everything you hear about me."
Now her hand was in his hair and she curled the long black
strands around her finger saying, ~'We used to have some good
times together."
May~e that was it. She always wanted to have a good~e,
never wanted\ to be serious. She always wanted to go tQ places he
couldn't afford to go. Maybe it was just that he couldn't afford t\l
go out with her.
A little rubber ball rolled near them and Lenny jumped up
quickly to retrieve it. He saw the owner, a little boy, and tossed,
the ball to him. Then he looked about for Harry and Sally but
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could not see them. He lay down again and heard the guitar some
distance away. There were two or three people humming along
with the soft guitar music and Doris moved closer so that her
still damp body was pressed against his.
"Don't believe everything you hear about me," she repeated.
He didn't, but had the funny feeling that he wanted to. Her
hand was on his neck and just the thumb moved, slowly brushing
up against his hair. He looked at her bright blue eyes and saw the
sun in each one. He moved his face closer to hers and their noses
almost touched. He held back a moment and then gave in. Their
lips parted and he kissed her again. "Can I s~e you tonight?" he
asked;' his lips brushed her cheek as he spoke. "Not tonight," she
said. "Make it next week; next Saturday night." "Next Saturday
night," he repeated.
They remained close, unspeaking for several moments more
and then Doris sat up and said, "I wonder what happened to Sally
and Harry." Lenny sat up, searched the beach and announced:
"Here they come now."
Harry and Sally, still some distance away, could be seen holding hands and dancing over the burning sand. Each, in the free
hand, held two bottles of beer and Harry also had two rolls of
film sticking out of his bathing suit. Lenny erased the lipstick
from around his mouth and Doris, having repainted her lips, was
combing out her long red hair when Harry and Sally deposited
the cold beer on the blanket and Sally said, "Let's eat."
They ate quickly, drank the beer, and then all but Lenny took
out cigarettes. Doris induced Lenny' to try one but after a few
puffs he coughed and had to throw it away. Harry, still laughing
over Lenny's difficulty with the cigarette, tossed a roll of film
over and Lenny removed the camera from its case and, lifting a
comer of the blanket" for shade, proceeded to insert the film. It
was a good camera and Lenny- took IVery good care of it, although
he seldom usea it. Whe~ 'the film was in place Lenny's head
emerged from under the blanket and he turned the knob on the
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caplera's side unti'l the number one appeared in the little red
window.
Harry was already posing when Lenny was ready. Harry stood
with his stomach drawn in and his arms , folded over his not too
robust chest; it was a pose he had copied from a physical culture
magazme.
"~tand with your back. to the sun," he cautioned Lenny.
Lenny moved into position and was ready to take the picture.
.. Make sure you get all of me in," said Harry.
Lenny saw Harry in the finder and advised him to smile. Harry decided it would look better if he didn't smile and Lenny
snapped the picture. Pictures were then taken of Sally and of
Doris and, after some coaxing, Lenny also submitted to having
his picture taken. Since no one went to the beach without taking
novelty pictures, they took several trick pictures and then came
to the inevitable pyramid. Harry was already balanced on the
backs of the two kneeling girls and Lenny was just about to snap
the picture when people on all sides of them started running
towards the water. Sally, seeing the excitement, got up, unbalanced Harry, spoiled the picture and looked out at the water.
"Come on," she sai<;l, already moving with the running people,
"Some one must have drowned."
It happened just the way all those things seem to happen. No
one heard any screams; no one saw anyone actually drowning;
you just saw everyone around you running and so you ran along
with them, not sure what you were running to see, but not want-ing to miss anything. No matter who in the moving crowd you
picked out to ask: What happened? the reply would have been:
I don't know. I just saw everybody running so I started running
too.
Of course there are always some who sit it out, disdaining the
action of the curiosity seekers and whether or not the other three
would follow Sally was, for a minute, uncertain. But then Harry
broke and Doris and Lenny followed in quick succession.
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. They ~eached the water's edge in time to see a lifeguard swimming towards shore, one arm gripped finnly around another person in the manner prescribed for such exigencies. Two more lifeguards swam along with them. The tide was in and still some
distance from shore the lifeguard found the water shallow
enough to stand up and carry his prize the rest of the way to the
beach. He held the person he had rescued against his chest, one
anQ under the back and the other under the legs, and the people
on the shore saw now that he carried a girl. The crowd edged
closer to the water but all they could make out about her was
that she was evidently of medium height, had large pointed
breasts and that she- had dark hair which was long enough to lay
wet and tangled around the lifeguard's ann. The lifeguard
looked exa.ctly like most people imagine a lifeguard to look: tall,
blond, well-tanned and muscular-the kind young girls in no
. danger of drowning would like to have rescue them. He strode
towards the beach, the girl held tenderly in his anns as the recalcitrant water shrank slowly down.
Lenny, observing all this, decided to take a picture of the lifeguard still knee-deep in water and walking boldly shore-ward
with the girl in hisanns. He checked the camera and finding one
picture still to be taken he maneuvered his way to the front of
the crowd,' knelt down on the wet sand and, after making the
proper adjustments on the camera's various dials, snapped the
picture. He looked about and finding his three companions together, went over to join them just as ano~her lifeguard started
clearing a path for the' stricken girl. Lenny mentioned the pic.
ture he had just taken and Harry was the first to realize the possibility of selling the picture to a newspaper.
"You really think they might buy the picture?" asked Lenny
doubtfully.
"Sure. They always have pictures like that in the paper."
Doris and Sally confinned this and Lenny could remember
seeing pictures of similar incidents in the paper and he knew
that they often bought pictures from amateurs and, as far as he
JERRY
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knew, he was the only one who had taken a picture of the scene.
"How do you go about trying to sell pictures to newspapers,
Harry?"
"J ust take the negative down to the office of one of the local
newspapers and let them develop it. If they like it, they'll buy it...
"I guess it's worth trying:'
"In fact," said Harry, "you ought to take a few pictures just to )
make sure."
LefUlY had already thought of this and he ran back to the /
banket to get the other roll of film. When he returned they werej
giving artificial respiration to the girl who looked to be about
eighteen years old and ~as rather pretty. He took a couple of
pictures of the lifeguard leaning on the girl's back and then
asked Harry how much he thought they might pay for such a
picture.
"I don't know," said Harry. "But I'll bet they pay pretty good
if they like the picture.-Of course," he added, "if she doesn't die,
they may not buy it."
What? Not buy it if she doesn't die? "Why not?"
"Well, a lot of people are pulled out of the water every day.
It's only the ones that die that make news."
Lenny glanced at the still unconscious girl; the lifeguard continued machine-like on her back.
"Well, I wouldn't -want her to die," said Lenny nervpusly.
By this time Sally remembered someone who had taken a picture of a man who had jumped from the top of a building and,
she assured Lenny, he had sold the picture for a lot of money to
one of the local papers.
"Stand back. Let her have some air," shouted the policeman
who had just arrived on the scene. He circled the crdwd and
pushed everyone back a few inches before looking down at the
lifeguard. The lifeguard looked up and shook his head, but continued his methodical leaning and rising, leaning and rising on
the girl's back.
Lenny noticed the lifeguard shake his .head and he looked at
t
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Harry who had also noticed and Harry nodded his head and
smiled. Lenny again expressed the hope that the girl wouldn't
die, but his mind had already seen the next day's paper with his
picture in it and under the picture the words: photo by Lenny
Fisher. And now Doris suggested the possibility of this starting
him on a career as a photographer and Lenny had thought of this
too.
Doris put her hands on Lenny's shoulders and asked him what
he was going to do with the money. Lenny reminded her that if
the girl lives he probably would not be able to sell the picture at
all. "And," he said, "I certainly hope she lives."
"So do I," said Doris4uickly. "But just the same, if she does
die it's not your fault and you may as well make what you can
on it.,You can't help her anyway."
.
"That's right. There's nothing I can do about it anyway, is
there~"

Lenny went over to where the policeman was talking to a tearful young man. The young man was the girl's boyfriend and
Lenny made a note of the girl's name and other particulars as
they were related to the officer. The boy had been out swimming
with the girl and they were going to race each other in. He
reached shore before he noticed she wasn't with him. After a
futile search. he finally called a lifeguard who. from his high
platformed chair, saw her pretty far out and struggling in the
water..,
The rest Lenny knew and he,adjusted the camera so as to take
a picture of the policeman talking to the girl's sobbing boyfriend.
As he stepped back to take the pitture a little girl. no more than
six years old. tapped him on hiS'Arm.
"Take my pictu're, niister?",;
He looked at the girl disbctieving, as n she had suddenly appeared in the men's locker rooUl and caught him naked.
"Not now," he said finally.
"When?"

.
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"Later."
\
"Aw, c'mon. Just one picture. Please?"
"Stop bothering me; I'm busy
, now. Go away, I'll take it later."
"Aw, you can take juat one picture now."
"I said I'm busy. GODAMMITI CAN'T YOU SEE I'M
BUSY?"
.
.J He watched h~r run and then turned towards the policeman
who 'now saw the camera and warned him not to take any
pictures.
The cry of the ambulance on the concrete walk at the rear of
the heach had jUlt about expired as Lenny rejoined his friend,.
SaUy reported that the girl appeared to her to be al!Jlost dead
now. Lenny looked down and saw the shuttered eyes and the blue
lips; !lhe was not responding to the artificial respiration. Lenny
agreed that' the girl looked pretty bad and then he nodced a
woman standing nearby who appeared to be watching him. He
looked at her and fairly shouted: "I don't want her to diel"
. /
Now two white-eoated ambulance attendants broke into the
circle. They put their stretcher down and one took the girl's
pulse. "We better hurry," he said, and they put the girl on the
stretcher and trotted off.
J
"You better go after them and see wherethey take her," said
Harry. "So you can find out what happens to her."
The crowd by this time was largely dispersed and now, when
the girl was taken away, most of the remaining people disbanded.
Sally said she was hungry and was going back to the blanket and'
Lenny thought of giving the whole thing up and returning to the
blanket himself. He hesitated and Harry told hi~ to hurry. Doris
took his hand and started to run after the attendants who
bounced along on the sand, the stretcher held precariously between them. Lennv ran along with her.
A few people ran along with Lenny and Doris towar~ the ambulance. Harry stood where he was and watched them until he
was satisfied that they reached the ambulance before it left.
I
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Lenny and Doris joined in the new crowd that was gathering
on the walk and Lenny read the name of the hJspital printed
neatly on the side of the ambulance. Then he went around to the
back and through the two windows on the rear doors he could
see an attendant holding an oxygen mask over the girl's face. The
siren cried again and as the big ambulance moved slowly down
the walk, Lenny ran along behind it. He could still see the attendants wor~ing over the girl; one stubbornly held the mask
over the girl's face and the other conscientiously prepared a hypodermic. The hot concrete blistered his bare feet as he jogged
along. Doris had rejoined Harry at the water's edge and Lenny
was the only one who followed the ambulance as it made its way
gradually along the clean white promenade which bordered the
long beach. The tide was in and the cool water seemed very close
and the hot sun hurt Lenny's eyes as he strained to get a look at
the girl inside the ambulance.

•

I
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BOOKS and COMMENT
Edwin Honig

EDMUND WILSON'S
CHRONICLES 1
is that rare sort of American writer,
a master of prose style. This can probably be proved at
length from any of his ten books of critical and discursive
pros~. His writing has no crotchets. It reads easily; it is often brilliant without being simply slick. He seems unwilling to let a dead
or merely dull sentence slip by. Though occasionally his periods
seem protracted. they easily pass scrutiny because they are not
densely freighted or rhetorical and carry their weight of modifiers and parentheses squarely. The right sense of conviction and
discriminative zeal keeps them afloat. Such qua~ities are remarkable enough even in a critic of deliberate intent who publishes
only infrequently. But the example of Edmund Wilson, a literary
journalist of thirty years standing whose work 'was composed for
\
weeklies like The New Republic and The New Yorketr, has qualitatively almost no precedent in our literature. He has written
more variously. more flexibly. and probably more searchingly
than Eliot or Tate. Ransom or Trilling.,on the literature. politics
and intellectual movements of the past hundred years. A toughl
brow rather than a highbrow. he offers more usable intelligence.
a more consistently solid and assimilable fare of ideas than any
contemporary critic writing in English.
. In mastering his craft. he hali dignified and elevated a profession that requires as ·much practice and energy of a man as cham-

E

D M U N D W I L SON

The Sh01't!S of Light: A Literary Chronicle of the Twenties and Thirties, by Ed-,
mund Wilson. New York: Farrar, Straus and Young, Inc., 1952.814 pp. .
Classics and Commercials: A Literary Chronicle of the Forties, by Edmund Wihon.
New York: Farrar, Straus and Yo~ng, Inc., 1950. 534 pp.'
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pionship tennis, swimming or wrestling. Poe, De Quincy, Shaw,
Balzac, France, nickens, Joyce, and to some extent Huneker and
Meneken, have been his chief models. They are all vigorous creative writers with acutely independent styles. Thus Wilson has
lelthed not only that forthrightness is the best critical policy, but
allO that a personal code, a sensitive social conscience, and a willinglt8& to go out on a limb ate all aspects of intellectual courage
without which a critic falls into academicism or Sunday-review
philistinism. He has also admired the French for their lucidity,
the sociological btnt of their critics, and the dual enterprise of
thtir invention which undertakes, whenever possible, to deal
equally with the man and the work. And all his books reveal that
hit sympathies are sooner engagtd by a litetature of ideas, the
naturalistic novel. the political works of social idealists, than by
the poetry and prose of the literary s<:hools. His beSt historical
study, To the Finland Station, surpasses in interest and scope and
judgment Strachey's Eminent Victorians, its apparent model. In
it Wilson abides by the historian's typical aim of dispassionate
comprehensiveness. but he is most persuasive when describing his
subject's lives. their intransigencies. their ideas in action. Axel's
Castle, another product of enthusiastic research, is a much less
successful job because similar concerns lead him astray-into sociological and psychological analyses of his subjects which mainly reo
veal his temperamental disdain of their works. In it he can dispose of Valery for being an "introverted, narcissistic and manic
depressive," or ~xplain his preference for Ulysses over Proust's
masterwork (which he otherwise likes only when it reminds him
of Dickens) in that the latter is "vague and dreamlike" while the
former '~has been logically thought out and accurately documented to the last detail." His condemnation of the Symbolist writers
for their personal habits, irrational weak lives. and "sick thinking." shows up some of the inadequacy in Wilson's symptomatic
approach to literatKJre as social-historical document. For the symi
bolists not only refuse to stand up as constructive thinkers, they
refuse to have 'any ideas at all; frequently they also refuse to be-
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have like gentlemen. Yet Wilson's m~thod, one realizes, has little
to do with his best insights; one still recalls, for ~Dlple, his cogent statement in, Axel's Castle about the tempenlmental weakness of T he Waste Land:
We recognize throughout 'The Waste Land' the peculiar conflicts of

the Puritan turned artist: the horror of vulgarity and the sympathy
with the ~ommon life, the ascetic shrinking from sexual experience
and the distress at the drying up of the spring of sexual emotion, with
the straining after a religious emotion which may be made ~o take its
place.

A long causerie on Christian Gauss, his revered French profes>
sor at Princeton, opens The Shores of Light. Gauss was a. gentleman of the old school, intellectually resili-mt, drily critical of
literary fashions, and courageously expressive of social injustice.
It is not just the man Wilson a~mires, but his style, his personal
code and intellectual integrity as a public figure. It is a style Wilson himself tries to recreate (Gauss wrote prac~icany nothing) in
his own wr~in~. The l~st a~d disaffec~ed,.the b~ed and baftling
expense of gemus or high Ideals also mtrlgue him. Essays about
vivid personalities are numerous in his chronicles, but Wilson's
particular sense of them is nowhere better felt than in the reminiscent essays on Edna Millay and Paul Rosenfeld. And yet it is
from these essays that we get the impression tha~ tJtough he knew
his subjects intimately as human beings, having 6ympathized and
reflected upon them often, he was never content to "understand"
them simply as persons, as friends, as writers. True, he saw their
faults and virtues; he did not overestimate their work. Yet something constrains him in the end to put a judgment on them-to
make them serve as examples or as products of a social condition
or as victims of a psychological pathos that hinges on such a condition. In this guise they seem to fade into a pattern of hist~rical
. '
forces mechanically at work, grinding out causes and effects.
Yet one soon senses, in going through these chronicles, that
there are few contemporary
American writers about'whom Wil,
son is free to write without some extremely determining personal

J
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note. The result is not gossip but something close to it, something, at any rate, of special interest. Being fair at such times, as
Wilson is especially constrained to be, is not the same as being
dispassionate. 'The effort itself rather enforces an attitude of patronage or irony. It produces the kind of criticism thathas the appearance of epigram, the epigram that would already seem to be
pushing past the subject'S work and surviving beyond it. A very
early piece (written in March, 1922) on F. Scott Fitzgerald provides a striking example of this sort:
It has been said by a celebrated person [identified in a foomote as

Edna Millay] that to meet F. Scott Fitzgerald is to think of a stupid
old woman with whom someone has left a diamond; she is extremely
proud of the diamond and shows it to everyone who comes by, and
everyone is surprised that such an ignorant old woman should possess so valuable a jewel; for in nothing does she appear so inept as in
the remarks she makes about the diamond.
The person who invented this simile did not know Fitzgerald very
well and can only have seen him, I think, in his more diffident or uninspired moods. Scott Fitzgerald is, in fact, no old woman, but a very
good-looking young man, nor is he in the least stupid, but, on the
contrary. exhilaratingly clever. Yet there is a symbolic truth in the
description quoted above: it is true that Fitzgerald has been left with
a jewel which he doesn't know quite what to do with. For he has been
given imagination without intellectual control of it; he has been
given the desire for beauty without an aesthetic ideal; and he has
been given a gift for expression without very many ideas to express.
There is something in this dutch-uncle statement that is beyond
the act·of criticism itself, something that is being forced into the
words by the need to make the style a weapon in an exhibition of
superior taste. One can scarcely he wrong if one is sententious
and amusing and still serious underneath. We are caught. as
readers, in the spell of a mind asserting itself well about another
mind which presumably asserts itself differently; and the epigram wins us over. Thirty ~ars later Wilson's dictum on Fitzgerald continues to be compelling. though Fitzgerald had not yet
written his best novels in 1922. Many reviewers are still para-
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phrasing Wilson. Yet one "can't help feeling'l'that the important
distinction is not in Wilson's epigram on Fitzgerald's defects but
in the difference, betweep Fitzgerald's assertion of "mind" in
fiction and Wilson's in criticism. Or is it sl!nply a form of the
same 'dislocated emphasis by which the best critics transform the
best writers into precocious cretins?
By a more irreverent twist of the same perception which makes
for the epigrammatic sentence, Wilson can also tum out a very
t~lling sort of satire. Consider the first paragraph of his review of
a' "Louis Bromfield novel in 1944:
In the days of The Green Bay Tree and the Strange Case of Miss
Annie Spragg, Mr. Louis Bromfield used to be spoken of as one of the
younger writers of promise. By the time he had brought out Twentyfour hours, it was more or less generally said of him that he was defi~
nitely second-rate. Since then, by unremitting industry and a kind of
stubborn integrity that\ seems to make it impossible for him to turn
out his rubbish without thoroughly believing in it, he has gradually
made his way into the fourth rank, where his place is now secure.
In the same vein, but with more verve gone into the act of filling
out the picture, 'Vilson reports on Auden in the late thirties:
Mr. Auden himself has presented the curious case of a poet who
writes an original poetic language in the most robust English tradition, but who seems to have been arrested at the mentality of an adolescent schoolboy. His technique has seemed to mature, buf he has
otherwise not grown up. His mind has always been haunted, as the
minds of boys at prep school still are, by parents and uncles and aunts.
His love poems seem unreal and ambiguous as if they were the products of adolescent Dirtations and prep-school1)omosexuality. His talk'
about 'the enemy' and 'their side' and 'our side' and 'spying' and 'lying in ambush' sounds less like anything connected with the psychology of an undergrouttd revolutionary movement than like the
dissimulated resentments and snootiJess of the schoolboy with advanced ideas going back to his family for the holidays. When' this
brilliant and engaging young student· first came out for the class
struggle so strongly, it seamed an audacious step; but then he simply
remained unQer the roof of his nice family and in the classroom with
his stuffy professors; and the seizure of power he dreams of is an
insurrection in the schoolroom.
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On the other aide, where Wilson's satire on defects turns into
encomiums on human courage and spiritual energy, are the eloquent tributes to friends on the occasions of their death. In addi·
tion to those on Millay. Ro~enfeld and Gau~, there are magnificent ones on Elinor Wylie, Herbert Croley and T. K. Whipple.
Often as convincing, if not quite as eloquent, are the well-drawn
cases he makes out for certain 6erious writers cursed by brief
popularity and subsequently dropp,ed by the critics. Among these
he has considered Wilder, Firbank, Waugh and Steinbeck. But
those pieces which are most expl·icit in their documentation and
sense of the times concern the laSt days of the old burlesque in
New York, the death of Houdini, and "Thoughts on Being Bibliographed." They show him at his liveliest and maturest as a
social critic. and they make one wish that Wilson had somewhere,
somehow, during the last thirty years disentangled himself from
the fetters of reviewing long enough to 'write a personal book on
American culture. There are fine examples from almost every
essay here of the sort of thing Wilson is capable of doiqg. Perhaps
the best e"ample are his comments on the Luce publications,
coming at the end of a discussion on political journalism in
"Thoughts on Being Bibliographed." It is worth quoting at

fength:

.

The kind of reports that you find in Time} factual, lucid, terse, give
you something tllat you cannot get from the newspapers or the liberal
weeklies; and they compensate by compactness and relative perspective for the shredding and dilution of the radio. But the competence
of presentation tends to mask the- ineptitude and cynicism of the men·
tality behind the report; and the effect on the public consciousness
may be almost as demoralizing in its more non·committal way as the
tirades of the old Yellow Press. For you cannot have a presentation 9f
facts without implying also an attitude,; and the attitude of the Luce
publications has been infectious though it is mainly negative. The
occasional statements of policy signed by Mr. Luce and others which
appear in these magazines are on the level of Sixth Form orations or
themes; they confirm the impression one gets from the rest of a com·
plete absence of serious interpretation on the part of the editorial
director; and the various pointsl of view of the men who put Time
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together, appear to have been mashed down and to .figure in what
they print only as blurred streaks of coloration that blot the machinefinished surface. Their picture of the world gives us sometimes simply
.the effect of schoolboy mentalities in a position to avail themselves of
a gigantic research equipment; but it is almost always tinged with a
peculiar kind of jeering rancor. There is a tendencY to exhibit the
persons whose activities are chronicled, not as mOre ot less able or
noble or amusing or intelligent humart beings, who haVe various
ways of being right or wrong, but-because they ate presented by
writers who are allowed no points of view the~lv~5-0-as manikins,
sometimes cocky, sometimes busy, sometimes zealous, sometimes silly,
sometimes gruesome, but in most cases quite infta·human, who 1'1iate
speeches before guinea-pig patliamertts, issue commantb and move
armies of beetles back. and forth on bag-reliet battle-ma~, indulge
themselves maniacally in queer little game~ of sport. sciena, art, beerbottle-top collectirtg or what-not, squeak absutd little boasts and complaints, and pop up their absurd little faces in front of the lenses of
the Lute photographers-adding up to a general impression that the
pursuits, past and present, of the human race ar~ rather an absurd
little scandal about which you might find out some even iluder details if you met the edit~rs of Time over cocktails.
George Orwell, Cyril Connelly. occasionally Dwight MacDonald, and years ago H. L. Mencken, have all made astute apprawlls
of contemporary tulture in this vein. But 'We need something of
greater scope and drive, something of the toughness and imagination of Wilson's irony an~ reverence in it-written in a style
which transcends the jargohs and methodologies of literature, sociology, psychology and sciente that tend to make Frankeh~teitls
of us all. Meanwhile Wilson's chronicles ate the closest thing we
have to an almost week-by-week document of taste covering significant literary events in America during~e last thirty years.
They stand alone in Our criticism as the prOduct of a creative
mind, growing and ultimately functioning to its fullest capacity
-a zealous, humane and penetrating intelligence that finds oUt
the pretentious, the almost-genuine, and the rare real thing
through a congenital sense for the commonplace, while almost
always escaping its more numbing absurdities.
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The AchielJement of D. H. Lawrence, Edited and with an introduction by Frederick J. Hoffman and Harry T. Moore. Norman: The
University of Oklahoma Press, 1953· 30 4 pp. $4.

D. H. LA WRENCE combined in his complex and provocative way the
most pungent· condemnation of our culture with the profoundest
reverence 'for life. Therefore a sound evaluation of this controversial
writer would be especially germane today. The present and.tology approaches, in parts, aJ.firm criticism, but it does not qualify' the dependable guide hoped for by the,editors. On the contrary, many of
the contributions demand more critical agility than does the reading
of Lawrence himself. The editors' characterization of the selections as
"the best available" and "fullest possible" is more significant perhaps
than intended. Not only do the essays point in different directions,
often opposite, but also they are encumbered with flaws abundant in
early criticism of Lawrence. These flaws appear not only in the six
essays written more than fifteen years ago, but also in the recent
studies. Indeed, the 'hardy tendency to overemphasize Sons and Lovers
and Lady Chatterley's Lover survives here undiminishf.\d, even when
little new is offered, and at the expense of less exploited material.
But the legacy from the past most confusing to readers unfamiliar
with Lawrence, and most vexing to the informed, is the misty rhetoric
exemplified by Undset's "His knowledge of humanity is boundless.
His knowledge of other persons than D. H. Lawrence is a great deal
less." Moore's recent study exhibits a similar airiness: "... it is by indici\tfng Dostoyevsky and pointing out the Freudian deviations that we·
can best explain Ursula's vision of the horses." These perplexing
statements can indicate only the critic's awareness of a problem, his
intention to stake it out as his domain, and the postponement of the
labor of solving it.
Huxley's contribution, and Gregory's somewhat less, though written over twenty years ago, are notably free of such flaws. This distinctioncoupled with the fact that their observations are not yet
completely assimilated in subsequent criticism amply justifies their
indusion. Huxley's reference to what he termed Lawrence's "Doctrine
of Cosmic Pointlessness" though crucial to understanding Lawrence
has been generally ignored. The short reference to it in Tiverton's
book on Lawrence is: unfortunately, not in the selection printed here.

as
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On the other hand, Thurber's whimsy does not belong, and Eliot's
ambivalence is dispensable. Also the book could bear the omission of
U ndset's impressions, which despite editorial assertion that hers is
"one of the most comprehensive of all Lawrence studies," are com·
monplace, except for rare and unsupported Hashes. Wilson looks at
La'dy Chatterley's Lover with, Moore says, "dear sanity"-a superb
achievement for 1929 when the review was written, but more than
that should be done for this novel today.
The choice of Tindall's scholarly cavorting from his tOUr-de-force,
D. H. Lawrence and Susan his Cow, rather than his recent introduction 10 The Later D. H. Lawrence, is odd. Moore, though recognizing
the levity of the book, was apparently impressed by its footnotes.
There is a disturbing absence of realization that the source of the
symbols in The Plumed Serpent is far less important than the profound originality of the con.text in which they were set. Tindall n0"Y
knows this, after a singular conversion has prepared him to pack ~
important facts about Lawrence's writing into his recent introduction
than in the entire Susan canard.
The more recent essays vary just as widely in value. The editors'
superfluous concern that Lawrence criticism achieve status in the, aca·
demic tradition is mirrored in some of these as it seems to have been
in the excerpt from Tindall. Betsky, Moore, and Schorer utter the hal·
lowed, cabalistic words like "structure," "rhythm," "symbol," and
"tone," making valiant efforts to interpret material in these terms.
'Betsky, however, quickly reaches the limits of stress on "rhythms" as a
principle for judging Sons and Lovers and reverts to more useful observations on substance and ideas. Moore has collected a mass of facts
and suggestions on The Rainbow but failed to order them in terms of
the book's basic meaning. Schorer, immersed deeper in the considera·
tion of Women in Love than other critics, has developed salient in·
sights, but unfortunately dimmed them by his compulsive preoccupa·
tion with technique. Leavis, Tiverton, and Hoffman, by examining
some of Lawrence's ideas, counterbalance in a slight degree the premature, determined, and myopic concentration on technique. Leavis
in his angry jottings directed against Eliot makes the sapient point
that Lawrence practiced extremely effective cerebration even when he
refused to call it thinking. Tiverton, 'while adding some breadth to
discussion of Lady Chatterley's Lover, has not delivered the enriched
context promised by the book from which it is drawn: D. H. Lawrence
and Human Existence. Hoffman makes a serious effort to highlight
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signifiQDt differences between Lawrence and Freud. which should
curb some of die un.qualified referen«:es to "Freudian" elements in .
Lawrence', work. UQfQJ1unately. it did Dot J'e$train Moore's Bight regarding th~ horse symbol found in The Rainbpw nor Belsky's statementtbat me Jevera! the1ll¢S in 801lS and Lf)'Uer; JJe "kept rigorously
lul>orditJate to the Freudian:' Even Hoffman has neglected salient
factJ esRotial to darifying tid. common co~on. most notably the
fact that Lawrence treated the incest wish not as ~n inUinsic factor,
bllt as ap artifac~ aeated by sodal {oreel.
The inevitable (onfliets between contributon might have been
rel~ted by ~ broad crhicaJ rather than historical pe~ctive. Instead,
the editors, like Moore in The Life and WOT!r of D.l:/.. Lpnence.
e~t:aVflte with greater enthusiasm than they organi~e. Spellbound by
th~ vast digglDgf, they apeed along indiscriminately among the heaps
of Lawren~ crhiciJm-big. little, good. and bad. In their one marked
effort co give direction to criti(:ism they IIuccumb to blandishment by
the regalia of Jchol~$hip. They venture the prophecy that Nicholes'
essay on sparrow symbolism. traced to Bede, is "the kind of scholarly
rese~rch IDllt will inQ'ea,llingly be applied to Lawrence." Thus will
~wrence be eanoni~edr Thi.s arcltaeology is aUen to Lawrence's
ac:hievement I.lnd -=an only gr4lZe, not penetrate. it. Several sapient
a.idea....real eagle.......how thJJ~ Nicholes am do beuer, but she ignores
them to bunt sparrow•.
Since the editOJJ too have set their sights on sparrows, they neglect
to give Amon. Wellt, Ellman, and Nehls the dbtinguishing_~m~ent
they deserve. It is they who indicate the trend of Lawr~nce critid$m
if his echievement is not to be ~nnihilated by ~ definitive alJtopsy.
They afC pnique in (ombining f(:cognition of important mueli, c;onsistcmt ~ppljCfltion of their insights, and, above all, skill in revealing
r~thet man obs~illg ~wren"'s intent. Even when their conclusions
~n be dl~Uenged, 5Qmcthing tangible remains. Having assimilated
L~Wftm~'s ideas. they are in a »Q,ition to stress th(:ir interacdQn with
tedmiques, ~nd to uate chern in struc;ture and textlJre. Particularly
~rrestPJg are ,Amon's handliQg of· "The Prussian Officer," Welit'll of
"The J,\ordcr Line," NehI'Ii of Sea Gnd Sardiniq,. and ~lIman's of
ywrence's J3l'ger 'ims.
In cbe essays of the~ four men are assembled all lite significant
points «un!y ~CfJttered thro\lgh tbe rest of the anthology. They note
Lawrence's ins.btence on the relatedne.. of all things, his concern with
..the Bow and c:onftict of opposites" on all levels, particularly the lifeI
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death conflict, and they recognize that even his stress on individual
sensory awareness is linked with social, even universal, awareness.
Ellman quotes from "Pansies": "The profoundest of all sensualities
is the sense of truth / And the next deepest sensual experience/ is- the
sense of justice." But these men have covered only some of Lawrence's
poems, several short stories, and the Italian travel books. It remains
for their several insights to be extended as effectively to the rest of
Lawrence's work before an anthology of criticism can be a sound
guide to his writing.
MARY FREEMAN

Southern Renascence: the Literature of the Modern South, Edited by
Louis D. Rubin, Jr., and Robert D. Jacobs. Baltimore: The Johns
Hopkins Press, 1953· 450 pp. $5.
The Literature of the Modern South is
a little Tower of ~abel: twenty-six shrill tongues mingle in a chorus
of self-deluding, dissonant jargon that is somehow supposed to define
the mind of the South, the themes of Southern literature, and the
poets and novelists of the South. What the critics who contribute to
this symposium actually describe. is not the achievement ofFaulkner,
Warren~ Porter, Welty, Glasgow, Cabell, Caldwell, Ransom, Tate,
and Brooks, but their own ennui, pedantry, and orthodoxy. Not one
of their essays clearly formulates a distinctive Southern temper or
philosophy, probably because such a unified outlook is just another
provincial Southern myth.
"The Southern Temper," as Robert B. Heilman discovers it, is
marked by "a sense of the concrete, a sense of the elemental, a sense
of the ornamental, a sense of the rep~esentative, and a sense of totality." Although none of these "endowments is unshared," their concurrency is infrequent and is "a condition of major art and mature
thought." Question: Does the concurrency of these endowments differentiate the Southerner from the Yankee? Do all Southern writers
mysteriously possess 'all the endowments that are nee,~ed to producemajor art? Instead of bothering to be specific, Heilman devotes his
essay to defining his terminology, which is so general that it might be
equally well applied to the work of Shakespeare, Donne, Melville, and
Eliot.
Less general than Heilman's paper is the keynote essay of the symSOUTHERN RtNASCENCE:
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posium, Richard M. Weaver's "Aspects of the Southern Philosophy."
Weaver's Southerner is "an authentically religious being if one means
by religion not a neat set of moralities but a deep and even frightening
intuition of mah's radical dependence in this world." Concomitants
of the SoutheOler's "religious and ethical fundamentalism" are his
"acceptance of the inscrutability of nature," his "antiscientific bias,"
"his virtual defiance of analysis and [his] cultivation of legend," his
reject~on of optimistic theories of progress, and his "discipline in
tragedy." Question: Is the Southerner's anti~intellectual piety unique?
Does it depend upon some special insight or experience not shared by
other Americans? Yes, Weaver contends, the Southerner's position is
unique because he alone "has had to taste a bitter cup which no
American is supposed to know anything about, the cup of .defeat."
This is the paradox of the South's fortunate fall: ..the Northerner is
a child of the Enlightenment," an optimist whose "religion is to do
good and [whose] mind is his own church," but the Southerner under- '"
stands evil, has had "an education in tragedy, which is the profoundest education of man." Cognizant of the degradation of human life, of
man;s helplessness in a world of terror and defeat, only Weaver's
Southerner confrontS the "present drift toward tension and violence"
with the "discipline in tragedy," the virtues "developed in the school
of poverty and deprivation, and in that of rural living." (As an example of the Southerner's monopoly of the wisdom of tragic vision,
Weaver cites the Southerner's marvelous "comparative absence of that
modern spirit of envy which has so unsettled things in other parts of
the world." This lack of envy, Weaver continues in the naive, specious
logic that reveals his motive, explains "the poor success of trade unionism in the South.... Trade unionism runs up against both the distrust of analysis and the hesitancy about tampering with a prevailing
dispensation.")
The Southerner's unique awareness of defeat, of man's tragic limitations,.of evil in human life-this is the principal dogma of Southern
Renascence. The Soutb is "the only section of the country that knows
the meaning of defeat, that is, the nature of the world," Andrew Nelson Lytle pontificates in his little religious tract, "How Many Miles to
Babylon," and the disciples in the congregation echo the magical
formula and shout Amen.
The only dissenting voice belongs to C. Van Woodward in "The
Irony of 'Southern History.". Although Woodward mentions the
South's military defeat, "an experience that it could share with no
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other part of America," he finds a different meaning in the 'historical
event:
The knowledge Ptat it was rapidly being isolated in the world community as
the last champion of an outmoded system [of slavery] under concerted moral
attack contributed to the South's feeling of insecurity and its conviction that
it was being encircled and menaced from all sides. In place of its old eagerness
for new ideas and its outgoing communicativeness the South developed a
-suspicious inhospitality toward the new and the foreign, a tendency to with·
draw from what it felt to be a critical world. Because it identified the internal
security of the whole society with the security of its labor system, it refused to
permit criticism of that syst~. To guarantee conformity of thought it abandoned its tradition of tolerance and resorted to repression of dissept within
its borders and to forceful exclusion of criticism from outside. And finally it
set about to celebrate, glorify, and render all but sacrosanct with praise the
very institution that was under attack and that was responsible for the isolation and insecurity of the South.

For Woodward the lesson of Southern history is that "there exists, in
spite of obvious differences, a disquieting suggestion of similarity between the two crises," the plight of the ante-bellum South and that of
contemporary America. Although Woodward's interest is in another
and larger problem, we may derive our own lesson for this particular
occasion from his description of Southern history.
Fearing to lose his vision of Arcadia (the ante-bellum South), the
contemporary professional Southerner has constructed a dogmatic,
ideology that is intended to preserve his faith-in the glory of the past.
The dominant critics of Southern Renascence value literary jargon,
conformity, orthodoxy, a,nd tradition. They do not waqt to hear or to
think about new ideas. But their philosophy does not describe th~
position of ind~vidual major Southern writers; it is only an elaboration of the vague academic religion that for more than twenty years
has provided some kind of philosophic reassurance for the polite
Southern summerhouse-dwellers who still are sleep-walking but who
can't really believe in their dreams.
EDW'ARD SCHWARTZ
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"On Poets And Poetry," by Grover Smith. New Mexico Quarterly,
Vol. XXIII, NO.3 (Autumn 1953),317-329.
DEAR EDITOR:

This man, Grover Smith, "On Poets And Poetry," in your 1953 Autumn issue. He's a glib one. But because he is a philosophe (and not
another of the textualists) I take it he ought to be met on the premises
of the systematic by which he there judges, out of hand, the work of
Hart Crane and W. C. Williams. Nor is it surprising that he also, in
his easy article, is more at home, patently, with Yeats, and, by way of
Durrell's book, with Hopkins, and Eliot. For I think it can be shown
that his strictures on Crane as disordered, and on Williams as equally
random, are more of the cultural colonialism (not to be bothered
with Smith's academicism) which keeps readers from the advance in
discourse which Pound Be Williams, and Crane, after his lights, led the,
rest of us on to.
It is discourse, not just verse. Smith states the convention he is applying:
Raw material is always present; what Crane could not see was that matter
must move into (orm, and that all (onn, to be recognizable as a new thing,
and a thing more than its ingredients. must be shaped in rational patterns of
discourse.' (Italics. mine.)
By this test Smith necessarily is led to his most sweeping parenthesis:
(There is a strong resemblance between the rationale of Pound's Cantos and
that of Williams' Patterson: both suggest a link between the poetry which
displays, as in a provincial museum, detached objects, and that which simi·
larly displays discontinuous ideas or ideas connected only tangentially.)
, Thus-and slyly-he depresses the whole of the American push to find
out an alternative discourse to the inherited one, to the one implicit
in the language from Chaucer to Browning, to try, by some other
means than "pattern" and the "rational," to cause discourse to coveras it only e~r best can-the real.
And not knowing that it is the sentence (as a "completed thought")
which has been under scrutiny and attack for forty years, Smith is led
to ask of Williams (I refer to pages 322 and 323):
112
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images, instead of concepts
narrative and dramatic power
"objective vision" (which I take it must echo Eliot's "correlative")
that Williams be a pearl inside, without boiling, h{s own oys~er.

Or, as he puts it as of Miss Koch's book on Williams, what Smith expects-what he means by "form"-is "a simple union between general
and particular:' (Italics, mine.)
I have this difficulty-as anyone has, who practices a trade-to drag
up the base of one to confront a judge who clearly backS up on the law
in lieu of the duress-the necess~ties-of the act of trade. To put it all
in the mouth, in a few sentences, w~at is forty years in the works of
Pound, Williams, Crane, to be read there, or in whatever years have
been one's own. Which is why writers don't bother with Smiths~ to expose their ignorances, their smartnesses. And I haven't, except for
this one.
But it happens that just this subject of discourse is much on my
mind, to say what poets have done in this century, and to track back
that very rational system Smith is using-and so many with him-to
blind themselves to what is going on, to stay behind, even to go behind to, Reaction.
And it does boil down to how he has it there: "all form ... must be
shaped in rational patterns of discourse." It is the measure which has
been. And by it weW does lose his pearl, the 400 ~ams, the finest
pearl of modern times. Haha.
Let me be short, so you'll publish at least an objection to Smith, so
that some readers will know what he does not make clear-that he is
imposing old discourse on a group of men wh9 are still working toward a new. And thus finding faults in them which are exactly their
virtues. Smith's adjectives-"disordered," "irresponsible," "disintegrated," "random"-"discontinuous ideas"-are a drab's talk.
Exactly narrative and dramatic power is no longer a poet's attention-that is, as such power was from Sopl)oc1es to Hardy, or through
Yeats or Durrell. And simply because the "general': is not now known,
any universal, "Narrative," what it is. Or "Drammer," as the Old Man
I
cried it down.
Or "Image." It should also btl hotieed that Smith has anoth"
sleeper, in his derogation of Williams-that images should emerge as
"symbols" in order that there be this objective vision he sets up as
success. It doesn't take much thought, over Bill's proposition-"Not
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in ideas but in things"-to be sure that any of us intend an image as a
..thing," never, so far as we know, such a non-animal as symbol. (If
there is any clue to what an image is today, Linnaeus-or Agazziz, for
that matter-are better informants than all writers other than the
handful of Americans who have been at the job, recently: "an insect
in its final adult, sexually mature"and usually winged, state,")
Which gets me back to the sentence, And how Grammar, too, ain't
what it war. So long as a sentence stayed a "completed thought"-and
I'd guess it got that way when the Greeks did impose idea (to see) on
act (dran, drama, to aet)-it ceased (because ideas are not what we
act to, however much we do see afterwards; therefore, form is before
ideas, Grover boy), the sentence ceased to be the capable animal it
now is, and has been for some years, jumping all over the place, and
growling (thus WCW's "vernacular," no doubt, dear English) in the
works of said poets, Pound, Williams, Crane. And some others.
CHARLES OLSON
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A GUIDE TO THE LITERATURE
OF THE SOUTHWEST,
XLVIII

T

attempts to list, with such thoroughIless as time and resources permit, current materials dealing
with the Southwest. The Southwest, as here defined, includes all of
.New Mexico, Arizona and Texas, and parts of Utah, Oklahoma, Colorado and California.
'
In order to conserve space, items from periodicals that are indexed
in the Readers' Guide to Periodical Literature, the Education Index,
the Industrial Arts Index and the Agricultural Index have been
eliminated.
Included in this issue are mainly those titles which were published
or came to our attention between Scptem~er I and November 31,
HIS 8 I 8 L lOG RAP H y

1953·

BOOKS
ARNOLD, E.u.JOlT.

The time of the Grin·
New York: Knopf. 1955, $4.95.
BAILEY, PAUL Sam ·Brannan and the
California Mormons. Los Angeles: Westemlore Press. 1955. $4.00.
BAIC11.EY, ERNEST R. The Tidelands oil
controversy; a legal and historical anal·
ysis. Austin: University of Texas Press•.

do. Nonnan: University of Oklahoma

/{O.

Press, 1,955. $4.00.

1955. $5.00.
BUUE, ROBERT E. Olson's New Deal for

1).

California. Berkeley: University of Cali·
fomiaPress, 1955, $4.00.
ELY, SIMS. The lost Dutchman mine; the
fabulous story of the severrdecade
search for the hid4en treasure in the
Superstition Mountains of Arizona.
New York: Morrow, 1955, $5.50.
HALEY. J. EVETl'S. XIT Ranch of Texas
and the early.days Of the Llano /!.staca·
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HARDWICIt, OUN. Economic survey of
Killeen, Bell County, Texas. Austin:
Uni\'ersity of Texas. Bureau of Business
Research, 1953, $2.00.
HOFFMAN, FREDEalClt JOHN AJllD HAUY
MOORE, editors. The achievement of

T.

H. Lawrence, by Sigrid Undset and
others. Nonnan: 'University 01 Oklaho·
ma Press, 1955. $4.00.
KNIGHT, QUVEI. FOTt Worth, outpost on
the Trinity. Nonnan: University of Ok·
lahoma Press, 1953. $5·75.
MARRlOlT, AUCE. Greener fields; experi·
ences among the American Indians. New
York: Crowell, 1955, $5.50.
MAVERICK, sAkUEL. Samuel Maverick,
Texas: 180J-1870, a collection of letters,
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Austin: University of Texas. Bureau of
Business Research, 1953, $2.00.

Maverick Green. San Antonio: Privately
printed, 1952, $6.00.J
NEWELL... NORMAN D. AND OTHERS. Per·

SmCKTON, JOliN R. AND oTIfERS. Water

mian reef complex of the Guadalupe
Mountains region, Texas and New Mexico, a study in paleoecology. San Fran-

reau of Business Research, 1953, $2.00.

cisco: W. H. Freeman, 1953, $7.50.
OVERTON, RICHARD C. Gulf to the Rock-

ies, the heritage of the Fort Worth and
Denver,Colorado and Southern Railways. Austin: University of Texas Press,
1953. $5.00·
PUTIlE, DONALD CULRoss. A natural
history of western trees. Boston: Houghton·Mimin, 1953, $6.00.
RUSCHENBERGER, W. S. W. Sketches in
California, 18J6, introduction by John
Haskell Kemble. Los Angeles: Dawson
Book Shop, 1953, $5.00. (Early Califor·
nia Travels Series 13)
SANTEE, Ross. Lost pony tracks. New
York: Charles Scribner's Sons, 1953.
$3·95·
STENZEL, H. B. The geology of Henry's

Chapel Quadrangle, northeastern Cherokee County, Texas. Austin: University
of Texas. Bureau of Economic Geology,
1953, $3.50 .
STOCKTON, JOHN R. AND OTHERS. Eco-

nomic survey of Denton County, Texas.

requirements suniey, Red River Basin,
Texas. Austin: University of Texas. BuSTORM, BARRY. Lost Ariwna gold. Quin.
cy, IUinois: Storm-Mollet Publishing
Associates, 1953, $1.00. Abri'dgment of

Thunder gods' gold.
STORM, BARRY. Thunder gods' gold! the
amazing story of America's most famed
lost gold mines, traditional epitome of
western treasure trails. Revised, en·
larged edition. Quincy, Illinois: StormMollet Publishing Associates, 1952.
$3·75·
TOM LEA, a portfolio of six paintings.
With an introduction by J. Frank Dobie,
Austin: University of Texas Pres9, 1953,
$15.00•
WEBB, WALTER PRESCOTT AND H. BAILEY
CARROLL, editors. The Handbook. of

Texas, a dictionary of essential information. 2 vols. Austin: Texas State Historical Society, 1952, $30.00.
YOAKUM, HENDERSON. History of Texas.
Austin: The Steck Co., 1953. $10.00. A
new one volume edition of a history
first published in 1855.

PERIODICAL ARTICLES AND THESES
AGRICULTURE
BoND, JACK AND A. W. YOUNG. "Anhydrous ammonia studies on medium textored soils in west Texas." Tt;xas Journal of Science, 6: 351-594, Sept. 1953.
GREGOR, HOWARD F. "Agricultural shifts
in the Ventura lowland of California:'
Economic Geography, 29: 540-361, Oct.
1953·
i
McLEOD,
A. "Composition and utilization of forage in a pine-hardwood for'
est area of East Texas:' Texas Journal
of Science, 6: 395"399. Sept. 1953.
SPRAGUE, HOWARD B. "Soil management
for grasslands in semi·hurbid-arld re" glon:' Texas Journal of Science, 6: 3055 11, Sept. 1953.

c..
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ANTHROPOLOGY. ARCHAEOLOGY
AND SOCIOLOGY
BAILEY, WILFRED C. "The status system
of a Texas Panhandle community:'
Texas Journal of Science, 6: 326-331,
Sept. 1953.
BANNISTER, BRYANT. Tree-ring analysis

as applied to the dating of Kin Kletso
Ruin, Chaco Canyon, New Mexico. Unpublished Master's thesis, University of
Arizona. 1953.
BITTLE, WILLIAM E. "Plans for a lin·
guistic survey of Oklahoma:' Chronicles
of Oklalloma, 51: 214'217. Summer 1953.
Boonl, LE Roy L. J. A normative com-

parison of the responses of Latin-American and Anglo·American cllildren to tile
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children's apperception test. Unpub·
lished Doctoral dissertation,Texas
Technological College, 1953.
BUSEY, J. L. "The political geography
of Mexican migration." Colorado Quarterly, 2: 18"'90, Autumn 1953.
Dl PESO, CHARLES C. The Sobaipuri In·
dians of the Upper San Pedro Valley,
southwestern Arizona. Unpublished
Doctoral dissertation, University of Ari·
zona, 1953.
DUTTON, BERTHA P. "Galisteo Basin
again scene of archaeological research."
EI Palacio, 60: 339-351, Oct. 1953.
FARMER, MALCOUf F. "Southern Cali·
fornia discoidals:' The Masterkey, 27:
177'183, Sept.-Oct. 1953.
"Found on Navajo Mountain:' Pacific
Discovery, 6: 12-13, 32, Sept.-Oct. 1953.
A Hopi loom.
GREENGO, ROBERT E. "Shellfish foods of
the California Indians." Kroeber Anthropological Society. Papers, 7: 63-114,
Fall 1952.
HARRINGTON, M. R. "Southern Nevada
pit dwellings:' The Masterkey, 27: 136142, July-Aug. 1953.
JELKS, EDWARD B. "The river basin surveys: recent archaeological investigations in Texas, Arkansas and Kansas:'
Texas Journal of Scienu, 6: 342-347,
Sept. 1953.
.
LAMBERT, MARJORIE F. "The oldest armor found in the United States-The
San Gabriel del Yunque helmet:' Archaeology,6: 108-110, Slimmer 1953·
McNICKLE, D'ARCY. "US. Indian affairs
-1953." American Indigena, 13: 263-273,
Oct. 1953.
MEIGHAN, CLEMENT W. "Acculturation
in California awl forms:' Kroeber Anthropological Societ)•. Papers, 8-9: 61-68,

.

1955·
MEIGHAN, CLEMENT W. AND HAL EBER'
HART. "Archaeological resou rces of San
Nicolas Island, California:' American
Antiquity, 19: 109-I 25, Oct. 1953· "
"1953 annual joint board meeting of
school and museum:' EI Palacio, 60:
556 -357, Oct. 1953.
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PECK, STUART L: "An unusual petroglyph location." The Masterkey, 27: 120122, July-Aug. 1953.
RENAUD, ETIENNE B. "Some anthropo·
morphic petroglyphs and pictographs:'
El Palacio, 60: 283-296, Aug. 1953.
Ross, WIu.JAM T. Social functions of

the Mexican American godparent system in Tucson. Unpublished Master's
thesis, University of Arizona, 1953.
SCHROEDER, ALBERT H. "The problem of
Hohokam, Sinagua and Salado relations
in southern Arizona." Plateau, 26: '15'
83, Oct. 1953·
SMITH, GERALD A. "RaQcheria Amusco·
piabit." The Masterkey, 27: 123-127,
July-Aug. 1953.
SJOBERG, ANDREE F, "The culture of the
Tonkawa, a Texas tribe." Texas Journal of Science, 6: 280-304, Sept, 1953.
SPIER, LEsLIE. "Some observations on
Mohave clans:' Southwestern Journal of
Anthropology, 9: 324-342, Autumn 1953·
cToOKER, ELIZABETH J, Papagos in Tucson, an introduction to the.ir history,
'community life, and acculturation. Unpublished Master's thesis, University of
Arizona, 1953.
WALKER, JERELL R. "The sign language
of the Plains Indians of North America:' Chronicles of Oklahoma, 31: 168177. Summer 1953·
WASLEY, WIu.JAM W. The late Pueblo
occupation of Point of Pines, east central Arizona. Unpublished Master's thesis, University of Arizona, 1953.
f
WHEAT, JOE B. A study Qf the Mogollon
culture prior to A.D. 1000. Unpublisited
Doctoral dissertation, University of Arizona, 1953.
ARTS AND LITERATURE
BoYD, E. "New Mexican embroidered
leather accessories," El Palacio, 60: "352ll55. Oct. I95ll.
BYRNES, JAMES B. "The great California·
Pear." Los Ang~les County Museum.
Quarterly, 10: 7. Fall 1955.
CAssiDY, INASIZEIl. "The story of Sapello. or 'Scat Jo:" Western FolMore, 12:
286-28g, Oct. I95ll.
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ConrlN, TRl5BAM P. "The cowboy and
mythology:' Western Folklore. 12: 290'
293, Oct. 1953.
DocurADER, FaEDEJUCK J. ':The cente·
nary of Navajo silversmitping:' Cran-

brook Institute of Science. News Letter,
23: 14'18. Oct. 1953.
FIFE, AuSTlN E. "A ballad of the Mountain Meadows massacre." Western Folklore, 12: 229-241. Oct. 1953.
HAnN, ANN. "Laurels for the ladiesthe Poetl Laureate of Colorado:' Colorado Magazine, 30: 115-~14. July 1953·
HuaD, PETD. "A soutbwestern heritage." .4rlwna Highways, 2!J: 14-17. Noy.
1955. Autobiographical sketch with a
number of reproductions of his work.
JAcoBsoN. O. B. AND' JEANNE D'UCEL
"Early Oklahoma artists:' Cbronicles of
Oklahoma. 51: lit-ISO, Summer 1953.
LzAvo, FLoUNCE B. "The man':nature
relatiombip in D. H. Lawrence', nayels." University Of Kansas City Review,
19: 14 1 -1 48, Summer 1955.
MAanN, ·DEX1'!&. "D. H. Lawrence and
Pueblo religion: an inquiry into accuracy:' .4rlwna Quarterl',9: 119-IS4. Autumn 1955.
MASl'tU, CHARLIE. "When a saint leaves
his niche," .4rlWtul Quarterly, 9: 197118. Autumn 1955. A short story.
"Museum of International Folk Art issue:' El Palacio, 60: S06·SSS. Sept. 1955.
"Pavement artists of the past" based on
an article by Lewis W. Walker, with additional material. Padfic Discovery, 6:
14-15. Sept.-Oct. 1955.
PEARCE. T. M. "What is a folk poet?"
Western FolleTore, II: 141-148, Oct.
1955·
"Rare Indian pottery canteen found."
£1 Palacio, 60: 355. Oct. 1953.
RAYMOND. JOSEPH. "Mexican proverbs:;
Western Folic/ore, II: 149'156. Oct. 1955.
RAYNOLllS, FRANCES. "Museum of Inter·
national Folk Art officially opened:' £1
Palacio, 60: 558-359. Oct. 1955.
BIBLIOGRAPHY
POWUJ., DoNALD M. "Current Arizona
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bibliography:' .4rlwna Quarterly, 9:
167-IGg. Autumn 1955.
THOMPSON, LAWllENCE'S. "Travel books
on Texas published in foreign countriea. 1900-1950:' Southwestern Historical Quarterly, 57: 102'111. OcL 1955.
BIOGRAPHY
BUJtRIDGE, GASTON. "Last of the mountain men." Desert Magazine, 16: 15-24,
Dec. 1953. About Ben Lilly.
"Captain Eustace Trenor. a correction:'
Chronicles of Olclahoma, 51: III, Sum·
mer 1955.
CHRISTMAN. A. B. "Johnny Shoshone of
Death Valley:' Desert Magazine, 16: lOll. Dec•.1955.
DoBlE, J. FRANL "A plot of earth:'
Southwest Review, 58: Sg-Ioo. Spring
1955. Autobiographical sketch.
"Elizabeth Mason:' The Masterlcey, 27:
154- 136 , July-Aug. 1955.
Eu.lNCEIl. EDGAR, Ja- "Stay west young
man:' .4riwna Highways. 29: 10-15. Oct.
1955. About Jack Speiden and his ranch
near Tucson.
EVANS, CHARLES. "Perry Duke Maxwell."
Chronicles of Oklahoma~ 51: 151-156,
Summer 1955.
HENDERJON, RANDAlL. "Trader at Canyon de Chelly," Desert Magazine. 16: 10'
II, Nov. 1953. About Cozy McSparron,
veteran Indian trader.
HESS. CHurn NEWTON. "Gun master."
Ariwna Highway!, 19: 1-5, Nov. 1955·
About John M. Browning.
"
JOND. HESTEIl. "Stanley G. Breneiser."
El Palacio. 60: S6S, Oct. 1953.
"Joseph Henry Sharp:' EI Palacio, 60:
361 '565. OeL 1955.
KEY, JUNE GtrnIIUE. Charles F. Lummis,

southwestern popularizer and romantic.
Unpublished Master's thesis, Texas
Technological College. 1955.
LAMBERT, MARJORIE F. "Jerome William Hendron:' £1 Palacio. 60: 560-561,
Oct. 1955.
PRICE, EDWIN. "Recollectiom of Grand
Junction'! first newspaper editor:' Colorado Magazine, 50: 225'155. J"ly, 1955·
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Rtto, BEVINGTON A. Benjamin Chase,
/78!}-187/: pioneer minister, educator,
planter and agent for the Ar1Jerican Bible Society. Unpublished DOctoral dis-

GLOVER, FIlED A. "Summer foods of the
burrowing owl:' The Condor, 55: 175,
Sept. 1958.
GIlEGC, ROBERT E. "Notes on the ant,
sertation, Texas Technological College, Leptothorax obliquicanthus Cole:' Mu·
1955·
.
seum of Comparative Zoology. Bf'ev1ora,
"Sam Houston, interpreter of Indian
II: 1-5. Oct. 15. 1955.
strategy:' Chronicles of JOltlahoma, 1p:
GRUNDMANN, A. W. AND OTHD.S. "Ex21lHU4, Summer 1958.
amination of commerical silver fox as a
STAPLES, LLoYD W. AND RUEL R. CROCKpossible host for Echinococcus GranuloER. "It began with a bloodstone: the
ma (Batseh 1786) Rudolphi 1805 in Salt
mineral life of William B. Pitts." Pa·
Lake County. Utah:· American Yetericific Discovery, 6: 26-27J Sept.-Oct. 1958. nary Medical Association. Journal, lIS:
235-236, Sept. 1953.
TANNER, VASCO M. "Edwin Cooper Van
Dyke. 186g'1952:' The Great Basin NatHAU, JOHN EDWAllD. "Bionomics of
Upoptena depressa (Say) the oommon
uralist, 56: 29-M, Sept. 1958·
lousefly of deer in western North AmerTHOMSON, VlllGINIA. "Note on George
ica
(Diptera: Hippoboscidae):' MieroNidever. a 'clean-living and upright'
entomology, 18: 58-45. Aug. 51. 1955.
trapper:' California Historical Societ),.
HOOVER, ROBERT L AND LEE E. Y~GER_
Quarterly, 82: 268-268. Sept, 1955.
"Status of the fox squirrel in northeastWINN, WIUJAM W. "The JOllquin Milern Colorado:' Journal of Mammalogy,
ler Foundation:' California Historical
34:
359-565. Aug. 1955·
Society. Quarterly, 82: 281-241. Sept.
HOWARD,
WALTER E. "Nutria (Myocas1953·
tor
Coypus)
in California:' Journal of
BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES
Mammalagy,
34: 5 12 -5 15. Nov. 1958.
BEHLE, WIUJAM H. AND ROBERT K. SFHOWELL,
JOHN
THOMAS. "Plant types in
LANDEIl. "The plumage cycle of the Cali·
the herbarium of the California Acadefomia Gull (Larns Californicus) with
my of Sciences. VIII. IX, X:' Wasmann
notes on color changes of soft parts."
Journal of Biology, 10: 25HI54, ,68-378,
The Ault. 70: 239- 260 • July 1953.
Summer,
Fall 1952; II: 121-126. Spring
BERRY, S. STILLMAN. "Notices of the new
1953·
west American marine mollusca:' San
HYDE, A. SIDNEY. "Perceptive powers of
Diego Society of Natural History. Transa Duck Hawk:' The Condor, 55: 277,
actions, II: 405-428, Sept. I. 1958.
Sept. 1953.
BERRY, S. STIllMAN. "West American
rawr-clams of the genus Ensis." San Di- JOHANSEN, DONAlJ) A. "Morphological
togo Society of Natural History. Trans- . criteria for the specific validity of Pinus
actions, 11: 598-404. Aug. 14, 1955.
Jeffreyi." Madroiio, 12: 92-95. July 1953.
CARDIFF, EUGENE AND BRUCE CARDIFF. JOHNSON, D_ ELMER AND LUCILE MAUGH"Additional records for the American
AN. "Studies in Great Basin Bombyliiredstart in the Imperial Valley of Calidae." The Great Basin Naturalist, 56~
fornia," The Condor, 55: 279, Sept.
17-27. Sept. 19551953·
KEEGAN, HUGH L. "Collections of paraCoLE, A. C. "Studies of New Mexico sitic mites from Utah:' The Great Basin
ants, V. The genus Pheidole with syn·
Naturalist, 56: 35-42, Sept. 1958.
onymy (Hymenoptera: Formicidae);
KIRK, RUTH E. "A giant and its cousins."
VI. The gt'nera Monomorium, Solenop'
Pacific
Discovery, 6: 6-11. Sept.-Oct.
sis. Myrmecina, and Trachymyrmexi
1953.
Photographs
and description of
(Hymenoptera: Formiddae)" Tennessaguaro.
see Academy of Science. Journal, 28:
LEWIS, HARLAN AND W. R. EItNST. "A
297'500, '16, Oct. 1955.
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new species of Clarkia (Onagraceae) ,"
Madrofio, 12: Bg-92. July 1955.
MILSTEAD, WILLI,AM W. "Geographic
variation in the garter snake, Thamnophis Cynopsis."Texas Journal of Sci·
ence, 6: 548-379t Sept. 1955.
MIIlOV, N. T. "Taxonomy and chemistry
of the white pines." Madroilo, II: 81.89.
July 1955.
MONTGOMERY, VESTER. "The Leconte
sparrow in New Mexico." The Condor,
55: 277, Sept. 195!J·
OUVE, JOHN R. "The occurrence of the
Cladoceran Leptodora Kindtii in Colorado." Ecology, M: 628-629. July 1953.
PENFOUND, WILLIAM T. "Plant commu·
nities of Oklahoma la.kes." Ecology, 54:
561 -58 3. July J 955.
RYCKMAN, RAYMOND E. AND CHAIlLES T.
AltIES. "Insects reared from cacti in Ari·
wna." The Pan·Pacific I Entomologist,
19: 16!J· 164. July 1955·
RYCKMAN, RAYMOND E. "Notes on the
ecology of Bambus Sonorus in Orange
County, California and new parasite
records." The Pan-Pacific Entomologist,
29: 144' 146,'July 19511·
SALT, GEORGE WIlLIAM. "An ecological
analysis of three California avifaunaa."
The Condor, 55: 258-275, Sept. 195!J.
~HANNON, FREDERICK A. "Case reports of
two Gila Monster bites." Herpetologica,
9: 125' 12 7, Oct. 50 ,1955.
SHANNON, FREDERICK A. "Scaphiopus
bombifrons. a state record for Ariwna:'
Herpetologica, 9: 127'128, Oct. So, 1955·
SPANGLE, PAUL F. "A revised checklist of
the flora of Walnut Canyon National
Monument." Plateau, 26: 86·88. Oct.
1955·
STEBBINS, G. LEDYARD, JR. "A new c1aasi·
fication of the tribe Cichorieae. family
Compositae." Madrofio, 12: 65.81, July
1953·
TANNER, WILMER W. "A study of taxonomy and phylogeny of LampropeltJ,s
Pyromelana Cope." The Great Basin
Naturalist, 56: 47. 66• Sept. 19511.
TESTER, JOliN R. "Fall food habits of the
raccoon in the South Platte Valley of
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Colorado." Journal of
Mammalogy. !l4: 500'502, Nov. 1955·

northeastern

THOMURG, FLORENCE. "Another hibernating Poor-will." The Condor, 55: 274.
Sept. 1955.
USINGER, ROBERT L. "Notes on the genus
metrobates in California with description of a new subspecies:' The Pan·Pa·
cific Entomologist, 29: 178 '179. July
1953·
VAARAMA, ANTERO. "Some chromosome
numbers of Californian and Finnish
moss species." The Bryologist, 56: IGg·
177, Sept. 19511.
WIlLIAMS, FRANCIS X. .. Additions and
corrections to the wasps of the genus
Solierella in California:' The Pan-Pacific Entomologist. 29: 157- 162 • July
I 95!J.
WRAY, D. L. AND G. F. KNOWLTON. '·Ad·
ditions to the list of the Collembola of

Utah:' The Grea! Basin Naturalist, 56:
45'46 , Sept. 1955.
CLIMATE AND
WEATHER
BALClIIN, W. G. V. AND NORMA"N PVE.
"The drought in the southwestern
United States." Weather, 8: 1~5·156.
Aug. 1953.
BROOKS, EDWARD M. "Tornado tragedies
of 1955." Weatherwise, 6: 100-1°5. 110.
Aug. 1955.
IVES, RONALD L. AND OTHERS. "Surface
winds in the Salt Lake Desert. I. The
Beulah Station record." A merican Me·
teorological Soci~t'Y' Bulletin, 54: 50 4"
5 10 , Sept. 19511·
JURWJTZ, LoUIS R. "Arizona's two·season
rainfall pattern." Weatherwise,6: g6'99,
Aug. 1955.
LAIRD, HARLEY B. AND WOODROW W.
DICKEY. "Forecasting rain or snow at
Denver, Colorado. September·Novem·
ber:' American Meteorological Society.
Bulletin, 34: 287- 2 92• Sept. 19}j5·
YOUNG, VERNON A. "The effect of the
'95°'1952 drought on the range vegetation of certain areas of Texas:' l'exas
Journal of ScieTlCe, 5: 27'-279. Sept.
~953·
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CONSERVATION AND
RECLAMATION
BA&EIl, RILEy E. "Water development as
an important factor in the utilization of
the high plains of Texas." Southwestern
Social Science Quart~ly, M: 21-M, Sept.
1953·
LoVE, L. D. "Watershed management in
the Colorado Rockies." Journal 0/ Soil
and Water Conseroation, 8: 107'112,
May 1958.
SICJUANO, SAMUEL A. "Saga of the Well·
ton-Mohawk," illustrated by Emil Eger,
Jr. Arizona. Highways, 29: 2'9, Oct. 1953.
DESCRIPTION AND
TRAVEL
ADAMS, ANSELL AND NANCY NEWHALL.
"Death Valley." Ariwna Highways, 29:
.. 16-55, Oct. 1955.
McKELVEY, NAT. "No man's island, the
land between Arirona and California
that neither state will claim." Pacific
Discovery, 6: 18'25, Sept.-Oct. 1955.
MCWILUAMS, CAllEY. "Suicide bridge."

Frontier, 5: 9- 11 , Nov. 1953.
"Nature and man, architect! of Canyon
de Chelly." Val Samuelson's photographs presented by Marvin Weese. Pa·
cific Discovery, 6: 14-17, Sept.-Oct. 1955.
WESTEIlMEIER, THERESE S. "Colorado fes·
tivals, III. The earth and the fullness
thereof." Colorado Magazine, 30 : 193'
115,July 1955·
FINANCE AND
INDUSTRY
BRADLEY, JAMES R. Out-of-state pur-

chases 0/ textile mill, apparel and reo
lated products by Texas organiwtions,
'952. Texas Engineering Experiment
Station. Research Report, 44, Sept. 1953.

BRENNEMAN, RJCHARD P. "Irrigation for
Texas farmers." Texas Business Review,
17: 15- 17, Aug. 1955.

CEuA, FuNCIS R. "Contributions of the
University of Oklahoma to industrial
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